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FOREWORD

This report prepared by the Advanced Programs Department of

Rocketdyne, a Division of North American Rockwell Corporation,

6633 Canoga Avenue, Canoga Park, California, suoarizes the

work performed under Contract No. AF49-(638)-1705, "Propellant

Spray Combustion Processes During Stable and Unstable Liquid

Rocket Combustion", during the four year period, July 1966 to

November 1970. The first phase was formerly titled "Pressure

Wave Growth in Monodisperse Spray/Gas Mixtures". The Air

Force Project Officer was initially Dr. B. T. Wolfson; for

the past two years Lt. Col. R. W. Haffner has served in this

capacity. Mr. T. A. Coultas was the Rocketdyne Program

Manager.

This report has been assigned the Rocketdyne identification

number R-8377.
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ABSTRACT

Information resulting from this study will allow formulation of new

and very general analytical models and criteria to permit a priori

design of reliable and stable liquid rocket motors and supersonic

air-breathing engines required for future weapons delivery systems.

Specifically the purpose of this program is the acquisition of

detailed analytical and experimental information concerning the

mechanisms of energy addition from propellant spray combustion to

steady flow fields and propagating pressure disturbances. The data

will be used to evaluate present or formulate new expressions des-

cribing the dynamics that contribute to the coupling processes

between the spray and gas flow fields. These expressions form the

basis of steady-state and transient propellant combustion models

that bear directly on the problem of predicting performance and the

onset of high frequenc.y combustion instability in liquid propellant

rocket engines.

To overcome past difficulties in comparing analytical and experi-

mental results, an apparatus will be utilized that produces a mono-

disperse propellant spray uniformly distributed throughout the

combustor. The motor, to be operated as a rocket engine combustor
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under either stable or transient conditions, provides for optical

observation and is extensiv 1. !r: +trumented to record pressure wave

amplification or decay as a function of parameter variation.

From the test data drop diameterso, velocity and pressure wave growth

or decay as a function nf chamber length and initial conditions will

be determined. These data can then be input to appropriate newly

deyeloped combustion models and the validity of the coupling term

expressions evaluated by directly comparing the resulting predictions

to experimental data.
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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The long-range purpose of this program is the acquisition of detailed

experimental information concerning the mechanisms of energy addition

from propellant spray combustion to a steady-state flow field and to a

pressure disturbance propagating through an initially steady, burning flow

'it7. -t- data will be used to evaluate existing expressions or formulate

new empirical and analytical expressions describing the droplet processes

that contribute to coupling between the spray and gas flow fields.

These coupling term expressions form the basis of steady-state and transient

propellant combustion model formulations which bear directly on the problems

of predicting performance and the onset of high-frequency combustion instabil-

ity in liquid propellant rocket engines. However, the presently used coupling

term expressions, which are vital to performance and combustion stability pre-

dictions, are based on data obtained under inappropriate conditions.

To overcome past difficulties with comparisons between experiment and theory,

an experimental apparatus has been developed that is unique in its utilization

of a monodisperse propellant spray uniformly distributed throughout the com-

bustor. The motor, to be operated as a rocket combtstor under either stable

or transient conditions, is quartz-windowed on two sides to permit photo-

graphic and optical observation.

Preceding page blank



This experimental device is to be used to determine drop diameters, drop

velocity and gas pressure as a function of chamber length. These data

are to be input directly into a highly sophisticated one-dimensional

steady-state combustion program which will calculate the gas flow field

without the need to use all of the spray equations. With the spay and

gas flow fields thus defined, the droplet drag coefficient will be

directly computed and various drop burning models cEn be directly evaluated.

This information will completely specify the steady-state operation of the

motor,

The most suitable quasi-steady droplet dynamic models for steady-state

operation can in turn be used with an also newly developed, comprehensive

transient analytical model. Comparisons are to be made with transient

data from the motor for the same initial conditions used for steady-state

measurements. Comparisons include: pressure profiles, drop velocity, and

drop diameters as functions of length for various times. In this manner,,

the validity of the quasi-steady burning and drag models, with regard to

their application to transient calculations, can be determined. Further

parametric comparisons between the computer program and the motor results

will determine the best available models for use in predicting transient

processes.

The analytical models developed under this contract were formulated after

all of the existing mechanistic theoretical models had been critically

reviewed with the intention of selecting one for use in the experimental

R-8377 0



evaluation of the coupling terms. It was concluded, however, that each

of the existing models (particularly those dealing with transient pheno-

mena) has been overly simplified in one or more areas and were consequently

inadequate for proper evaluation of the coupling terms. Accordingly, new

(and very general) transient and steady-state rocket combustion models have

been developed. These express fully the non-linear dynamics of a multi-

component reacting gas stream with simultaneous mass, momentum and energy

exchange with bipropellant sprays. The models are flexibly formulated so

that the important input parameters, which control the coupling mechanisms,

appear in subroutines of the general spray-gas dynamic computer program.

The computer programs are currently operational.

The primary effort during this investigation has been on the development

of techniques to obtain and evaluate the required data. Consequently, this

final report deals principally with a description of: liquid rocket combus-

tion processes; previously developed steady-state and transient models; the

formulation, development, and checkout of the new overall analytical combus-

tion models; a review of coupling term formulations; and the design, initial

experiments, development and checkout of the monodisperse spray rocket

apparatus. Preliminary analytical and experimental results are presented.

SR-6377 3/4



COMJSTION PROCESSES IN A LIQUID ROCKET ENGINE

OBJECTIVES OF PROGRAM

The intense, rapid combustion of bipropellant liquid sprays in rocket engine

combustion chambers presents certain obi:iacles to the development and applica-

tion of rocket thrustors. Foremost among these problems are inadequate com-

bustion efficiency and combustion instability. For many years, both experi-

mental and analytical investigations have sought to quantitatively explain

and understand tne fundamental causes of these pioblems and Lo find means

of eliminating them.

At present, the development of high-performance stable propulsion systews

depends heavily upon testing, which is both expensive and introduces program

delays. However, continued improvement of analytical models will ultimately

enable reliable performance and stability predictions to be made at design

time, significantly reducing system test requirements, development time and

expense.

The objective of this investigation has been the development of techniques to

allow the acquisition and evaluation of detailed analytical and experimental

information, under actual liquid rocket combustion chamber conditions, con-

cerning the mechanisms of energy addition from propellant spray combustion

during both stable and unstable (combustion instability) operating conditions.

R-8377 5



COMBUSTION CONTROLLING PROC99SES

Analysis of liquid rocket engine combustion requires the formulation of a

coupled system of analytical expressions to describe the various physical

and chemical processes associated with the conversion of propellants into

combustion products.

A number of theoretical models of rocket combustion have been developed and

,sed for 3 variety of specific purposes. Maslca.ýly, all of them start with

a set of conservation equations describing the behavior of a combustion gas

flow field. One or more propellant sprays are presumz.d to be conzained in

the gas; additional conservation equations are required for the spray phase.

Because the gas stream and sprays coexist and are intermingled, exchange of

mass, momentum, and energy occurs between them. This exchange is described

by expressions which will be called coupling terms and which appear in both

gas and spray phase conservation equations. The analytical problen is closed

by imposing initial and boundary conditions corresponding to the particular

problem under study.

The coupling terms are the analytical expressions which describe the mass,

momentum and energy transport processes between the spray and the gas.

The processes corresponding to these coupling terms are often denoted as the

droplet dynamic processes. The coupling terms represent several physical

FhenocerA which ozcur in a combustion flow field. Among these phenoaena are

the following:

R-077f



1. Droplet Buirning (vaporization)

This includes all droplet mass diffusion loss mechanisms; fo-

example, subcritical and supercritical pressure dropl.et burning

(vhich may also involve "micro mixing" phenomena), flashing, chemi-

cal kcinetics (if important in the droplet region of influence),

and effects of convection. This category wili be further sub-

divided and discussed more completely later In this report.

2. Droplet Heating Rate

This phenomena is coupled with the burning rate. It cannot 'e

ignored evert at subc-itical pressures where "wet bul~b" tempel itures

are attained.

3. Droplet Breakup Rate (shattering)

Under highly convective condit~cns with high relative gas flow rates

the droplets may unl.:ergo "bag" or "s~hear" type- breakup, the latter

being more prevalent in a rocket engine. Breakup of the drop

6isually iixto smaller '-han 1 0,,t dr~oplewlt exposes subs!,antlally

increased droplet. surtaze area to the gas, vhiý:k. Ln,':reases the

burniRg rate. Occurre.-ice of suc-h phenomena has beer obser',ed

during both steady-state and transiert. operation of a rocket

engine. 1It may be one of ýhe mechanisms that s.:stair..s coebustion

!-3--377



4. Droplet Drag Rate

This phenomena determines the relative velocity of the drop

compared with the gas velocity. It interacts with all of the

above phenomena because it determines the amount of relative

convection and also influences residence time of the droplets.

These pr.'ecesses illust:-at.% some of the physical phenomena which will be

denoted simply ds the zoupling processes; the analytical expressions

zorresponding to these will be denoted as coupling terms.

Relevance of Coupling Terms and Processes

At this point "he question may be asked, what relevance do the coupling

processes have to t~he problem at hand? The interest concerns the ability

to detail the information (data) and mechanisms that control the combustion

procesi. This knowledge has direct influence on the capability to make

:reliable perf-.o-mar•c and stability predictions for proposed designs.

Reliable performance and stability predictions for engine designs can only

be -ade through use of comprehensive analytical models for steady state and

".ransient combustion. Relianze :n experience and available experimental data

is often nc.t suffizient for adequate iiew designs.

A 1,4:-- .-!f su;h ••,•ls is a generalized set of conservation equations des-

birb.6 the behevn." " the spray and gas flow fields. A crucial part of

"-ese s1c *he "te.ms. Th.ese expressons, used to describe the mass

R-8377



momentum, and energy transport processes between w:-" npray and gas flow

field conservation equations substantially control the formulated model.

Thus, all of the steadiy-state liquid rocket combustion models and the

transient liquid rocket combustion models (required for predicting onset,

sustenance and even the cause of high-frequency combustion instability) are,

if formulated properly, dependent on the validity of the coupling terms for

their accuracy.

Thus, the data being sought are needed to determine and evaluate the validity

of the expressions used to describe the coupling terms. All of the coupling

mechanisms need further investigation and the expressions for them need to be

re-evaluated, verified or updated for application to both stable and unstable

situations.

Almost none of the many experiments reported in the literature adequately

simulate the highly convective, reactive, steep-gradient environment of an

unstable rocket motor. Indeed, many are not adequate for even the environ-

ment cf a stable rocket combustor. Thus, all of the presently used expressions,

are, fT-- the most part, based on data obtained under inappropriate conditions.

Hence, a combined analytical and experimental effort was needed to pinpoint

the specific coupling mechanisms under stable and oscillatory covmbustion

conditions.
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This information will provide a major step toward development of adequate

models of performance and instability which will allow confident predictions

of new engine designs. This is particularly important at this time when the

next generation of chemical propulsive devices are being designed, such as

the Space Shuttle EnDtnes. This information could be utilized today if it

were available. As a consequence of its unavailability the analysis of the

engine design is proceeding with similar coupling terms an those used in the

pasc.
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INITIAL APPROACH TO THE ACQUISITION AND

EVALUATION OF PERTINET DATA -

A REVIEW OF PREVIOUS OVERALL COMBUSTION MODELS

INITIAL PPOGRAM APPROACH

At the outset of this investigation the assumption was made that some of

the existing theoretical models describing the spray/gas flow field would

be adequate for general steady-state and transient combustion analysis but

that the initial cunditions and coupling terms are inadequately known and

described. These inadequacies include the specific characteristics of the

initial spatial distribution of spray mass flows and droplet size distri-

butions, both of which are poorly known; also, steady-state and transient drop-

let evaporation and secondary droplet breakup mechanisms are not fully understood.

The philosophy was adopted that an experiment would be designed in which

the initial and boundary conditions could be controlled to match those for

which the equations of the reacting spray-gas field had been solved. Thus

the ill-defined coupling terms could be isolated. Data obtained therefrom

could be compared with predictions obtained with various expressions for the

coupling terms to evaluate their adequacy. (The experimental conditions however,

must be appropriate to the model being used for evaluation of the coupling

terms. Precise initial conditions must be known and direct experimental

observation of the physical phenomena corresponding to the investigated

coupling term must be obtained under both steady and transient behavior.

An experimental apparatus for acquiring such data has been built and will

be discussed later.)

R-'8377 11



However, an evaluation of the adequacy of the coupling terms may depend on

the overall analytical combustion model being used. Unless the model is

accurate and sufficiently general to encompass the various operating condi-

tions, it may not delineate the coupling terms to be investigated.

All of the existing steady-state and transient mechaniLtic theoretical

models were critically reviewed during this investigation with the inten-

tion of selecting one or more for use in an experimental evaluation of the

coupling terms. It was concluded however, that except for a few existing

steady state models, each of the existing models were oversimplified in

one or more areas and that they were inadequate for proper evaluation of

the coupling terms; this is especially true for the transient models.

To obtain solutions, each model was reduced in complexity by the intro-

duction of simplifying assumptions. In many instances the simplifications

permitted reduction of the coupled partial differential equations to a

system of ordinary differential or, occasionally, integral equations des-

cribing the combustion field. Each investigator decided which simplifica-

tions were appropriate for his particular combustion situation. Av a

result there is great diversity in the simplifying assumption used among

the analytical models.

This makes comparisons between the results of various investigators difficult

and obscures the basic need for specific Improvements appropriate to all of

the models. Existing defects in even the formulation of the conservation

12- 1R-8377



equations describing the spray/gas fields (again primarily the transient

models) could possibly overshadow effects of coupling terms. This con-

clusion is evident from the rather lengthy, but nonetheless necessary and

quite complete qualitative and quantitative description and review which

follows.

The present program utilized, built upon, and extended the work of many

previous investigators. A summary of this work will be given, but first

a qualitative description of the liquid rocket engine combustion processes

is presented.

QUALITATIVE DESCRIPTION OF COMBUSTION PROCESSES -

STEADY-STATE OPERATION

After injection of the propellants into the rocket combustion chamber,

subsequent steps in their combustion include liquid propellant atomization,

spray dispersion and mixing, vaporization, vapor-phase mixing, ignition and

chemical reaction. These processes take place in c two-phase flow field of

finite length; the limited flow field influences both tie process rates and

the time available for completing them. A schematic representation of the

most important processes is shown in Fig. 1, which also emphasizes their

complex interdependence. The process paths to the left side of Fig. 1 should

tend to be dominant with injectors designed for efficient liquid-liquid inter-

propellant contact prior to their atomization. Conversely, paths toward the

right side tend to be favored with either gas-liquid propellant injectors or

liquid-liquid propellant injections which will accomplish substantial propellant

R-8377 13
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atomization and vaporization before much mixing occurs (Ref. I ). Most

practical rocket injectors operate between these tVo extremes so that

combustion proceeds simultaneously along many or even most of the proncsg

paths.

The combustion processes occur throughout th.• combustion chamber in a

distributed fashion. It is convenient for this qualitative disclisgion

to divide the combustion chamber into a series of discrete zones. Based

in part on photographic evidence from transparent model engine firings

(Ref. 2 ), A logical subdivision is shown in Fig. 2 . The transition and

distinction between the various zones in the combustion region is certainly

gradual and not sharply defined. However, both the position and abruptness

of the transitions are influenced by injector and chamber designs, the pro-

pellant combination and operating conditions.

Injection/Atomization Zone

Adjacent to the propellant injector is an injection/atomization zone. Because

the injection is usually concentrated at discreet sites, with some degree of

separation between unlike propellants, within this zone occur large gradients In

each direction with respect to propellant rass fluxes and concentrations, liquid

atomization and dispersion rates and properties of the gaseous medium. Some of

the gaseous constituents come from local propellant combustion, but they are

primarily either gaseous injectants or recirculated combustion product gases

from the next zone downstream. The principal force for driving recirculating
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gaseous flows is viscous shear between the injeoted propellants anq the

surrounding gases. These gases are thereby accelerated in the propellant

flow direction and must be continuously supplied by transverse gas flows

into the neighborhoods of injection sites. Somewhere in the regions be-

tween injection sites, there must be upstream directed flows, as required

by continuity of gaseous mass.

The gas-liquid surface shear forces alao contribute to distortion and

fragmentation of liquid surfaces, i.e., atomization. Some gas/liquid

injectors are designed to enhance this shear-breakup mode of atomization,

but most liquid rocket injectors provide some kind of liquid-liquid im-

pingement to enhance atomization due to hydraulic forces.

The primary atomization process is gradual to some extent and requires a

finite zone length for completion, which is typically on the order of 1/2 to

2 inches. Spray formation and its dispersion from the (approximately point-

source) injection sites proceeds simultaneously. Frequently straight line

ray dispersion may be a good approximation, although interactions between

sprays from neighboring injection sites may turn the sprays.

As liquid propellant sheets, ligaments and droplets are being formed, they

are immersed in the surrounding gaseous medium. Generally, t-he gases are at

somewhat or considerably higher temperatures than the liquid spray elements,

so thut c~onvective heating of the sprays (anA cooling of the gases) will occur.

Propellant vaporization is usually negligible at first, because the liquid
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injection temperatures are far below the propellant saturation tempera-

tires corresponding to the combustion chamber pressure. Continued heat-

ing soon raises droplet temperatures enough chat vaporizat.:on ator. become

appreciable. During the time required to reach that state, the spray

element velocities transport the sprays away from the injector face,

through the injection atomization zone.

For most propellants, liquid-phase reactions are either very fast, essen-

tially preventing mixing between unlike propellants (Ref. 3 ), or very

slow compared to droplet heating and vaporization. Vapor phase chemical

reactions, therefore, dominate. Since there is little propellant vapori-

zation in the injection/atomization zone, only a small percentage of the

overall combustion occurs in that region. The validity of this argument

obviously depends upon the buildup of reaction rates being slower than the

approach to complete atomization. The relative balance between these

phenomena determines the (approximate) location and the abruptness of the

transition between the injection/atomization zone and the next zone

downstream.

Rapid Combustion Zone

The second zone in the combustion chamber to characterized by essentially

:omplete primary atomization and comparatively high chemical reaction rates.

Dispersion of the sprays and gaseous recirculation in the f'rst zone hove

r.•i'e+- the msgnitude of traasverse gradients in tnis zone but they are

far frtm being negligible for many rocket engines.
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Rapid combustion corresponds to high generation rates of combustion gases.

Upon undergoing vaporization and combustion, an element of propellant

occupies a volume 100 or more times greater than that which it occupied

as a liquid. &.pansion of combustion gases from the position where they

are formed accelerates the flow axially but also forces transverse flows

from high burning rate regions to positions with lower burning rates.

These expansion processes simultaneously provide the gases which are re-

circulated into the injection/atomization zone and close off the recirculs-

tion paths by filling them with dowvstream-floving gases.

Dense spray droplets accelerate less rapidly than the gases and are only

weakly responsive to the combustion gas movements. Acceleration of the

combustion gases away from the spray increases the rates of convective

heating of droplets and, thus, augments their burning rates. Spray

residence times are longer than the gas residence time so that the com-

bustion occurs in a shorter chamber distance Laian if the spray and gas

velocities were equal. The near-injector gradients in spray mass flux

persist, however, being degraded primarily by the dispersion and inter-

spray mixing established at injection. Lateral flows of combustion gases

will be generated whenever there are appreciable spray flux gradients.

Eventually the lateral flow velcoities become small compared with axial

flow velocities and the combustion field approaches st-e-a tube flow whIch

is characteristic of the next downstream zone.
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Chemical reactions within the subsonic flow portion of rocket combustion

chambers usually occur very rapidly compared with the spray gasification

rates (Ref. 4 ). Further, local mixing -ates betweon a droplet's vapors

and gases flowing around it are high in tb". droplet wake. Reaction rates

are high enough that local thermodymatc equilibrium is rapidly attained.

Stream Tube Combustion Zone

As lateral flows of both burning sprays and combustion gases subside, an

essentially streamline flow is developed. Vaporization and burning continue

with no more than modest transverse gradients in fluxes and properties, but

the flow lazks the strong lateral convective components which are a domiiant

feeature of the rapid combustion -ne. Continued mixing depends more upon

turbulent exchange between neighboring parallel-flowing striations than upon.

spray dispersion or lateral convection. Hiigh flow vel-cities in tnis region,

however, lead to short residence times so that turL.ulent mixing Is not v-ry

effe~tive. Photographs show the flow to be nearly laminar. To a good %ap-

•x~x.&tion, large-scale mixing In this zone can be neglected entirely and

".e ":'c-phase flow treated formally as stream tube flow.

•he gradient in combustion rate decays with Increasing axi1al distance due to

early oonsumption of the smallest spray droplets, decreased residence times

as axlal velocities increase, and eventually depletion of spray wass flux.

Yhemi-al r-eac'lon rates, on the other hand, eimain high well into the rxhauqt

r. :le. The n!-*" tube combustion region a. be considered to extend tr' the

n' -In y v:" 1,he nozzre thromt.
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Nozzle Expasion Zones

As the combustion products enter and expand through the nozzle, diminishing

pressure and temperature gradually reduce the gas-phase chemical reaction

rates until it becomes necessary to consider finite-rate chemistry. With

most liqluld propellant#, this effect becomes important downstream of the

nozzle throat. For most high efficiency rockets, performn&e losses due to

incomplete propellant gasification and mixing approach their exit values

either upstream of the throat or shortly dovnstream of it; further changes

due to spray combustion effect. beco small compared vith chemical kinetic

losses and two-dimensional flow effects, vhich become important in the trans-

onic and supersonic expansion zones (Ref. 5).

A Definition of "Mixing" Within a Rocket Combustor

Throughout this qualitative description the expressions"gas-phase convective

flovs" and "gas-phase mixing" have been usedi extensively. To define what Is

meant by these phrases, the processes are categorized into three sub-groups:

gross gas-phase convective mixing or flova, Wa. phase turbulent mixing ans

micro-mixing procxesses.

Gas Phase Uonvsotive Flovs. This refers to the strong, lateral gas flows

produced in the rapid combustion tons. Tey are driwuby nonuniform gas

;roA uction and the resultant pressure gradient. Tbey cause mixing on a

gross scale, not due to "viscous stress or eddy viscosity effect, but rather

to the strong transverse velocities pro4uced. Mixing by the* flos is more

nearly mchanical and a function of both the directioe and velocity of the

flov. The effect is readily calculated by a three-dimnsional model. As
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described, the flows rapidly disGipate and rarely persist over a large portion

of the chamber length. Thus, the mixture ratio distribution established by

the time the propellants reach the downstream end of the rapid combustion region

will normal.Ly be carried through most of the thrust chamber and through the

nozzle by essentially parallel gas etreams. Further alteration in the degree

of propellant mixing must rely on gas stream turbulence.

Gas Phase Turbulent Mixing. Turbulent gas mixing refers to mixing of adjacent-

flowing, striated propellants. As defined here, turbulent mixing would only

become important downstream of the decay of the convective flows mentioned

above, so its importance (if it is important) would lie only in what has been

called the stream tube combustion zone. The effect of turbulent mixing would

be to diminish the performance losses predicted by the spray mixing and 3-D

initial combustion analyses applied near the injector.

The frequency of turbulence within a rocket engine is probably on the order of

1000 to 2000 fluctuations per second. Propellant residence times are on the

order of 3 to 5 millisecond.-) the primary portion of this time occurring before

the start of convergence. Thus, the average number of turbulent fluctuations

undergone by the flowing propellant before reaching the uozzle may be about

five, which is probably too few to produce significant changes in the compo-

sition of the fluid, This order-of-magnitude estimate waa confirmed under

studies of F-1 engine gas-phase downstreaim mixing (Ref. 6 ). It was deter-

mined that very little of the propellants that were not mixed by the near-

injector 3-D transverse-flow regions were later mixed and burned because of

turbulent gas-phave mixing. Thus, predictions of the mixing loss caused by

striations, calculated by a rapid combustion zone analysis followed by a

Atrsam tube analysis, appear quite accurate.
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Many authors attribute the inability of one-dimensional combustion models

to predict performance for injectors with nonuniform propellant flow to the omis-

sion of consideration of high intensity turbulence observed in such engines.

This definidion of turbulence is misleading because turbulent mixing as

defined between unlike gases flowing in adjacent stream tubes proceeds

slowly and, within the short gas residence times in this zone, is believed

to contribute far less to overall propellant mixing than the earlier spray

interdispersion and convective lateral gas flows in the rapid combustion

region. The "high intensity turbulence" these authors describe is really the

gas-phase convective flows of the rapid combustion zone. Further, even in

the absence of strong convective flows (i.e., smaller injection nonuniformities)

the mixture ratio distribution across the chamber produced by the injector would

result in a stream tube-like flow that a one-dimensional model cannot describe.

Mhe influence of injection non-uiformities is always exhibited thrcughout the

chamber; the gas-phase convective flows, if present, tend only to smooth but

never eliminate the nonuniformities.

Micro-Mixing Processes. This refers to small-scale processes occurring in

the vicinity of the gas-droplet interface. It Is only concerned with rates

of droplet vapor/gas mixing in the droplets ;iake. It also refers to the very

local mixing of droplet vapors and surrounding gas for "droplets" which have

passed through their critical (pressure and temperature) state and whose

burning may be more nearly controlled by diffusive rather than evaporatiw

processes.
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The problem here is how to include these processes in a model. Inclusion in

the overall gas-phase conservation equation seems inappropriate because on

this"micro scale" one is no more interested in the details of gas mixing than

he is in the individual motion of gas molecules when considering continuous

single-phase gas flow. For example, the mesh size of the three-dimensional

model discussed later in this paper contains between 1 to 5 thousand droplets.

Since each mesh size can be assigned only one velocity, density, etc., the flow

of vapor from each droplet species within the mesh is lumped with that from every

other droplet of the same species. It would be impossible to consider each

individual droplet at every mesh point.

Razher this "local" process is withi'n the domain of influene,: of the drop

vapor surrounding gas boundaries and is logically included in the coupling

terms concerning the dynamics of droplet burning rates. These coupling

terms are functions of the bulk conditions within the mesh point for each

drop-group size. If drop vapor/gas mixing rates become the rate controlling

process, this can be properly calculated by the inclusion of terms for such

a phenomena in the coupling terms.

The same argument also applies to chemical kinetics limitations. Even if

bulk gas phase chemical reactions are assumed to be rapid and that equilibrium

is obtained, this assumption does not preclude consideration of micro-scale

chemical kinetic processes between the drop vapor/surrounding gas. These

reactions and those in droplet wakes are also properly treated in the coupling

term expressions.

These delineations of "spheres of influences" also have an interesting side

effect on the meaning of one-dimensional flow with regard to mixing, etc.
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The assumption of one dimensionality does not imply instantaneous gas-phase

mixing, but only implies that the vapor flowing from the spray is spread in

such a manner that it is distributed uniformly across the flow field at any

axial location. Consequently, one dimensionality implies only So far as

mixing and related effects are c,-cerzed, if at a given axial location one

were to divide up the transverse cross section into control volumes, these

control volumes would be identical.

QUALITATIVE DESCRIPTION OF COMBUSTION PROCESSES -

TRANSIENT OPERATION

During certain periods of a rocket engine's operation, conditions within

the combustion chamber are time variant, i.e., the operation is not steady

with respect to time. Normally, these transient periods are limited to

engine starting and stopping. Additionally some engines have been designed

to be continuously throttleable or to operate at two or more discreet thrust

levels. The combustion processes during such "normal", or expected, transient

operation may differ significantly from the steady-state processes discussed

in an earlier section. However, because analysis of these transients is not

a subject of this report, no discussion of their differences is undertaken.

Interest is focused instead on abnormal transient operation during oscillatory,

or unstable, combustion, i.e., pressure oscillations in a combustion device

which are sustained by the combustion process. Unfortunately, although a

great deal of work has been directed toward this problem, the occurrence of

abnormal transient operation is still common in engine development.
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The deviations from steady-state combustion which occur during unstable

burning depend upon the kind of instability experienced; they are described

therefore, in an instability classification context. Howeve-, a sharp dis-

tinction between classes is not possible, probably because they are closely

related and simply represent various oscillatory modes of the complex engine

system. Liquid rocket instabilities are classified according to their dom-

inant time-varying processes. They may be divided initially into two categories,

depending upon whether the instability oscillation wave length is long or short

compared with the chamber dimensions. The characteristics and name of each

class are not uniformly defined and used in the literature.

Spatially Uniform (Lumped) Chamber Pressure Oscillations

If -he instability wave length is considerably longer than the chamber length

and diameter, pressure disturbances propagate rapidly through the combustion

space compared with rates of change due to the instability. As a result,

wave motion in the chamber may be neglected and chamber pressure can be

considered to vary only with time but not to vary spatially (i.e., Pc is

a lumped parameter). These instabilities depend upon a fluid mechanical

coupling between the propellant feed system(s) dynamics, the propellant

combustion rates (delay times) and the combustion gas exhaust rates ( pressure

relaxation). The driving energy comes from oscillatory combustion but this,

in turn, results primarily from oscillatory propellant injection rates. This

type of instability is always coupled with feed system, vibration and other

effects, and may be further subdivided by the type of feed systems coupling

present.
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a. Chug (typical frequencies in the range 50 - 250 Hz)

Feed system coupling acts as a pure inertia effect, no wave

motion is present in the feed lines.

b. Buzz (Typical frequencies 100 - 900 Hz)

Wave motion is significant in the feed system and may be

quite complex. However, wave lengths are still large

relative to the chamber dimensions so that wave motion in

the chamber may be neglected, i.e., spatially uniform.

With moderately high frequency buzz instabilities, it is not

unusual to observe wave motion in the chamber, superimposed

on the buzz oscillation. If the waves decay spatially, they

have little influence on the buzz and analysis can often

proceed with the lumped P. approximation; if they grow, how-

ever, the buzz instability may be superceded by initiation of

a chamber resonance-type of instability.

The principal differences between steady-state combustion processes and those

occurring during chug or buzz instability are that propellant injection rates

and chamber pressure are oicillating. If the oncillatory amplitudes are small,

their effects on mean propellant atomization, mixing, burning rate, etc., may be

insignificant. Even then, however, injection mixture ratio should be expected

to oscillate, because of unlike injection velocities and oscillation amplitudes

between the propellants, and to have some effect on overall engine efficiency.

These moderate deviations from steady-state gradually worsen as instability

amplitudes are increased until, at some amplitude, peak pressures are high
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enough and last long enough to stop (or even reverse) propellant injection

for a portion of each cycle. At this state, the propellant impingement,

atomization, mixing, and even vaporization and combustion are very much

more chaotic than steady-state and occur in a short, pulse-like fraction

(perhaps 1/3 to 2/3) of each cycle of instability. The rest of the cycle

is occupied with "blowdown" exhauqtion of combustion gases from the chamber

and, when the chamber pressure is again low enough, reinitiation of propellant

injection.

This type of instability is accessible to analytical treatment and has

received considerable theoretical and experimental study. Analysis tradi-

tionally follows the automatic control viewpoint of frequency-gain diagrams.

Sophisticated treatments of injected propellant flows and accumulation effects

(Klystron effect, Ref. 7 ) and feed system analysis have been added to the

basic models. Usually the least well-defined parameter in the models is the

combustion delay time, which must often be inferred or obtained from subscale

experiments. Nevertheless, "fixes" recommended based on such models (usually

in the form of increased injection pressure drop) almost always are able to

eliminate the instability.

The breakpoint at which wave motion becon,!s important in the chamber is not

abrupt. In reality wave motion is always there and, in effect, lumped

chamber instabilities are really "zero order mode" limits of the following

more general wave motion tnstabilities. In prattice, It Is found that the

chqmber wnses can he consldered to act as a lump until the frequency or
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oscillation exceeds roughly one fourth of the frequency of the lowest chamber

acoustic resonance mode, above which the wave motion becomes important. For

this reason a third class of instability, sometimes referred to as "inter-

mediate frequency," has bton neglected. Instatility analysis should either

consider the chamber gases to act as an inertial lump or to exhibit wave

motion.

Chamber Wave Motion Instabilities

This type of combustion instability is characterized by wavelength of the

oscillatory motion comparable to the chamber dimensions and, consequently,

wave motion in the chamber cannot be neglected. As with chug and buzz

instabilities, the driving energy comes from oscillatory spray combustion.

With these instabilities, however, in addition to the effects of injection

rate fluctuation (if present) there is the combustion response of burning

propellant sprays as they are disturbed by passage of a pressure wave through

them. Wave motion may increase local burning rates by any of several mechan-

isms: (1) a pressure effect on the drop vapor, gas phase burning rates,

(2) enhanced mixing between gases (such as stripping a vapor-rich wave

from behind a droplet), and between sprays and gases (such as displacing

a fuel-rich combustion gas into the neighborhood of an oxidizer-rich spray),

and (3) increased spray gasificat .on rates. Increased spray gasification

may be due to transient increases in convective flow velocities, to in-

creased temperature or concentration gradients, and/or to spray droplet

shattering. The instability amplitude depends upon the magnitude of the
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response, and vice versa; typically, the interacting processes are driven

to a limit represented by abrupt, essentially complete consumption of the

propellant sprays. This direct response can be so great that injection rate

fluctuations may be of secondary importance. As a result this class of

instability can also be further subdivided as to the importance of feed

system coupling.

a. Acoustic Tnstabilities

In this case, feed system coupling effects are negligible. The

instability is primarily a function of the driving and damping

processes occurring within the combustion chamber. The wave

characteristics of the instability are approximated by the modes

of the combustion chamber filled with burned gases, hence chamber

geometry resonance properties play an important role. Amplituden

of t~he pressure oscillations are usually very large.

b. Hybrid Instabilities

The most complex of all instabilities, the hybrid class involves

a combination of wave motion in the chamber and feed system effects.

Resultant frequencies may be (1) close to a resonant frequency for

a closed chamber (chamber acoustic mode), (2) may occur nearer to

the feed system resonant conditions (with the chamber having the

same frequency by matching the boundary conditions at the interface

between chamber and feed system), (3) or may occur at inter-mediate

conditions which are near the resonant conditiona of the combined

chamber and interazting feed system. The feed system effects can
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be extremely complex. In some cases -the amplitude of this instability

may not be large, with more nearly sinusoidal shape appearance. How-

ever, because the entire engine system (chamber, feed system, etc.)

is involved, structural vibration is often present and this can lead

to severe engine damage.

Analysis of instabilities with wave motion in the chamber is extremely dif-

ficult. For example, no complete analysis of hybrid instability, considering

the transient combustion process within the chamber and a highly oscillating

feed system, has been accomplished. This type of instability is necessarily

associated closely with the particular engine uystem and, because there are

myriads of coupling paths between the chamber and the feed system for any one

combination, it is doubtful if a general model describing this type of in-

stability will ever be developed. All too often, even at rather high fre-

quencies, this type of instability does occur in certain engines; and when

it does it is only solved by approximate analysis, used at best for guide-

lines, and by time-consuming trial and error experimental fixes.

As a consequence the remainder of this discussion on non-steady models will

be limited to those treating classical high frequency acoustic chamber reso-

nance instability. Feed system effects i.e., wave (or lumped) response in

the manifold and its lines are considered negligible; for practical purposes

this consideration can be realized. Classical acoustic instabilities are

among those most often observed in liquid rocket engines. This type of in-

stability is entirely dependent on the detailed mechanisms of propellant
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spray combustion energy addition to the oscillating gas dynamic flow field.

Growth or decay of the instability wave then depends on the relative magni-

tude of the driving processes (those coupling the spray and gas flow fields)

and the damping processes (droplet drag, viscosity, oscillating nozzle out-

flow, wall heat transfer, baffles, acoustic liners, etc.). The droplet

dynamic transport processes are generally believed to have relaxation times,

under the influence of strong waves, near to the wave residence time in a

volume element. Consequently, energy coupling between the passing wave and

the spray field is most likely to occur directly near the trailing edge of the

passing wave.

Characteristics of "Acoustic Instability Waves". This instability manifests

itself in the form of waves having many of the characteristics (frequency,

nodal positions, etc.) of classical acoustic chamber resonance, considering

the chamber to be closed and filled with only the burned combustion products

of the propellants. Wave shape and amplitude are definitely, however, far

stronger than those encountered in normal acoustic situations, sometimes

approaching detonation-like conditions. It is perhaps surprising that the

Anstability exhibits chamber resonance conditions, especially when one con-

siders that: spray is present, the energy release is 1istributed axially

throughout the'chamber; there are accelerating through flow and discharge of

products from the chamber, the axial mixture ratio and gas temperature grad-

ient can be large and pressure amplitudes are large enough to make non-linear

effects important. Apparently boundary conditions play a stronger role in
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determining the modal conditions than these complications. For this reason,

arguments of whether the instability is "acoustic" or "detonation-like" are

immaterial; these conditions represent only the extremes of the actual spec-

trum of fluid mechanics which may control instability.

Both transverse (i.e., tangential and radial) and longitudinal nodes are

observed in cylindrical engines. In most cases the transverse modes are the

most important. Instabilities associated with longitudinal acoustic modes

rarely exhibit as severe departures frown steady-state spray combustion as do

the transverse instabil'.ties. The lo%,itudinal modes are, therefore, seldom

destructive but may degrade performance, interfeeth with guidance, etc. Quali-

tatively, this lack of severe pressure oscillations is possibly due to the

interaction of the wave and the nozzle boundary condition, and to the fact

that most of the spray is concentrated nearer the injector face. Thus, for

an appreciable portion of the non-linear wave's passage, it is propagating

through a medium which is removing rather than supplying energy. Most engines

utilize small contraction ratios and a great deal of the wave's energy is

swept out the nozzle. Amplitudes of longitudinal instabilities have been

shown to increase as the contraction ratio is increased; this apparently

reduces the energy loss through the nozzle. In the more usual case of low

contraction ratios, however, the combustion process during longitudinal

instability may be not unlike that during a chug or buzz instability, but

with the wave motion superimposed. The similarity may be more than superficial,
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because the predominant cause of oscillatory .nergy release during such

conditions is probably injectJoLi rate fluctuations.

Often different modes co-exist or they may combined to form a coupled mode.

Instability frequencies cs high as 18,000 Hz have been recorded although the

more normal range is 500 t., 5000 Hz. The tangential mode may exhibit both

a traveling (spinni.,g of nodal point) or standing nodal pattern, In addi-

tion, harmon 5s of the modes have been observed. The practical limit depends3,

of course, on the ability of the spray to respond to the frequency of the

wave.

PFiither characteristics have !.-een discussed thoroughly in the literature on

liquid rocket combustion instability phenomt. , most recently in the ICRPG

reference text (Ref. 8 '. Rather than duplicating such treatment here,

3everal more or less self-explanatory charts are renroduced in Fig. 3 through

7 from a variety of sources. . more details, Ref. 8 may be consulted.

Disappearance of Zonal Regions in the Chamber. Under nurmal acoustic type

instabilities, transverse and conceivably severe longitudina, combustion

processes are intermittentiy established and violently disrupted and there

remains no resemblance to the steaiy-stete distribution of spray comb2stion.

What may appear momentarily to be a recognizable injection-atomJzation zone

in the steady-state sense is greatly foreshortened by the instabil.ty. In

vtewig hilgh-speed motion pictures of the injection region, tf>en IuI-Ing
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such unstable operation in transparent-walled combustors, a powerful impres-

sion of chaotic violence is gained that this paragraph but poorly imparts.

For analyzing this kind of instability, it is inappropriate, therefore, to

attempt to subdivide the combustion chamber into discreet zones, as has been

done for steady-state analyses; the entire chamber must be considered as an

entity.

A Note on the Relevance of Turbulence During Unstable Operation

Although mixing and turbulence effects were discussed for steady-state

operation, little has been said of such phenomena in this section. Indeed,

a reader familiar with the field will note that no existing combustion

instability computer model contains turbulent equations. This is not due

solely to the inordinate number of terms and problems that turbulization

of the equations produces. Rather it is due to the more fundamental fact

that the frequency of oscillation of the mean flow itself is comparable

to or greater than the normally encountered frequency of turbulence. Hence,

the definition of time-averaged perturbations becomes meaningless under

these conditions. Further, the large convective gas flows due to the often

extreme pressure gradients generated during unstable operation renders the

consideration of true turbulence to a low priority.
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REVIEW OF .EXISTING COMBUSTION MODELS -

STEADY STATE

There are on the order of 25 reported analytical models for steady-

state liquid rocket combustor operation. Despite their differences,

almost all prior steady-state analytical combustion models share

certain common features. First, most are one-dimensional, which

implies that all variables are functions only of distance along the

axial flow direction. Transverse gradients in the gas-spray flow and

recirculation currents of combustion gases are ignored, i.e., condi-

tions are assumed uniform across the combustion space at any axial

location. Secondly, most models deal only with the combustion of

completely atomized sprays; additionally, in the one-dimensional

models they are presumed to be uniformly intermixed at the upstream

boundary of analysis. The injected sprays are most often assumed to

be represented by a few discrete droplet size groups, each possessing

uwique values of average droplet diameter, temperature, velocity, etc.

depending upon model complexity. Some models are simplified to the

point of dealing with a single -.roplet size. Thirdly, spray vaporiza-

tion has been adopted as the combustion-rate-limiting process in most

models. This choice was corroborated by the definitive work of Brittkor

and Brokaw (Ref. 4).
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Steady-state combustion models may be categorized and discussed according to

the complexity with which the governing gas-spray conservation equations are

treated, viz.:

a. One-dimensional, decoupled gas and spray flow fields

b. One-dimensional, coupled spray/gas flow fields, constant

physical properties for the gas flow field.

c. One-dimensional, coupled spray/gas flow fields, variable

gas flow field physical properties.

d. Quasi-one dimensional models (coupled gas/spray flows,

variable properties)

1. Some detailed injector models

2. Simplified stream tube models

3. Coupled stream tube models

e. Multi-dimensional model (coupled gas/spray flows, variable

properties).

Within each of these categories varying degrees of sophistication were applied

with regard to the "coupling terms" and the initial/boundary conditions. These

will be discussed for each model considered in each category.

One-Dimensional, Decoupled Flows

Chronologically, such models were the first to be tried. By neglecting the

coupling with the gas however, no true coupling terms are included, i.e.,

values cannot be calculated for droplet velocities or residence times,
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droplet heating or breakup. The mass evaporation rate is calculated to

depend only on the first power of the diameter (i.e., droplet diameter

regression rate dependent on the reciprocal of the diameter); no convec-

tive influence can be considered.

Probert (Ref. 9 ) was the first to report such an analysis; subsequently

his work was extended and refined by others (Ref. 10 through13 ). Williams

has given an excellent review of this approach (Ref. l4 ), including effects

of various input droplet size distributions. Usually, because of the many

parameters involved, results are plotted in terms of dimensionless param-

etric groups and only very generalized conclusions can be inferred. Even

those reached by Williams in his text regarding the effect of droplet size

distribution are now known to be substantially altered by droplet drag an4

convection.

The main advantage of this method was that it was entirely analytical and

did not require numerical solution. While the theory was very incomplete

and could not give quantitative answers to engine design questions, never-

thless, it served as the forerunner for more complete models.

One-Dimensional, Coupled Flows, Constant Gas Properties

During the period when such models were being developed, questions aros'r

concerning the correctness of the assumption that spray vaporization was the

controlling process. Miesae (Ref. 15 and Adler (Ref. 16 ) developed one
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dimensional models in the 1950's that were concerned primarily with gas phase

reaction rates. Miesse's analysis, using an assumption that propellant vapor-

ization was proportional to a linear regression rate of the droplet surface

(a rate which was an order of magnitude too large), led to an inference that

chemical kinetics was the combustion rate limiting process. This conflict

was essentially resolved by the work of Bittker and Brokaw in 1960 (Ref. 4 ).

They calculated theoretical maximum chemical spatial heating rates in com-

bustion processes and showed that gas phase reaction rates are 103 to 106

times as fast as typical liquid rocket combustion rates. Thus, spray combus-

tion rates are not significantly influenced by chemical kinetics, but rather

are controlled by the physical processes of atomization, vaporization and

gross gas phase mixing.

Exceptions to this conclusion might be chemical reactions occurring:

(1) within the combustion gas/propellant vapor boundary layer surrounding

a droplet (e.g., decomposition of hydrazine), and (2) in low-temperature

combustion, which might result from extremely low or high mixture ratios

(e.g., gas generator conditions or very poorly designed injectors giving

gross nonuniformities in propellant distribution). Consideration of drop

vapor kinetics properly belongs in the coupling term expression related to

the drop burning rate, which is discussed in a later section. Mixture ratio

striations cannot be modeled with a one-dimensional model, but they can be

approximated by a multiple stream tube formulation discussed later. (Even

if kinetic losses are not accounted for in such a stream tube model, large

mixture-ratio variations are likely to so degrade performance that the design
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is unacceptable, anyway.) Consequently, the one-dimensional models consider

vaporization to be the dominant process in controlling the combustion rate.

One-dimensional models in the coupled flow, constant gas property category

correspond to the first attempt to include the combined effects of an inter-

acting spray/gas flow field. The earliest models in this category used an

assumption of constant pressure throughout the chamber and considered both

propellants (fuel and oxidizer) to be injected as fully-atomized liquid sprays.

Relative differences between fuel and oxidizer droplet vaporization rates

either were not considered or were assumed to be in a constant ratio equal

to the injected mass mixture ratio. These assumptions result in a constant

(and often excessive) axial gas temperature, a constant gas molecular weight,

and constant gas density throughout the chamber. Under these conditions

(having knowledge of the approximate flame temperature for the injected mix-

ture ratio) the only gas conservation equation that is really required is

the overall continuity equation.

Mayer (Ref. 17) was one of the first to develop such a model in 1959. His

analysis, however, neglected droplet drag and convective processes by equat-

ing all drop velocities to the gas velocity. As a consequence this model

would grossly under-predict performance for a given engine length.

Spalding (Ref. 18) extended Mayer's analysis to include the interaction of

the droplets and gas. To maintain a closed form analytical solution Spalding

assumed that all the droplets were of the same size (i.e., a monodisperse
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spray) and neglected the difference between oxidizer and fuel droplets.

Again, the burning rate was assumed to be inversely proportional to the

first power of the diameter; this is a ieasonable assumption if droplet

temperature and gas composition and temperature are considered to be

constants. (Most burning rate models, such as those of Godsave (Ref. 19 )

or Williams (Ref. 14 ) etc., reduce to this form under the above condi-

tions) The analysis at first neglected convection, but was later extended

(Ref. 20 ) to include simplified corrections for the convective conditions.

This was one of the first steady-state models that could account for some

of the observed trends with liquid rocket engines. Williams has also given

an excellent condensation of this Spalding model in Ref. 14.

Other similar models were reported during the late 1950's but the applica-

tion of this approach to analyzing liquid rocket engines largely reached

its culmination in 1960 with Priem and Heidmann's work (Ref. 21) on pro-

pellant vaporization as a design criteria for rocket rombustors. They

extended .he analysis of previous authors to a realistic droplet size distri-

bution and, for the first time within an overall model, considered droplet

heating and its effects on vaporization. The formulation of Ref. 22, based on

spherical heat and mass transfer between a high temperature gas and a contained

droplet, was used. The analysis required computer solution. Although the assump-

tions of constant pressure and constant gas properties were retained, this was the

first model in which a moderate degree of sophistication was applied simul-

taneously to both the gas phase and spray equations, to the coupling term

expressions (burning and heating rates, drag coefficients), and to the initial
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conditions. These developments were so important to useful applications

of combustion analysis that Ref. 21 is sometimes the only work cited in

reference to steady-state combustion models.

Priem and Heidmann also applied their model to correlation of experimental

data from a range of research scale combustors with several different pro-

pellants and varied operating conditions. An empirical equation was developed

for correlating changes in design parameters end operating conditions to

evaporation efficiency or performance. This correlation has since been used by

many investigators for rapid estimation of the effects of design change on

performance. An interesting recent application was to multiple stream tubes

(Ref. 23).

One-Dimensional, Coupled Flows, Variable Gas Properties

Programs in this category represent the most detailed and complicated of the

modern, purely one-dimensional combustion models. They employ computerized

numerical solutions and remove the restrictions of constant gas physical

properties. All of them consider the spray to be input with known or speci-

fied drop size distributions. The first such model in this category was

that of Burstein, Hammer and Agosta (Ref. 24 ) in i962. While retaining the

ratio restriction that rates of fuel and oxidizer spray vaporization occur

at a constant ratio, this particular model included an integrated gas phase

momentum equation and thus accounted for pressure variation along the length

of the chamber.
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In that same year, work at Rocketdyne culminated in the public ,Aon of Lambiris

and Comb's state-of-the-art summary regarding stable combustion in liquid pro-

pellant rocket engines (Ref. 25), which presented the first complete non-res-

trictive one-dimensional combustion model. A complete set of c3nservation

equations for both the spray and gas phases were included. In addition,

appropriate expressions for the coupling terms were included. Godsave's

formulation (Ref. 19) for droplet burning rate, modified for convective

conditions, was applied independently to both the fuel and oxidizer sprays

thus allowing inclusion of an axial mixture ratio variation. This, together

with axial pressure variation, and tabulated combustion gas properties,

yielded axially varying gas temperatures and densities. In addition, as in

Burstein's work (Ref. 24), simplified expressions for droplet breakup were

included. The initial sprays were input with specified distributions of

droplet sizes. The use of empirical drag coefficient correlations which

account for droplet flattening at high Reynolds numbers (Ref. 26) were also

introduced in this computer program model.

Basically, this same model has been modified and enlarged by a number of

investigators to include droplet heating (and its effect on mass vaporization

rates), supercritical burning of droplets, gas phase injection of one pro-

pellant, and the decomposition double-flame front models t~pically applied to

hydrazine-type fuels. The version developed at Dynamic Science (Ref. 27)

has been disseminated rather widely. Improved numerical methods and exten-

sive functional tables of physical properties were employed in the most

recent version (Ref. 28).
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In practice the gas phase energy equation has been simplified by employing

the assumption that the composition and stagnation temperature of the gas

are equal to the thermodynamic equilibrium values at the local gas-phase

mixture ratio and stagnation chamber pressure. Other gas properties

(static temperature, density, etc.) are evaluated from the respective

stagnation values by applying local isentropic Mach number corrections

under tVe assumption of frozen composition expansion.

This process, although not strictly valid for a reacting gas, consequently

neglects heat and drag energy transfer from the gas to the drops. These

terms are, however, properly included in the spray equations and the effect

upon total burnout of the droplet is properly calculated (energy is

conserved). Sutton (Ref. 29) investigated this assumption thoroughly by

lemparing the approximate results with results from an "exact" one-dimensional

formulation which retains the complete energy equation and includes exten-

sive tables of gas phase properties as functions of enthalpy, pressure and

mixture ratio. He concluded that the simplified energy equation produced

gas temperature errors on the order of 3 to 5% at low subsonic flow Mach

numbers and influenced the droplet burnout location even less. Because the

simplified energy equation permits use of simplified tables of combustion

gas properties, based on standard thermochemical equilibrium ralculations

(e.g., Ref. 30), computerized models employing this approximation have been

used extensively at Rocketdyne and other locations to aid in the design of

new engines and to correlate performance data from existing engines.
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Ur:'e r•,en~d, only two sip iificant additional versions of true one-dirsen-

s!)na1 models have been formulated. The first was by Hammer, Agosta and

Pesohke (Fef. 31 ) in 1966; this model incorporates the major provisions

previously discussed and includes the complete formulation for the energy

equation including the equilibrium solution. The second is the previously

mentioned due to Sutton and Combs (Ref.29 ); it incorporates a full energy

equation similar to Hammer's et al., but uses tabular data from prior

equilibrium analyses. In addition, axial direction effects of gas phase

'ondu -tUon, diffusion and viscosity are also included. The models of Ref. 31

and 29 represent the most nearly "exact" formulations to date for steady

one -dLmensional propellant spray combustion.

One-dimensional models have been extensively used. Their utility stems

largely from the basic assumption of one-dimensionality. The analysis is

nearly independent of the detailed features of the particular injector

used (except for spray droplet sizes and velocities) so that a single model

formulation can be applied easily and quickly to a wide range of injectors,

propellants, combustors, etc. Hence, when applied to the downstream

regions of engines which fall within the approximate domain of one-dimen-

sionality, their performance predictions depend entirely upon the accuracy

of input initial conditions and the expressions used for the coupling terms

describing the interaction between the gas and spray phases. It is, in fact,

the accuracy of the input conditions (especially the mean drop size and drop

size distribution) that relate the one-dimensional model to the particular

inje'.tor design and make it useful from a design standpoint. As a consequence,

- a great deal of auxiliary work has sought systematic determination of how spray
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dIropeize distributions and mean droplet sizes depend on injection element

"design parmeters, e.g., orifice diameters and injection velocities. This

has usually been done experimentally by using molten wax to simulate imping-

ing liquid propellants (Ref. 32). More recently the technique has been

extended to gas/liquid propellants where dropsize measurements are per-

formed in a pr.'i'rized rig, thus simulating the proper gas density,

velocity, and flowrate, Ref. 39. Minimization of recirculation for single

element tests, through use of a base bleed is taken into consideration.

Results, of course, are applicable to both one- and multi-dimensional programs.

The one-dimenslonal character of such models is also their major limitation.

When applied to engines that have even moderately nonunifoxx mixture ratio

distributions (e.g., wall film cooling), the models fail to predict perform-

ance adequately. They are similarly unable to provide information on local

multi-dimensional problems such as those which arise in studies of injector/

chamber compatibility. Adaptations of one-dimensional models such as those

described next have offered some approximate, but not complete, solutions to

these problems.

Quasi-One -Dimensional Models

The simple one-dimensional approximation is inadequate to descr.ibe the axial

flows and distributions existing near the injector of a liquid rocket engine.

As indicated above, it is important to avoid use of one-dimensional models in

this region. However, before adoption of the current approach of developing

empirical spray mass and dropsize distributions through cold flow and molten

.x studies, some quasi-one-dimensional combustion models were developed in an

attempt to calculate the progress of the propellant combubtion within this
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-n~etirn/atornization zone. Typically, multiple coupled one-dimensional

flows were assumed to represent the real flow associated with a single

Injection element. Primary interest was in the degree of partial combus-

tion accomplished and in locating a reasonable starting point for the

downstream zone at which the one-dimensional approximation was applicable.

Some Detailed Injector Models. The first of these models (Ref.25 )

related to self-impinging doublet injection. The model described the

region from the center of a fuel spray fan, through a forced mixing region,

to the center of a neighboring aligned oxidizer spray fan. A one-dimen-

sional flow zone was established for each of those regions and a fourth

zone was used for a gas flow (without Rpray) surrounding the other three

zones. Spray and/or gas transfer among zones was analyzed as ,-Anbustion

prox'eeded. A number uf poorly understood phenomena were lumped into

empirial "incomplete atomization" factors for each spray-bearing zone.

This was a highly physical model involving geometrical zone prescription

which drew heavily from high speed photographic records of transparent mcdel

motor firings with aligned-element like-doublet injectors. Thus the compu-

ter program model was very specific for that type of injector and had limited

versatility. It was not possible, for example, to analyze injectors with

elements aligned only on one side, etc. As a result it received oi•ly limited

use and principal reliance was placed on the one-dimensional model for com-

bustion analysis of all impinging-type elements.
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A second =!'•el, howevwr. beiause it dealt with the more readily generalized

analysir, of coaxial gas-liqjid injection, his found extensive use. The need

for such a model was soon recognized after attempting to correlate performance

from such an injector with the basic one-dimensional model. Unlike the im-

pinging type injector, which atomizes the entering jets near the injector

face, the gas-liquid coaxial injector may have a liquid jet penetratlng 3

to 4 inches from the injector, with simultaneous atomization and burning

strongly coupled and distributed throughout that length. Since cold-flow

correlations cannot possibly include effects of superimposing combustion on

the atomization rates and drop sizes, their principal value for coaxial

elements lies in mixing studies rather than in providing combustion model

dropsize initialization. As a result, a model for this widely used in-

jector type must include both the atomization and vaporization processes

in the formulation.

The first generalized coaxial model (Ref.33 ) was formulated for axisymmetric,

cylindrical single element combustion, assumed to be representative of the

overall engine combustion. In its original form it applied strictly to

injectors ha--ng "flush posts," i.e., both an inner cylindrical tube through

which the liquid propellant was delivered, and a surrounding annular space

for passage of the gaseous propellant were terminated at the injector fa'ýe.

Upon injection, large velocity differences immediately initiate "shear-strip-

ping" of liquid spray from the jet surface. Appropriate equations were containod

within the model for calculating both jet stripping rates and Icz-al mean drop

sizom produced.
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Initially, there were two discrete parts to the model. The first, adjacent

to the injector, was characterized by an onion-skin type layered structure

of spray. This region was assumed to be axisymmetric and non-combusting.

When input conditions regarding flammability limits of concentration and

flnme velocity were satisfied, flame spreading was assumed to be rapid

enough that the non-burning region was terminated by a plane flame front

standing in the spray laden gases.

The second part of this model was like that of the usual one-dimensional

model except that it (1) added a residual liquid oxidizer jet that penetrated

into the combustion zone and retained equations for the subsequent atomiza-

tion of that jet, and (2) allowed for a second zone of axially flowing,

fully-burned or non-burning gases surrounding the combusting one-dimensional

spray-gas mixture. Mixing between zones was approximated by specifying

(input) a linear rate of ingestion of the outer gas flow into the spray-gas

flow. In addition, the outer zone was completely coupled to the inner zone

through the assumption of no radial pressure gradient. Both zones obeyed

their respective conservation equations and their areas were mutually ad-

justed to match the axial pressure gradient profile and still maintain a

full-flowing chamber. This portion of the model is the forerunner of current

multiple stream tube models discussed later.

Recently Sutton and Schuman (Ref. 34 ) have redeveloped the model to bring

the one-dimensional zone up to the injector face, and in addition, developed

equations to describe the process occurring within the recessed "cup". Ex-

cellent results have been achieved with this model when predicted performance
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has been compared with measured values from engines such as Rocketdyne's J-2,

J-2S and Aerospike. These particular engines are built to deliver relatively

uniform flow fields for highest performance.

Simplified Stream Tube Models

In contrast to the foregoing, highly physical models for single element combustion,

a quite different quasi-one-dimensional approach considers the entire combustion

field to be composed of a large number of stream tubes, with non-uniform striated

flows created by the injector persisting throughout the chamber length. Introduced

by Wrubel (Ref. 35), analyses neglecting mixing between neighboring stream tubes

have been applied to both injector/chamber compatibility (Ref. 36 and 37) and

combustion inefficiency (Ref. 23 and 32) problems. The utility of a stream tube

approach depends upon how realistic it is to neglect turbulent mixing and, further,

upon accurate description of the injector-imposed striations (i.e., whether or not

the convective cross flows of the rapid combustion zone appreciably changes the

cold flow measured injector striations).

Turbulent mixing between unlike gases flowing in adjacent stream tubes has been

shown to proceed slowly (Ref. 6) and, within the short gas residence times typical

of rocket combustors, is believed to contribute far less to overall propellant

mixing than the spray interdispersion associated with injection and atomizati-In,

although this has not been unequivocally proven. Injector-imposed striations in

the flow are usually characterized experimentally; cold-flow techniques are well-

established for bipropellant liquid injection (Ref. 38, 32). Immiscible propellant

simulants are flowed through an actual rocket injector and a collection apparatus

is used to sample the flow at a large number of points in some downstream plere.

Both mass flux and mixture ratio distributions are derived from the liquid collection

data. Againthis technique has recently been extended to gas/liquid propellant
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systems and mass measurements are often made in a pressurized rig through use of

a special two-phase gas probe, Ref. 39. Minimization of recirculation through

use of a base bleed is again considered and the probe has gas sampling capability

to determine the amount of extraneous gas injected. Naturally, all valid cold

flow results are applicable ai initialization parameters for streamtubes or full

three-dimensional orograms. Their direct use in the streamtube case is of course

limited to more uniformly injected spray patterns. In fact, for most of the in-

Jector elements and patterns using liquid/liquid propellants an analytical spray

initialization program is now available that replaces the need for cold flow

measurements, Ref. 37. Such programs are not yet available for a general des-

cription of gas/liquid or gas/gas injection. As an application example, the

mean '*-effiiency among n stream tubes, each having flowrate Cn and mixture

:a" i n may be approximated as:

- A.- c*(Cn) n

n

n

where c*(C is a function of mixture ratio and Ci is the mean injection mixture

ratio.

In addition to the incomplete mixing accounted for by the foregoing, there also

may be appreciable degradation of performance due to incomplete spray gasification.

While these two sources of performance loss may be coupled, with the presence of

one making the other worse, the simplest approach is to treat each separately and

assume that their combined effect is the product of the two. Thus, a wide range of

experimenta. c* efficiency data has been correlated successfully (Ref. 39 & 4o) by:

"Vlc*,pred n c*,mix) (v;c*,evap)
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where Ic*,mi• ( ) is the mass-weighted mean c* efficiency among the stream

tubes, assuming complete evaporation within each stream tube and that there is

no mixing between them, and ý C*evap is a mean spray evaporation efficiency,

calculated by one-dimensional combustion model analysis for mean initial-

plane conditions obtained by mass-weighted averaging over all stream tubes,

i.e., assuming complete mixing. Neglecting the coupling between mixing and

evaporation losses appears to be justified, to a certain extent, by the degree

of correlation attained; in the cited references, the predicted efficiencies

were consistently within about +1% of the experimental hot-firing, values,

which ranged from about 85 to 99%.

A somewhat different, uncoupled stream tube approach was taken in Ref. 23,

where the stream tubes were initialized near the injector and a separate

one-dimensional spray combustion analysis was performed for each stream

tube utilizing Priem's empirical correlation equation referred to earlier

(p.47). Imperfect mixing was accounted for by mixture ratio variation from

stream tube-to-stream mube and the combustion analysis accounted for in-

complete evaporation. Regarding interactions between mixing and evaporation

within a given stream tube, then, this formed a coupled model. Uncoupling

took the form of absolutely no interactions between stream tubes. Initial-

ized with a given percentage of the chamber cross-sectional area, each stream

tube was thereafter assigned that percentage of local flow area. As a re-

sult, neighboring stream tubes with unequal mass fluxes or unequal specific

burning rates could be said to be flowing side-by-side with quite unlike

pressures. Starting with a uniform injection-end pressure could not,
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therefore, result in calculation of sonic flow at the geometric throat

positions for all stream tubes simultaneously. Such physical unreali-

ties made little difference to the Ref.23 application of the results;

only an integrated, overall approximation of energy release inefficiency

was required for subsequent use in analyzing the nozzle expansion effi-

ciency. As with the preceding application to c*, the predicted values

of specific impulse were shown to be in agreement with some experimental

values.

Coupled Stream Tube Models

T[he lack of physical reality associated with the foregoing simplified stream

tube models makes them inapplicable to situations in which local details

of the combustion flow field are of interest. For example, analysis of

combustion chamber wall heat transfer, ablation and erosion requires

detailed local combustion gas temperatures, velocities and compositions

as well as information about spray splashage on walls. Two related stream

tube combustion models have been developed which provide improved approxi-

mations to reality in coupling together a multiplicity of one-dimensional

combustion models, one for each stream tube, and solving them simultaneously.

One model, developed in conjunction with an injector/chamber compatibility analyses

(Ref. 37 ), was designed for use downstream of a three-dimensional model of the

rapid combustion zone (see the next section). It was extended (Ref. 4l) to

axisymmetric flow in the second versiop, includes the earlier stream

tube initialization directly from injected flows, and utilizes a spatial din-

tribution of pressure in the nozzle to make the transonic flow portion of the
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solution more nearly realistic. By using a one-dimensional, coupled spray/

gas flow forrmulation, these models were made fully-coupled. They are still

based on the assumption of no mixing (i.e., no mass, momentum or energy

exchange) among stream tubes.

The model formulations differ from the one-dimensional formulation in several

important ways, which arise from the fact that that a given tube is not physically

confined by walls but is permitted to be squeezed to a smaller size by higher

flowrate, faster burning neighboring stream tubes (and vice versa). That is,

in the previous one-dimensional models, the cross-sectional flow area is a

knomwn, independent parameter, while in the multiple stream tube formulation,

it appears as a dependent variable for which solutions must be found. Cross-

sectional areas of individual stream tubes can vary, however, only under the

constraint that the sum of all stream tube areas must equal the local chamber

cross-sectional area. This constraint, in the form of an area conservation

equation, is what couples one stream tube's combustion model to the others.

If there are S stream tubes, there are 5 sets of one-dimensional model

equations. Only one equation (area conservation) has been added in the

multiple stream tube formulation, while 5 dependent variables (areas) have

been added. To close the problem, therefore, either 5 - 1 equations must

be added or 5 - 1 dependent variables removed. The approach taken in Ref. 37

was removal of dependent variables by assuming that static pressure is

constant across any given plane normal to the mean flow, rather than vary-

ing from stream tube to stream tube. The computer program solved for the
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pressure level at each plane, begi.ning at an initial plane near the injector

and marching to the throat.

Programmed for computer solution, the first version stream tube combustion model

was one in a series of related computer programs for overall injector/chamber

compatibility analyses. While it was possible to assemble input data manually

from full injector cold-flow data (as with the preceding simplified stream

tube models) or from a Liquid Injector Spray Pattern computer program output,

it was structured to receive punched-card input data generated by its immediate

predecessor in the series, a three-dimensional combustion model described in

the next section. Similarly, it generated punched-card output for subsequent

Boundary Layer Heat Transfer program analysis (Ref. 37).

SThis stream tube model of Ref. 37 was "formless" in the sense that not very specific

knowledgc was needed concerning a tube's position or cross-sectional shape. As

a result, the downstream boundary condition was assumed to be one-dimensional

sonic flow through the nozzle throat plane. The model in its second version

was given a specific spatial form in Ref. 41 by specifying axisymnmetric annular

stream tube flow. Adopted to conform to the JANNAF (ICRPG) reference Two-Dimen-

sional Kinetic computer program (Ref. 4 2) analysis for the supersonic nozzle

expansion, this configuration gave stream tube positional data which permitted

much more satisfactory nozzle analysis, by means of two model extensions. First,

the longer path lengths taken by stream tubes nearer the wall than those near the

chamber axis could be accounted for analytically by using each tube's actual

path an the independent variable, rather t.han chamber axial length. Second,
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the stream tubes' pressures in the nozzle could be made to conform to

those for transonic flow. (In practice, these were simplified to local

conical convergence - or divergence - and to the pressure distribution

for a homogeneous, constant flowrate transonic flow.)

The axisymmetric stream tube combustion computer program was combined,

in the work of Ref. 41, with other distinct computer programs to form an

overall engine performance analysis computer program which begins with

analytical computation of bi-propellant spray distributions produced by a

prescribed injector design and ends with calculation of specific impulse

and thrust coefficient for vacuum exhaust of combustion products from the

nozzle. The three-dimensional combustion model, because its results cur-

rently need to be examined for consistency before proceeding with further

analysis, was omitted from this combined model. Thus the axisymmetric stream

tube model was initialized directly from the calculated injected spray dis-

tributions, unlike its predecessor. Similarly, it provided partial initiali-

zation of flow data along a supersonic start-line for analyzing the flow

in the divergent section of a nozzle.

Multi-Dimensional Model

As a part of the injector/chamber compatibility analysis of Ref. 37, a three-

dimensional steady-state spray combustion model has been developed for analyzing

the "rapid combustion zone" of Fig. 2. The model formulation is based on

three major simplifying assumptions concerning the combustion field. First,
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it is assumed that immediately downstream of the injection/atomization

(pre-reaction) zone there are strong enough transverse gradients in spray

masr flow (and, therefore, in burning ---) 4o produce transverse convective

flow forces which are large compared to gas-phase viscous forces. The viscous

terms in the gaseous momentum equations are, therefore, neglected. The second

assumption, that accounting for turbulent motion is not required, followr, directly

from the first.. Th,- third simplifying assumption concerns the transverse pres-

sure gradientn; before stating it, the model formulation will be describe

The mathematical formulation for the 3-D combustion model utilizes the cylin-

drical coordinate system (r,@, z). Because there are three independent spatial

variables, the mass, momentum, and energy conservation equations (for both the

comrbustion gas and propellant spray phases) are partial differential equations.

These sets of governing equations are coupled through mass, momentum, and

energy exchange between phases; several additional equations provide values

for the coupling terms. The gas phase energy equation has been replaced by

tables of combustion gas stagnation properties as functions of mixture ratio

(for a given chamber pressure) and the adiabatic expanrcion equation. Specifi-

cation of appropriate initial plane and boundary conditions completes the

model.

The system of equations is solved by means of a digital computer program.

"Marching" in the axial (z) direction is used, with simultaneous solutions

at discrete nodal points in the r,Q plane found sequentially in predictor-

oorrectnr cycles. The ý:as-phase consprvation equations ari par':.lally el1Iitl'.
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and, because elliptic partial differential equations are not well-posed

as initial-value problems, the third simplification was introduced to avoid

the numerical instability certain to result from that fact: the pressure

gradients in the r,Q directions are prescribed, rather than calculated as

dependent variables.

Unless the pressure gradients are prescribed properly, the transvelse gas

velocities will differ from reality approximately as the square root of the

errors in pressure gradient. Because of this, the 3-D model is properly

viewed as a transition model which acts to distribute the propellant spreys

more realistically before starting a stream tube analysis than if the stream

tube structure had been begun immediately after the pre-reaction zone.

As reporL-l in Ref. 37, transverse pressure gradients were effectively forced

to vanish by making axial gas velocity a function of z only. Improving upon

this simplification is one of the goals of current research on improving the

injector/chamber compatibility analysis method.

Summary of the Steady-State Review

This review includes current as well as previous steady-state programs. The

coupled stream tubes and three-dimensional formulations are actually digital

computer programs corresponding to the generalized formulations developed

under this contract. In this respect they are believed to be the best and

most complete multidimensional models presently available.
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As is shown later, evaluation of the coupling terms under steady-state

conditions requires use only of a one-dimensional model. There are several

existing ones that could have been usee., Lambiris and Combs (Ref. 25),

Sutton and Schuman (Ref. 34),or Hammer, et al (Ref. 31). However this model

is also required to supply the initial conditions for the transient model

and a new transient model was required. Hence, to insure that the one-

dimensional steady-state model was sufficiently general to allow evaluation

of coupling terms and also to provide compatible inputs to the new transient

model, a new generalized steady-state model was developed. This model is the

one mentioned in the review, i.e., Sutton and Combs (Ref. 29) and also re-

presents an outgrowth of the generalized formulation developed under this

contract.

REVIEW OF EXISTING COMBUSTION MODELS -

TRANSIENT

The addition of time as an independent variable, in a combustion model formu-

lation for rocket combustion, complicates the analysis far beyond that of the

steady-state problem. For this reason, and because detailed experimental com-

bustion distribution data for evaluating model predictions are much more dif-

ficult to obtain than steady-state data, instability analyses have not been

developed as far toward accounting for spatial combustion details as have

steady-state analyses. Until quite recently, instability analyses could be

distinguished and subdivided instead according to whether feed system coupling

(lumped Pc) or chamber wave motion were considered dominant and whether com-

bustion was treated in an approximate integrated manner or in a more physically-

based, differential way.
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The full range of liquid rocket combustion instability analysis has

recently been fully systematized and detailed in the forthcoming ICRPG

reference book (Ref. 8 ). Within the scope of this report, only those

involving combustion chamber resonance, and further, those lacking feed

system coupling, are of interest, i.e., acoustic instabilities. Little

work has been done on modeling of more complicated instabilities.

The central problem in analyzing chamber resonance instabilities is obtain-

ing solutions in one or more spatial dimensions and time, either numerically

or with analytical approximations, for a coupled system of nonlinear tran-

sient conservation equations with appropriate boundary conditions. Constant

injection rates are assumed for the injection-end boundary condition, with

no coupling to the feed system. The instabilities treated are acoustic

resonances of the combustion space, with complications introduced, as noted

earlier, by two-phase flow and combustion. Formulations in one-dimension

and time represent longitudinal modes of instability. The transverse

(tangential and radial) modes require transient formulation in two spatial

dimensions, at least.

Non.steady models, whether one or multi-dimensional, consider the liquid

propellants to be injected as sprays containing (at best) a range of discrete

droplet size groups. Assumptions with regard to the spray behavior are the

same as those developed for the steady-state models. Non-steady models are

always started downstream of the injection process, after atomization, etc.,

has been completed. To date, none has attempted to describe the transient
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behavior of the entire mixing-atomization region near the injector in the

presence of high amplitude oscillatory conditions. To couple this region

with the spray region downstream, the analysis would be required to describe

the details of the transient spray flow from each element in the injector

and couple this information with a full three-dimensional transient combus-

tion model extending to the supersonic portion of the chamber. It is not

sur•rising that this task has not been accomplished and that all oxisting

models, regardless of their complexity, neglect the detailed behavior of

tne injection region. Consequently, most analyses that include droplet

dynamics employ the assumption thut droplets enter directly into the chamber

through the injector face and that the transient distribution of spray mass

at the injector face remains as it was during the steady-state condition.

Gas phase conditions depend on whether gaseous propellants were injected;

if not then the axial component of the gas velocity at the face is assumed

to be zero.

Th.- offect of neglecting the near injection region on the accuracy of stability

predict'!ons is not entirely clear. It appears that, for liquid-liquid or gas-

liquid impinging type injectors with strong hydraulic momenta, jet breakup and

mfxing would occur rapidly even under steady-state conditions and the efrect of

the wave on the Jets themselves could be neglected. T'e more important pheno-

mena probably Involves tne effect of the wave (brte"&-u..), inter-element mixing,

et:.) on the dense spray field. This may not, however, be the case for shower-

head )r ,o--axlal-type Inje:tors. Here, tho atomlzatton processes control much



of the combustion rate and coherent Jets may exibt as far as 3-4 inches

into the chamber. The effects of strong waves on primary azomization may

be important for these types of injectors.

Time Lag - Perturbation Models

The earliest instability models used a nonphysical global treatment of

combustion, i.e., the time lag concept introduced by von Karman in 1941.

This approach was well developed for feed-system coupled and longitueinal

instabilities (Ref. 43 ) before the more nearly physical, lonal spray com-

bustion models were applied to instability analysis. These two distinct

approaches have since been developed concurrently.

In 1951, Summerfield published the first theory (Rof. 44 ) dealing with

unstable combustion in liquid propellant rocket motors. Both he and

Tsien (Ref. 45 ) used the concept of time lag in its original form as a

characteristic constant for each rocket motor. Crc:co (Ref. 46) first

introduced the Idea of a time varying combuEtion time lag, 'r, in his

analysis of high frequency longitudinal instability modes. W!th this

concept a total timee lzg was used to arpnxinato the effect 7f the 'om-

bustion process, i.e., pr.-.uts c, .'mbu•,•on from a given 0l1ment of !n-

,letted propellant were consicered to appear ns'an'.uoly after a dis-

creet, well-defined time interval after inje.tion. ThIs artifice allowed

the spe-ific details of the ecubustici. przcess ý- be ignored. T!he Mgnnitude of

the time lag may be .-onslderei lo vary v-th local conditions in the ch.amber

as well as with tim-.
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The rates of the various processes occurring during the time lag were

assumed to depend on (correlated with) the values of the local pressure.

(All other factors were not implied to exert negligible influence on the

rates; rather, their variation, and therefore, their effects, are des-

cribed by pressure effects.) The correlating parameter, n, Is known :-.

the interaction index. In its simplest form, the time variation of 7' was

assumed to be related to n, mean pressure, the pressure percurbation

amplitude and t, (the space/time average of •j). In the model formula-

tions the coupling term for the perturbed spray mass addition rate to

the gas was replaced directly by the parameters n, tand the pressure

perturbation amplitude.

A dc•vstream boundary condition was defined at the beginning of nozzle

convergence in this and all subsequent timr lag models. Proper representa-

tior of this boundary conditions became extremely important and consequently

the models include lengti•analyses of the behavior of supercritical nozzle

flow under oscillatory conditions. Indeed, in some of the models, attention

to satisfying the downstream boundary condition was more elaborate than the

treatment of chamber combustion phenomena.

Crocco and Cheng (Ref. 43) first treated linear longitudinal oscillations via

the time lag conccp:. Later Scala (Ref. 47) and then Reardon (Ref. 48) extended

the linear analysis to include transverse (three dimensional) oscillations,

Reardon developed a more complicated dependency of the perturbed burning rate

on interaction indices corresponding to radial and tangential velocity
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noerturbation effects as well as local pressure. In addition, his burning

rate expression approximately related the dir-ribution of combustion to pro-

pellant injection density distribution. The only droplet couplirg term

specifically retained in these analyses was droplet drag which appeared in

a simplified form. Droplet heating and other effects were neglected.

For stability predictions, the time lag models employed the classical approach

of linear acoustics (small perturbation) referenced to the one-dimensional,

steady state operation conditions. Neutral stability conditions, wherein

amplitudes neither increase nor decrease with time were established. The

locus of operating points of the system which satisfy the conditions for

neutral oscillation formed stability limits, dividing unstable and stable

regions of operation. These stability limits were presented in terms of

dependency upon n and .

The linear time lag models are based upon first order perturbation of transient

equations of motion. Appropriately transformed and with the downstream boundary

condition applied, the models provide two equationsrelating three dependent

parametersi n , T and the elgenvalue or resonant angular frequency of the

chamber, d . Specification of any one of these allows calculation of the

other two. The most convenient procedure is to prescribe the value of LU,

and solve for n and .
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Recently a monograph by Crocco and Sirignano (Ref. 49 ) has been published

which gives a complete description of the analysis of the oscillatory flow

behavior of supercritical nozzles.

The time lag models have serious defficiencies. The linearization restricts

their applicability to the growth of instability from infinitesimally small

disturbances, they cannot be used to analyze the commonly observed, abrupt

initiation of instability by sudden finite amplitude disturbances. The

sinusoidal wave forms predicted by the models are quite different from the

non-linear shapes frequently observed in pressure measurements on actual

engines. Finally, the linear studies cannot predict anything about the

ultimate, limiting value of oscillation amplitudes.

To overcome these difficulties, partial non-linear extensions to the linear

theory have been developed. Sirignano (Ref. 50) and Zinn (Ref. 51) studied,

respectively, longitudinal and transverse mode combustion instability for

pressure waves of finite amplitude. Both authors, however, assumed that

mass and energy addition occurred onlly in an arbitrarily thin region next

to the injector face. Sirignano employed the short nozzle assumption (Mach

number at the nozzle entrance remains constant) while much of Zinn's work

was devoted to the oscillatory nozzle flow. Zinn's work represents the most

complex treatment of the nozzle to date; he used a third-order perturbation

approximation and required that the nonlinear waves be continuous. With

both models periodic finite wave amplitudes were proportional to the square
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root of the normal displacement from the linear stability limit. (Inter-

pretation of portions of these waves indicated that triggering of finite

amplitude oscillation is possible. However, the waveforms exhibited none

of the sharp peaks observed in experiments, which is not unexpected with a

perturbation approximatior.)

Oscillation frequency was assumed to depend on the niagnJtude of the power

series expansion factor used In perturbing the equations. Frequenry devJa-

tions from the linear solutions, due to finite amplitude waves, were indeed

found to depend on the order of the expansion factor required. The results

were strongly dependent on the fonr of the imposed boundary conditions, one

of which was concentrated combustion at the injector face. This condition

is difficult to relate to actual processes. Major difficulties with these

two models are their great algebraic complexity and their inability to

predict waveforms and nonlinear behavior for values of n and F that are

not close to the linear stability limit. The charaoteristir!s of instabillties

triggered by finite disturbances cannot be found.

Mitchell (Ref. 52) extended the longittudinnl case to include the effeP.ts of

distributed combustion, discontinuous waves, and nonlinearities with n and

values reasonably far removed from the linea,- stability limit. Mitchell's

approximation is valid only to second order in shock strength, i.e., to the

order of the steady state Mach number at the nozzle entrance. Hence, although

it extends the nonlinearity of previous analysis, the consideration of most

nonlinear coupling terms is still limited. No nonsideration was given to

droplet drag cr heating.
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Recently Zinn and co-workers have employed an approximate numerical scheme

which is a modification of the Galerkin method. The method facilitates

approximate solution of the nonlinear partial differential equations com-

prising instability models. Preliminary results indicate the approach is

promising, Ref. 53.

Thus, se;c.'al problems with the time lag approach are evident. First, the

con2ept Itself eliminates consideration of the actual physico-chemical com-

bust!on processes that occur in the liquid propellant rocket engine. Further,

stability limits are presented in terms of n and ' ; therefore, the assump-

tion must be made that each engine (i.e., injector type, flow distribution,

contraction ratio) has particular values of n and f. Knowing these, one can

then determine stability of the engine. However, it is very difficult to

determine these parameters for a particular engine configuration. Although

experimental effort has been and is being pursued (Ref. 54) to determine

reasonable approximations of n and Tfor actual engines, the results are far

from being complete enough and general enough for application to wide ranges

of propellants, engine,and injector designs. Application of the sensitive

time lag theory is the subject of a computer program user's guide (Ref. 55)

Use of perturbation techniques in the model formulations introduces unavoid-

able problems to any attempt to obtain nonlinear solutions. Most of the models

considcbr only first order (linear) effects; at best second or third order

effe,'•s are considered. As the order or the approximation ln':reasen the
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algebraic manipulations become prohibitively complicated. As Mitchell

has pointed out in his paper, the successful analysis of even slightly

nonlinear problems depends critically on the selection of tht. proper

expansion parameter in the perturbation analysis, and the basis for

selection is not always evident.

Finally, in all of the aforementioned models. a major faul- lies in the

basic development of the conservation equations. Although the gaq pnase

continuity and momentum equations are developed correctly, the lack of a

locally time varying mixture ratio equation renders the energy equation

and the equation of state inaccurate. In particular, the equation of

state is written as

P=eRT

Where R - constant, i.e., no consideration is given to axial variations of

the molecular weight. Also no consideration is given to dissociation effects

in the energy equation; specific heats are taken to be constant. The steady

state initial conditions (, T , e ) are taken to be constant throughout the

chamber. These assumptions limit the models, regardless of their other assumnp-

tions or perturbation techniques, to consideration only of liquid bi-propellant-

whose fuel and oxidizer sprays always vaporize in a constant ratic -f rates

equal to the injected mixture ratio. Further, the form of the conservation

equations, regardless of the perturbation order, requires the pressure vwve

amplitude to be small so that it does not disturb the local mixture ratio.
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These considerations make the time lag models inapplicable to hydrogen/

oxygen propellants, as one example. Axial molecular weight variations

with these propellants may range between 2 to 12. Even low amplitude

waves in H2 /0 2 engines can drastically alter local mixture ratios due to

the high gasification response rate of liquid oxygen spray. Consequently,

w.ith temperature overpredicted by an energy equation (neglecting dissocia-

tton) and pressure determined from an equation of state that neglects mix-

ture ratio variations, the resultant pressure may be overpredicted or under

predicted by factors of 2 to 4 or more. Even though the assumptions regard-

ing the equation of state are allowable to the order of the perturbation

analysis, it cannot properly be applied to a real engine system triggered

by a finite disturbance. This serves further to indicate the limitations

of perturbation analysis to highly nonlinear systems.

In this vein, it is interesting at this point to consider some results from

Culick's 1961 Ph.D. thesis on gas and liquid rocket combustion instability

(Ref. 56). Culick did not assume a time lag concept, but did employ a first

order (linearized) perturbation analys's. In this respect the model is

similar to those of Scala and Reardon, although Culick used different tech-

niques to obtain the downstream nozzle boundary conditions. The equations

used In Culick's model differ from Reardon's and Scala's only in that he

negle-ted droplet drag, the mo-entum sour~e term due to mass addition and

9,P droplet velocity (i'.-m.s often neglerted by niiny other authnrs and usually

helievel tn -nntribl:te little to the pr,)bibm). Upnn first order xPerturhafton
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and assuming that p, T and are constants throughout the chamber at steady

state conditions (consistent with the perturbation order and equivalent to

Scala's and Reardon's work), Culick was able to show that the perturbed

continuity equation (which is solved for C") became independent of the rest

of the equations. As a consequence, the oscillating pressure and velocity

could be determined without considering the mass relea.e (source) contained

in the continuity equation. However, more complete nonlinear models, such

as Priem's (discussed in the next section), indicate that the ý-ontinuity

equation and its mass release source overwhelmingly determine the nnnlinear-

ity of instability.

The fact that first order perturbation analysis removes completely the

physical coupling of the equations is disturbing and -asts doubts on the

applicability of any perturbation scheme unless carried to very high order

where, unfortunately, the algebra becomes prohibitive.

Computerized Nonlinear Models

During the same time that many authors were pursuing the time-lag perturbation

approach, others were concerned with the detailed physical processes involved

within the oscillating and reacting spray-gas flow field. Models that have

considered physical coupling processes have traditionally retained .-ore

complete nonlinear conservation equations.
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w These computerized models begin by utilizing some form of initial conditions

as supplied by a steady-state computer model (although the degree of sophis-

tication used in the steady-state analysis varies) and then disturb this

initial condition. The result is the predicted growth or decay of the pressure

disturbance amplitude as a function of its initial magnitude, the lr.-eady-state

conditions and the engine configuration.

Most analyses of this type have been limited to one-dimensional longitudinal

or quasi-one-dimensional transverse wave motion. Only very recently has a

nonlinear transient two-dimensional model been developed.

The first attempt at formulating such a model developed from tVie work of

Torda in the middle 1950's. In 1958, Torda and Burstein (9ef. 57) pub-

lished a forerunner of a longitudinal model. The equations as presented did

not consider droplets and represented the coupling terma through f'ictitious

mass and energy sources. A method-of-characteristics solution to this limited

set of equations was discussed, but not Implemented. Later Torda an] Schmidt

(Ref. 58) extended this concept and refined the equations. The couplian term,

however, were left in unspecified form. The numerical calculations presente4

in the paper concentrated upon motions of the gas phase. No droplet dynamics

were Included. Coupling terms were introduced in the gas-phase equations by

means of arbitrary fcrcing and feedback functions. Although the numerical

scheme used was apparently not stable enough to handle strong waves in the

chamber, the paper gave Interesting reSults about the nature of the 'oupl'ng

ter"s necessary to cause instability. With a linctr feedback function specified
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- for the coupling terms, no instability could be triggered in the chamber.

However, with a quadratic feedback term the chamber pressure oscillation

amplitudes increased rapidly. Unfortunately, these feedback functions,

though interesting, cannot be related to physical phenomena.

The first nonsteady longitudirnal model to include physical terms was

written by Burstein and Agosta (Ref. 59) In 1962. Except for th? absence

of an energy source term (due to mass addition) in the energy equaýlon,

the conservation equations were quite complete. Coupling terms Ine j.ed

expressicns for droplet heating and droplet vaporization (the El Wakil

s:a'Res, fe. 22) and droplet drag. Tnitial conditions vere, based on

a steady-sta-e model (Ref. 24) that assumed a constant ratio of vaporIze-

tion betwten the in,)c-ted liquid fuel and oxidizer sprays. As a result,

no axias. rradients of mixture ratio or gas temperature appeared. As noted

before, this corr-esponds to constant molecular weight in the equation of

state. Neither that equation nor the energy equation allowed for dissocia-

tion. Lack of a time varying droplet nber concentration equetion also

required that the Croplet numbe:- density be the same under nonsteady and

steaay-state conditions, vhich is quite unrealistic. This non-teady model,

hcvever, was one of the first tI ailr.- an input range of Init!al droplet

diameters.

nle model was progrsmed f-.r solut!on through use of the method of character-

Istics. 'he accur&zy of the nr-er!--:al a:heme was such that the Instability

uould b- analyzed only up to t*e po!nt cr formation of xteer-frcrnted shock-l!#'
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Waves. 3olutions were not obtained during the subsequent unstable opera-

tion. However, intere3ting correlations with experimental data were

presented.

Use of the El Wakil equation, for quasi-steady droplet evaporation, in a

nonstear'- combustion model can be questioned (Ref. 60). Perhaps of equal

or m.*re Importance as discussed for the time-lag models, is the lack of an

equntion a&L1w.trg mclc:,-a.r ,ielpht shifts due to mixture ratio gradients and

dliso-iatton. The !onservation equations as npplied are thus limited tn

-,nstdera:'.)n of weak waves which do not disturb the gas phase mixture

rntý,O. Application to strong waves can cause significant errors in the

calculated pressure amplitudes. Tn practice the models were applied to

strong waves. This, combined with possible inadequacy of steady-state

.ýourling terms, probably can account for departures from experimentally

observed behavior.

In 1962, Priem published the first physi-zal non-linear model directed toward

tangentala resonant instabilities of a liquid rocket .:ombustor (Ref. 61).

Recognizinrg thls to be a three-dimensional problem, P:-iem began with a

tairly rigorous derivation of the full equations of motion for a two-

phase ren-tl.ng gas. in the first apDlication of Prlem's Lheory, droplet

.-rag And Ir.plet hecting were ignore4. Further, it clearly was not feasible

- perlorm t*ne tnzre-lltle number of comaputAtions involved In considerirn tlree-

t.ens13nal neniCnea:" flow. Hence, Priem zonsidered only an annular element
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__ of a cylindrical combuitor. L)cated at the oute, wall of the eng1ne, the

element had only an Incremental thinkness & r. Although Priem originally

considered it to extend over the whole cIAm".er length, it is usually

applied to only a short A Z (axial) increment. To obtain the equationa

for this annulus Priem assumed that a number of variables and gradients

vanish, viz.: V VA- VJ 0

r r 0

0 ~ vz

2 V

,2 - 0 • z -

(The restriction Vt. " 0 has been subsequently removed by other authors,

Ref. U and 63. This has left,. as the set of governing equations: contin-

uity, tangential momentum, Z momentum, energy and equation of state.

Further, the time variations of the axial velocity were essumed to be

equal tc zero throughout the ýntbustor, i.e., V7  is a presfcribed constant

value with time. Upon nondimensionalization and assuming that the mole-,,•lr

weigh-t Is constant and equal to the steaiy-state value (no ditssoctation, rec

mixture ratio shift!. nondirension~a: T.iat ýr.; *'re ier'ved In. which zertnIn

parameters were rotund ýo ,,lay 'eportaan r.es. T7hese are 1 , the burn!nr

rate pnrameter at steady-rtate r, ar V ... - V• *he vel ty

difference between gas and spray in -he annuus. .ever, thi" nonst( ly

equations still contain a burnl:A rate at the nonsteady zc-nd:!t.o and "he
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variables P and Tl (which are functions of time) for which
a Z ' Z -

relations must be found. The steady-state expression was used for the

ronsteady burning rate term. Nonlimensionslization of the burning rate

equation revealed a strong dependence on A V and further led to the

introduction of a rather nebulous term called Mvap, the reduced mass of

unvaporized propellant. (This term could have been eliminated if an

ec'iation for dropLet spray continuity had been added),

Note again, that the use of this quasi-steady vaporization rate is question-

able. Of equal, if not greater importance, however, are the assumptions used

to obtain equations for the remaining axial gradients. Priem assumed that

none of the terms vavr in the axial or radial direction and that the axial

derivative terms do not vary with angular position (hjing average values

and functions of time only). It was then further assumed that the total

mas>, muro•, cum, and energy in the annulus do not vary with time so that the

conservation equations had only to be integrated in the 0 direction and all

time varying terms in the integrated equations were set equal to zero.

These integrated total annulus equations supplied the additional equations

needed to solve for the axial gradient terms. Combined with the integrated

local conservation equations and the burning rate expression, the entire system

was solved numerically with a digital computer.

However, the consequence of assuming that the total mass, momentum and energy

I.n the annulus do not vary with time is most serious. It provides for no

relief flows in or out in the axial direction. A simple physical consequence
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- of this is that, when a strong finite disturbance is input on one side of

the annulus, the program is forced to predict low (or even negative)

density on the other 3ide to maintain constant mass within the annulus.

Clearly this is not an acceptable assumption. It thus appears that the

integration scheme itself may cause oscillating conditions and be one

reason (along with the fact that the waves are constrained in an annulus)

that the Priem model predicts low values for stability levels. Burstein

(Ref. 64) investigated this effect mathematically (since it was the controll-

ing factor in his r, 9, t, "pancake" model, discussed later) and came to

the conclusion that thi3 assumption violates the rule of forbidden signals

for hyperbolic equations.

Like all previous models, Priem's also suffers from the facts that no mixture

ratio variations in time aoe allowed and that the forms of the equation of

state and the energr equation physically limit the model to consideration of

small disturbances. 'When applied to LOX-GHr) combustion, for example, the

model has serious deficiencies. These are less important for liquid-liquid

bipropellant systems and the model has been successfully applied in explaining

trends, oi correlating, experimental stability data and in prediiting relative

stabilities of various candidate engine designs.

Stability predictions are made by interpreting the results of digital computer

program numerical solutions of the set of equations. The solution proceeds in

time from a given input set of inJtial conditions and boundary conditions re-

presenting the particular engine design and operating point being analyzed.
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Growth or decay of pressure oscillation amplitude from an initial disturbance

of preselected magnitude is determined. Successive computer runs are made

with various magnitudes of initial disturbance to determine a "neutral stability"

level. Priem plotted a large number of such neutral stability predictions as

families of & V' curves on burning rate parameter,. . versus reduced initial

disturbance magnitude ) Pc/Pc, graphs. A•V' = &V/speed of sound.

Relative stability predictions are often made, without running the computer

program, by comparing disturbance levels obtained for candidate designs from

these more or less generalized charts. Such comparisons are usually made at

each design's minimum value of & V', i.e., for that region in the combustor

which is most sensitive to disturbance. The data needed to enter the charts

are most often obtained from steady-state combustion analysis using one of the

one-dimensional combustion models.

The basic Priem instability model has been modified and extended by several

investigators. Beltran and Breen (Ref. 63) studied spatial sensitivity of

the combustion field by using annular elements at varied radial and axial

positions. Coultas and Kesselring (Ref. 64) formulated I rectangular one-

dimensional version and studied stabilization by combustion space baffles.

Campbell and Chadwick (Ref.28 ) made a number of improvements in the model

while extending its capabilities to high (supercritical) chamber pressures.

Recognizing the importance of the full nonlinear approach, Burstein and co-

workers (Ref. 64) have recently been working on a full two dimensional transient
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-WO model. Their first attempt at developing this model dealt with a pancake-

type motor using an r, @, t coordinate system. Gas phase conservation

equations were set up quite rigorously, although momentum source terms

from spray evaporation were neglected, es was gas viscosity. Conservation

equations for the spray were neglected though coupling terms were provided

for the spray mass and energy addition. Apparently this was accomplished

by using a modified Godsave droplet evaporation model with constant diameter

for the drop. The vaporization rate again was taken to be quasi-steady.

Since drag and droplet heating were neglected, convective effects on the

drop depended only on the gas phase. Information was not given on how the

number density of droplets was calculated; it apparently was assumed to be

constant since no time varying droplet number concentration equation was

included. The equation of state'again assumed constant molecular weight

and, like models in the past, neglected dissociation and mixture ratio shifts

with the attendant limitations on wave anwlysis.

Only limited results were obtained from the pancake model when combusting

droplets interacted with the strong spinning wave, Energy accumulation in

the plane z = constant led to pressure amplitudes that became unrealistically

large. It was clear from the analysis that the axial influence must be

properly included for the combustion model to be coupled to the gas flow

field. This ill-posed problem is similar to the situation required in the

Priem analysis. The addition of the extra dimension apparently increased the

sensitivity to assumptions governing the axial direction. Application of Priem's
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condition (constant mass, momentum and energy in the plane)was not suffi-

cient to allow good prediction of the pressure wave for the reasons stated

earlier.

Of more importance, however, is their second model, a toroidal, 0, z, t

analysis. This is the first fully nonlinear model to investigate both

tangential and longitudinal motion. The boundary condition at the exit

was satisfied by specifying a large enough nozzle expansion ratio to

provide supersonic outflow, and at this point, setting all gradients with

respect t0 z equal to zero. Again appropriate gas phase equations were

derived, although source terms for momentum due to mass addition and droplet

drag effects in the gas phase were neglected. Conservation equation for

the droplets (mass continuity drag and energy) were included but no coupling

term for the heat addition to the droplet was utilized. Also, cross gradient

terms, i.e., UJ ---- in the droplet momentum (drag) equatious were

omitted. Further, no droplet number concentration equation was provided.

Lack of this equationi and a physically-based steady-state model for initial

conditions prevent rigorous application of physical coupling terms. That is,

the source terms of mass and energy from the dx 3plets to the gas phasi depend

not only on the drop models but on the number of droplets per unit volume.

Since no droplet number concentration equation was provided and no value was

present from a steady-state model, in practice the source term for mass addi-

tion was prescribed as a nondimensional perturbed parameter of pressure. In

addition, no mixture ratio or molecular weight variations were allowed. The

equation of state and energy equation are like those for the pancake model.
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Predicted overpressures are greater than are observed experimentally in

cylindrical engines. However, the model is aunular and allows no expansion

and decay of the waves in the radial direction so tnat comparisons to annular

engines operating unstably would be taore appropriate. Whatever the limita-

tions of the model as formlated, it has the potential of being one of the

most important and informative ever written.

Recently Agosta and co-workers (Ref. 65) have deleloped a refinement of their

longitudinal model. The equation for this model appears to be quite rigorous;

conservation equations for both spray and gas flow fields are included. Pro-

graming is done by a finite difference method, changed from the original

which used the method of character-~stics, Ref. 66, given as the source of the

equatioas, lists no time varying mixture ratio or droplet concentration number

equations. However, in Ref.65 Agosta states that mixture ratio and droplet

concentration effects a;e included. It is not clear how this is accomplished.

The model does use as initial conditions the sophisticsted steady-state modol

of Hamer's, et al, which includes mixture ratio. It is possible that the

droplet concentration from the nonsteady model is taken to be the same as

that in the steady-state. Then, allowing for time variation in droplet mass

allows provision for a quasi-steady mixture ratio equation, from which the

energy equation and tables provide approximate variable, dissociated gas pro-

perties. Agosta uses physical coupling terms for dropleg drag, heating, and

mass addition. In particular the droplet heating equation provides for radial

temperature gradients within the drop. Although he references the use of

evaporation kinetics for nonequilibrium conditions (Ref. 67) that vc.-k was
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concerned with low pressure ignition conditions and it is not clear if or

how he applies this to high pressure instability conditions. It appears as

though quasi-steady terms are still used for the mass evaporation.

This represents one of the first transient models that co;nsiders mixture

ratio and molecular weight variation. Further extension of the droplet

model to include temperature gradients appears to give good correlation of

experimental and predicted results. However, a"* artificial heat rate in-

crease to the droplets due to wave passage was used to obtain at least a

portion of the noted analytical and experimental agreement. This model and

more inclusive versions of Bursteins toroidal model do, however, show great

promise in their ability to analyze the combustion stability problem. 'VIth

more modern computers the extension to three-dimensions end time, with

.consideration of mixture ratio and molecular weight variation, should be

both possible and practical within the near future.

Summary of Transient Review

Before leaving this discussion of nonsteady models, three factors should

be emphasized. First, none of the models (except .or CNulicks approximations)

have included gas phase chea.cal kinetics in the gas conseriation equations.

This is consistent with our approach that chemical kinetics delays within

the mixed gas phase are negligible, even in the presence of wave motion.

This, as discussed briefly in the sste.*y-state section, does not rule out

all kinet~cs or even local micro-mixing processes. Coupling '-ould indeed

b-- • ntrolled by drop vapor mixing and chemical klneti- consideratione

(gas ph-sse flames) but terms acccunting for zuch phenomena should be
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contained within the coupling expressions since these local processes are

within the domain of influence of the drop and its surrounding vapor/gas

mixture.

Second, no multi-dimensional transient model considers turbulence. This

is consistent with prior description.

Third, and this is where most of the models are deficient (e.g., neglect of

varying mixture ratio and molecular weight) even though combustion and droplets

are present in some of the models, they all predict wave frequencies close to

calculated chamber acoustic resonant modes considering the gas phase to be

uniformly at the burned gas temperature. In particular, Culicks linearized

model presents corrections to the pure chamber model due to the presence of

combustion, mean flow and real boundary conditions, etc. All of these cor-

rections ore quite small. More rigorous models such as the physical nonlinear

ones, 3Brsteins longitudinal an- toroidal model and Priem's model, also predict

the wave frequency to be close to that of the tasic chamber resonant mode for

the i-gion modeled.

It is not surprising that the models predi.it such results. None of them

(except for Agoata's recent model) are capable of considering mixture ratio

or molecular weight variations. As a consequence "-he models are consistent

only when used with initial conditions that consider the mixture ratio and

hence the temperature to be nearly uniform through the chamber. Since the

mixture ratio is considered to be the same as that which was Injiected, it
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is not surprising that the predicted waves travel through the chamber at

speeds corresponding to the speed of sound of the burned gas at the injected

mixture ratio. Although this is also an experimentally observed fa, .")f

engines having large mixture ratio and temperature gradients, the models give

no information about the processes that cause this to occur for such striated

conditions. The complete explanmtion for the observed correspondence of the

wave frequency in engines having large mixture ratio gradients to the pre-

dicted fully burned chamber resonant mode Is still not understood. It is, as

has been previously stated, apparently more controlled by the geometry and

boundary conditions than any other factors.

Almost all of the existing models contain deficiencies. In particular, the

conservation equati.ons are not entirely complete and omission of terms could

bias the evaluation of coupling expressions during unstable operation. To

eliminate this possibility and insure that the accuracy of the models depended

solely on the expressions for the coupling terms, it was decided that a new

formulation was required.
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MVELOPWNHT OF A COMPREZENSIVE

FLOW FIELD FORMLIATION

As a result of the review it was concluded that few steady-state and no

transient models were adequate for rigorous description of the processes

occurring within the engine. Further. to identify and appreciate the nature

and implications of any simplifying assumptions uead in model formulation

it me desirable to start with a general formulation.

Consideration of general steady-state performnce predictions required the

model to be three-dimensional. Meaningful analytical simulation of convective

cross flows requires a three-dimensional model. The model should be capable of

calculating the local mess flux and composition anywhere in the chamber cross

section. Treatment of transverse gradients should readily predict formation

of, and intermixing between, areas with striated flows.

Further, loc.al wall compatibility problems could only be analyzed with a model

which considered transverse wall irected flows.

Multidimensional consideraLions were _ýbvltcvusly required for general non-steady

analysis. Flurther, if the mode. were tz. be applcable to all propellant cou-

binations and actual fin!'.e amplitude disturbances, local time varying mixture

ratio and drople@t muzber concentration effects mulst. be consid-ered. Introduction

of these equations and additIon of p-oper .aUles of physical properties would

remove the restrictions present it, all te non-st&eady models discussed previously.
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Although not originally intended as part of this AFOAR program, the need for a

more comprehensive analytical formulation to unify the results of analytical

and experimental research in the fields of liquid propellant Injection and

combustion was so evident that a generalized model was developed.

The model formulation, written in vector-tensor notation expresses the dynamics

of a multi-component reacting gas stream which undergoes simultaneous exchange

of mass, momentum, and energy with contained propellant liquid sprays. Both

gas and liquid spray phases are described in terms of continuum mechanics,

with sprays represented by a discreet number of droplet size groups, each of

which is treated as a separate phase. These formulas are presented below

with emphasis on those aspects whichl have been neglected before. Attention

is given to the species an: energy equations and proper treatment of their

terms. The formulation Is structured to incorporate particular laws and/or

correlations for the couplirn teras as they are develored. The model is

applicable to either liquid-liquid or gas-liquid injection. The formulation

is stated without showing the derivation.

FLOWJ FIELD ?O1IWJATION

Assumptions used In the derivatici, are: (1) ideal gas law Is a valid state

eq-.atlon, •) efficts or turbulence zan be neglected*, (3) dilute sprays

e'1ime averaged pe-turbati-ns become meaningless during acoustic instabilities,
when mean-.low osdillations due to wave notion have frequencles comparable with

"--ilent fluztuation fre(ruencies. Flurther, propellant residence times In
rozket -- abustors are typI:alty only 3 to 10 times the mean turbulent fluctuation
prt-ods, the-efrr-, an element of pr.pellant Is effected only slightly by turbul-
enze, even during 3teody-state operation. In addition, gas-phase cross con-
Sve-.Ive flows overwhe.A the effects of turbulence. T.ese effects have all been
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occupy a negligible fraction of chamber volume*, (3) each drop size group

represents a separate liquid phase and exchange tems between liquid phase

are not included*, (5) drag contributes only kinetic energy to the spray

energy equation, and (6) secondary "shear" breakup of droplets iaitially

formed during primary atomization procuces resultant droplets so small that

they evaporate immediately upon formation.

The formulation is Ltructured to incorporate analytical correlations for the

interphasa! coupling terms, which appear on the right hand sides of certain

equations (they can be identified readily by their appearance in both the

gas and spray equations, but with opposite signs). Coupling term expressions

and initial and boundary conditions are needed to comple-e the formrulation.

Spray Phase Conservation Equations - Parent Droplets

a) Droplet Number Concentration
•n

at U N ( ) - 0 (1;

b) Droplet Spray M4ass Density

+ div (u flfn) a - Nn

- W * any other mass- (2)
JBU loss mechanism

*The assumption of dilute sprays fcr purposes of this Investigatior was valid.
However, this my not be true for some engines in the region very near the
InJector face. Me&= have been fcund tn Incltde coillision effects In the 3-D
computer model descrlbing the rapid combustion zone, Ref. 37.
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The individual droplet mass may be related to the droplet diameter by

complex relationships involving radial tempernture and density gradients

in the droplet or as simply as

: mm n w n ) 3 t n1
-- (" D) Ctj (3)

if the drop temperature is uniform.

Note: Pjn . N *n mjn always.

c) Droplet Momentum

-,.n c~,, nc 1 n-1nUj +% div (piu U~j N

N ivap 3lU + u (4

The drag vector is given by
iTn (- n -° •fl n, n

T n)DC

-24 7r CD ) gradp

The drag force includes both frictional drag and the drag due to volume

forces across the drop arising from a pressure gradient. Use of a drag

coefficient CDn determianed for drops in a steady nearly-constant-pressure

flow field is correct for accelerating drops. ror decelerating drops, the

total transfer cf drop momentum to gas pressure may not be realized, but

this condition is not important in a rocket engine.
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d) Droplet Thermal Energy

S(p H ' + div (u p H) N

SNJ. a.*~p IJUa+--- p i

This formulation utilizes the JANNAF thermo-chemical data. Thus the naturally

occurring "dead state elements", such as H2) 02, etc., are assigned zero heat

of formation. The chemical euergy 2or many systems is thus contained primarily

in the heats of formation of the combustion products. This is reflected in the

combustion property tables described later that are used with the gas phase

mixture ratio equation. It is always necessa.ry regardless of the propellamts

utilized to ensure that both the enthalpies of the spray and the gas phases

are based on the same standard datum and are compatible. Specific examples

for B2- 02 combustion are presented later in the report for the one-dimensional
n n

programs. In general, for any system, the relation between Hj, and Tj s is
0 is

14- jr~ C. cAr
j.0

where Hn 1 i is a reference enthalpy which is a slight function of pressure at

Tjni and includes the effects of the heats of vaporization and also formation

of the species, If any.
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n n
If temperature is not uniform within a drop, CJ Hj cannot be separated and

complicated integral relationships must be used for this term. Because the

heating rate, Q affects only the sensible enthalpy of the drop (in the

absence of decomposition), this equation (assuming cpjn to be constant during

the increment of heating) can often be simplified with little loss of accuracy

to

a- ( n T n) + aiv (a"*n Pin Tin ) IL

Pj

n nS~Again, however, unless T n is assumed uniform throughout the drop, en T3 n

cannot be separated. The energy that is transferred to the gas phase is the

surface enthalpy so it is still necessary to calculate Hi•

e) Droplet Shear Wave Build-.up for Predicting Onset of Droplet Breakup

Treating the shear buildup on the surface of the droplets as a

property the following equation can be derived.

n n)
j 4, j n n n

St + i 4,NN B.u. n
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n

where Y' = nondimensional state of shear (breakup) buildup,

zero at all points except where a critical value of We is

exceeded.

We
When the critical value of - is exceeded the drop is assigned a

breakup state. Should the drop fail to meet the critical value during the

buildup to the breakup point i4n is set back to zero until the process

begins (if it does) again. The calculation of pjn progresses only so long
Wc

as the critical value of - is exceeded.

The term

= induction time required for breakup state (shear wave buildup

on droplet surface) to be maintained for actual shear breakup
We

to occur. It has a nonzero value only when - exceeds

a critical value (c.v.). -re

that is

TB.U. 0if - c.v.; mJn =W

1 n We n

; > 0 if - - .V. MJB.U.TB.u. n ' q • =c~~ B

in i~ m~We

when yj 1 n finite value as long as e- c.v.
B.U.
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m. f) Droplet Residence Time

The following equation may be used to calculate the time for a

parent droplet to flow from the injector to the point in question

under conditions existing at the specified time.

- (Nn 'tresn) + div (& N n qresj )n N

at Z = Zo (initial plane) Tres 0

Only at steady state does the equation, because of the Ehlerian

derivative, actually "track" the drops.

The equations as presented neglect collisions between the droplets of different

"drop group sizes. Because of the &ilerian form of the equations, however, pro-

perties of the drops of the same initial group size from different elements

meeting at the same increment will be averaged. This could be avoided, for

consistency, by the inclusion of an additional subscript delineating separate

elements. Or, more rigorously, a collision term should be included in the

droplet momentum equation accounting for interaction of all initial drop group

sizes. Work on describing such phenomena is presently underway, Ref. 37 •

Spray Phase Conservation Equations - Hicrodroplets

These equations would describe the microdroplets that result from breakup of

the parent droplets. These droplets do not break up further, but are h~ated and

vaporize. Equations for them are considerably more complex than those shown
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above because breakup is occurring simultaneously throughout the chamber.
tkl

It would be an enormous task to distinguish microdrops of, say, the r

initial drop group size found at Z1 , rl, a, from drops of that same initial

drop group size formed at some previous increment and now flowing into Z1,

rl, a,. Hence, characteristics (diameters, temperatures, momentums, etc.)

must be averaged for all the drops of the same initial drop group size flowing

into the same increment.

These equations are of secondary importance and, therefore, are not presented

here. Work by Nicholls, Ref. 68 has shown that under the influence of waves

or high convective gas flows the resultant breakup (micro) droplets are

exceedingly small, near one micron diameter, on the average. Hence, IJ B.U.

of the parent droplet is nearly equivalent to direct delivery of the droplet

mass to the gas phase and can be easily modified to include such an effect.

It will be treated then as such in the conservation equations.

Gas Phase Conservation Equations

a) Reduction of Species Conservation to Mixture Ratio Conservation

1) Species Conservation Equation
-+i

at• + div (pwiu) + dv (pi - ri
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P._ Under the assumptions that: (1) the usual binary diffusion approximation holds

U) i U eO grad ± (8)

vhere .), the gas phase diffusion coefficients, are considered to be nearly

equal for all species, and (2) gas phase reaction rates are large compared to

the delivery rate of vaporized species from spray droplets to the gas stram,

the species conservation equation rigorously reduces to the following relation

for the local time varying mixture ratio. Note that statement (2) is consistent

with the approach that chemical kinetics delay within the gas phase, after mix-

ing has occurred, is negligible even in the presence of wave motion. Again,

this does not rule out all kinetics or even local micro-mixing processes.

Coupling could indeed be controlled by drop vapor mixing and chemical reaction

rates (gas phase flames) but term to describe these phenomena belong in the

coupling term expressions. These local processes are within the dosain of

influence of the drop vapor - surrounding gas boundary conditions.

2) Mixture Ratio Equation

!5 div (Puc)

-ozddiv (grad c)- 2 ,aradc -2

I grd cgrad 4ý
oxid

a(2c.-1)41X n (6, WA

fuel

(9)

The mixture ratio equation is used in conjunction with tables that provide all

gas phase equilibrium properties as functions of c, H, and p for state calculations.
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In practice, it has been found that effect* due to diffusion are masked by

gas phase convective velocities and hence my be set equal to sero.

b) Global Continuity

Snc n n .. )

nj (u i ya *IOU
(10)

c) Gas Momentum

+ div (Pu;u) g - grad p + div T

~I

n j

11Y N n (A~ n. 6 f n(+1)

d) Gas Energy

at ÷ div 21 div q

+div u T ~ Ni n~ - 11 N 'U fl
n j nJ J J

(u n 5

, k (12)
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the enthalpy is given as

T

fiT
where H fl is the heat of formation of the species i at standard

conditions, To.

T is the gas temperature.

Also the gas phase heat transfer term

q = -k grad T - • C Hi gradCA>
i

The combustion property tables contain all of the required information to

compute these variables as functions of C and p. The enthalpy H in the

tables contains both sensible and chemical energies; further the tables

contain all the species present at the state point.

e) Equation of State
-l

S Mi] (13)

where R is the universal gas constant

M is the molecular weight of the individual species.
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and all required species data is obtained from the state points contained in

the ent•_-tioz% property tables.

Reduction to One-Dimension Application

Application o the comprehensive model requires reduction from vector notation

to a coordinate system, imlpsition of initial and boundary conditions and

expressions for coupling terms. In reducing the general equations to one

spatial dimensions, it is necessary to replace

"Ps; -- O io and N j by AP, Akojn and AN ino

respectively, when these appear in the left hand sides of the mass, momentum

and energy conservation equations. In addition, the entire right hand sides

of these equations must be multiplied by A.

"FHER RELVAMCE OF FLW FIELD FOR)CLATION

Even though the development and subsequent programing of reductions of the

generalized formulation caused curtailment of some listed items of work of

this investigation, application of the model to other problems is straight-

forward. The analytical accomplishments include:
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1. The only currently available complete multi-dimensional steady-state

formulation.

2. The only steady-state or transient model available which is believed

adequate to permit delineation of the important coupling terms and

enable evaluation of expressions describing them.

3. The analysis formed the basis of an operational Air Force combustion

model computer program (Injector/Chamber Compatibility Program,

Contract No. F04(611)-68-C-0043) that includes a full three-dimensional

model of the Rapid Combustion Zone and a program reduction of the

complete formulation to encompass a stream tube combustion analysis

of the downstream region. This is the first mathematical analysis of

coupled spray combustion and compatibility (heat transfer) effects.

This computer model is being used for design purposes.

4. The analysis formed the basis of an operational NASA steady-state

performance oriented combustion model similar to, but somewhat more

inclusive regarding performance, the ICC program. At present this

model is being proposed as the liquid rocket performance standard for

the United States.

5. As a result of item 4, the model is being used for an Air Force

sponsored program to develop a performance model for pulse mode

operation.

For further information regarding the use of the model, refer to Ref.37

REVIEW OF EXISTING COUPLING TERM EXPRESSIONS USED FOR
DESCRIBING THE COUPLING PROCESSES

Fairly lengthy reviews have been presented pertaining to existing steady-

state and transient overall combustion models. These were necessary because
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"such comprehensive reviews were not available, and they were needed to determine

the necessity of developing new combustion models for use with the experimental

data in evaluating the coupling term expreseion. Though the goal is to evaluate

the validity of such ex.pressionu, the progx-.-z emphasis to date has been the de-

velopment of the techniques required to achieve 'o t. accomplishment.

A review of the coupling terms is also in order but the emphasis here will be

on brevity. Further, unlike the overall combustion models, recent comprehensive

reviews have been published for most of the coupling terms and there is no need

then to repeat the entire reviews here. The coupling processes within an engine

(or any combustion spray field) i.e., droplet heating and burning, drag, break-

up, etc., have traditionally been treated as if resulting from the summation of

such processes occurring to individual, isolated droplets. As such, it repre-

sents an interesting, academic problem easily simulated in a laboratory and

has attracted mLay investigators. This of course accounts for the wealth of

information existing for at least simple versions of the coupling processes and

the existence of many reviews in the literature. Recent investigators and some

reviewers however have been emphasl-ing the complex interactions between drop-

lets that may exist in a dense burning spray field. This aspect will be emphasized

below where definitive data of such interaction is available. To date, the effects

of such interactions are believed to strongly influence droplet drag and breakup. The

exact effect on droplet heating and burning processes is not at present known.

Droplet Heating and Burning (Vaporization)

Very recently Rosner, in Chapter 2, of Ref. 8, has published a comprehensive

review of droplet heating and burning processes. This sectionwill attempt to

summarize his conclusions and relate them to the processes occurring within a

rocket.
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Consider the experimentally observed behavior of an isolated fuel droplet

when suddenly placed into a near stagnant, subcritical pres3ure, hot, oxidizer

containing gas. Such experiments typically involve photographical)y follow-

ing the rate of diameter decrease of a fuel droplet suspended on a thermo-

couple Junction. T1nhe reverse situation is just as valid, i.e., oxidizer

drops in fuel vapors. These observations, as reflected in diameter and

temperature changes, are shova in Figs. 8 and 9, taken from Ref. 8. The

diameter initially expands, until the droplet approaches an evaporative

"wet bulb", and then decreases with time (at the rate d2 linear with time).

After some period of time the mole fraction of droplet vapors around the drop

reaches a critical limit and ignition occurs. The droplet temperature rapidly

readjusts to a higher combustible wet bulb condition and the burning rate is

substantially more rapid.

In actuality these experimental observations are for porous spheres playing the

role of droplets and conditions are such that quasi-steady (QS) assumptions

are at least partially v'iid. The QS assumption involves neglect of the

terms of the conservation equations applied to the heat transfer and diffusion

field surroundrýg a droplet. It is not surprising that the QS assumptions

have been invoked in the past; resulting expressions for the coupling terms

are often utilized in more general models such as the steady-state and transient

rocket spray field combustion programs described earlier. These programs require

iterativ., solution of the complete gas and spray conservation equations at many

increments in space (and time). Further, the computations are often performed

for a range of droplet sizes. Thus during a typical steady-state computer run

over 4000 separate droplet "state" computations may be performed for each spray.
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phase equation. Should any of the coupling terms be highly complex (require

a large computer program for itself) computations times can become astro-

nomical. Only recently have some transient models been developed; Strahle,

Ref. 69, analyzed the forward stagnation point of a droplet in a convective

flow, Manrique, Ref. 70, analyzed a uniformly heating droplet in a stagnant

atmosphere, and Ledwell, Ref. 71, recently developed a theory for burning

droplets in which he accounted for moving boundaries and apparently some small

convection. However, none of these models has proven feasible for incorporation

into an overall rocket combustion program. Recent work by Ledwell, Ref. 72,

indicates some work is being done toward this end,

It should be specifically stated at this point that the consideration of

droplet heating, whether it is uniform or non-,miform, does not remove the

QS assumptions. A fully transient model must consider transient effects in

the gas around the drop.

In any event it is not surprising that the vast majority of analytical work

regarding droplet heating and burning has invoked the QS assumptions. Con-

sidering the regimes of droplet vaporization and burning presented in Fig.

8 and 9, it is also evident why the problem has traditionally been attacked

from two viewpoints.

Droplet Heating and Evaporation. The first of these viewpoints is based on the work

of El Wakil, Ref. 22, and others at the University of Wisconsin. This view-

point concentrates upon the preheat and evaporation regimes of figures 8 and 9.
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The calculation of single droplet evaporation is based on a spherically

symmetric model of simultaneous heat transfer and mass transfer across a

gas-side boundary or film separating a liquid droplet from the surrounding

hot combustion gas . The liquid droplet temperature is assumed

uniform through the drop. Forced convection and resultant nonspherical.

transfer processes are accounted for through empirical Nusselt number cor-

relations for both heat and mass transfer. The Nusselt number correlation

used in the mass transport equation was obtained by Ranz and Marshall (Ref. 73)

from analogy with heat transfer:

uM = )(I + 0.3 Scf1/3 Refl/2)

They verified this equation by data from vaporization of water droplets in

heated air. The equations derived thus account for both droplet heating and

evaporation. Reference to Fig. 8 and 9 indicate that droplet heating certainly

cannot be entirely neglected as it can occupy an appreciable portion of the

droplets lifetime. Recent work by Savery (Ref. 74) gives good correlation

with experimental data under such conditions, even up to high pressure con-

vective evaporationproviding proper relations concerning the presence of other

gases on the vapor pressure and "heat of vaporization" are taken into account.

Thin Flame Droplet Burning Model. In contrast to the previous model, which is

truly a vaporization model, a thin-flame droplet combustion model envisions the

droplet as being surrounded by an actual flame envelope (Fig. l0).* The

*In the thin-flame approximation, the actual combuztion zone thickness approaches
zero (for mathematical simplicity). If the droplet of interest is fuel, for
ex,,mple, fuel vapors are transported outward to the flame zone where they react
at a stoichiometric mixture ratio with oxidizer arriving from the surrounding free
stream gas. No oxidizer vapor penetrates beyond the flame. Reaction products
generated at the flame sheet may diffuse in both directions.
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theoretical development of such a mod,1 is described by Penner (Ref. 75). A

key assumption of his derivation is that the droplet remains at a constant

wet bulb temperature so that the thermal energy arriving at the liquid surface

is just sufficient to provide the heat of vaporization. As a result of this

assumption, such a model cannot describe the initial droplet heatup from its

injection temperature. For chamber pressures substantially below the pro-

pellant's critical pressure, however, this is sometimes acceptable, because

wet bulb temperatures can be rapidly Fttained and the predominant portion of

propellant droplet life times are spent vaporizing at the wet bulb temperature.

Generalized equations for the flame zone radius and temperature of the flame

zone are included in this model. Williams, Ref. 14, removed the thin flame

zone limitation by setting the Lewis number equal to one and assumed a one

step reaction mechanisms to occur in the drop boundary region.

In practice, the flame radius equations are little utilized since again con-

vective conditions are correlated by the Ranz-Marshall equation. Spalding

(Ref. 76) found this equation to provide a reasonably accurate account of the

experimental effect of mild convection on burning spheres.

There is nothing inherent in either Williams or Penners formulations that

precludes droplet heating. Recently, in fact, Dickerson, Ref. (7, added the

diffusion equation to Penner's formulation and developed a comprehensive model

that includes the surrounding flame and uniform droplet heating. However, a

problem arises here in that simple application of such a model requires that the

droplet immediately ignite with heatup occurring under burning conditions. In
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0b that case the physical-ignition-delay time would be zero. Calculation of the

actual ignition delay time, for given surrounding conditions, ie still in the

premature stage. As discussed later, however, in a rocket engine such considera-

tions may be purely academic.

Comparison of Model Extremes. At firEt glance Williais model would appear to

yield much faster burning rates than Penneiý9, which in turn predicts faster

burning than the El Wakil types. The comparisons are best made at the wet bulb

conditions of each model. This can easily be obtained "'or -Ie evaporative

type models by setting the heating rate for the droplet equal to zero and

solving for the "wet bulb" evaporation rate. The results are as follows:

Evap: M Dd 1+ AHV

" [T - T
Penner: Dd I +

Where Tc is at or near the stoichiometric flame temperature of the

thin flame region.

Sg~~fp (T. - Ta.) + W ,
Williams: DN D+

Where o is the oxidizer mass fraction at oo (if one is

burning a fuel droplet)

and QC the heat released per unit mass of oxidizer consumed.
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But note that in comparing Penner's and Williams model

C T, C T +Qp - ? ,P

so that Penner's model just representa the extreme of Williams, in that

all chemical reaction is considered confined to a flame sheet of negligible

radial thickness. In practice, the two models predict very nearly the same

burning rate. Both however predict even faster burning rates than the

evaporative model for equivalent T.O temperatures.

Extension of Model Extremes to Droplet Heating. The evaporative model in its

traditional formulation includes uniform droplet heating. Further, as Ref. 77

has shown, Penners (or William6) model may also be extended to include uniform

droplet heating by the addition of drop vapor diffusion equations. One must of

course, in the latter case, assume the flme is anchored around the drop from

the inception of heating and burning. Obvi, %,° the latter models would heat

the entire droplet to wet bulb conditions faster than the evaporative models.

And since the burning rate can be shown to be greatest at the wet bulb condition

(the droplet vapor pressure, or mole fraction, at the surface is greatest at this

condition and the concentrating gradient is the driving force for mass diffusion)

the flame sheet models would produce still greater overall burning rates than the

evaporative model, even when droplet heating is considered.

Furthermore, there is actually no need to limit usage of the models to uniform

heating. Both model extremes predict ,rider QS assumptions the heat flux to

tý,e droplet surface, Qd" Norm. •,s iumes

C (Dd dT
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so that uniform heating results. However there is nothing to prevent the use

of the transient heating equati3ns within the drop, and equating heat flux

gradients at the surface as the boundary condition. This in fact, is precisely

what Agosta's non-uniform droplet heating model does, Ref. 65. This appears to

be a more valid method of calculating non-uniform droplet heating than either

Parks, et al, Ref. 78, or the Grossman model, Ref. 79. In The former work no

coupling of the burning rate and droplet heating was allowed; while in the

latter work the difference between Tc-Td was held constant, an assumed ex-

ponential internal droplet temperature was utilized,and the mass flux was then

calculated as the solution to the equations. The results of Ref. 79 predict

slower burning rates than a uniform droplet heating model while Ref. 65 pre-dict_

just the cpposite. From a physical standpoint it would apne-ir that a non-uniform

droplet heating model should yield faster evaporation (burning) rates since the

surface would more rapidly approach the wet bulb condition. Thusthe absolute

"realistic" extremes one can imagine in describing droplet burning rates would

range from a uniform droplet heating, evaporative type (El Wakil) model to a

non-uniform heating7 flame sheet model in which the flame is anchored from the

inception of heating and burning.

Undmr even mild convective conditions, experimental data and analytical analysis

indicate that non-unifurm heating may not be possible due !o the development. of

internal circulation (caused by shear) within the droplet, Ref. 130. In any event,

again because the axial gas temperature in a rocket rapidly reaches its maximum

value and most propellants in droplet form heat rapidly, the difference in the

absolute range of extremes is not as large as would be expected, Though It

certainly would be ý;naiytically and experime:,ally observable.
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Validity of Model Extremes at Stagnant Wet Bulb Conditions. All of these

aforementioned models avoid mathematical treatment of reaction kinetics within

the boundary layer. For the stagnant environment wet bulb case, recent analytical

solutions using the method of matched asymptotic expnsions (Ref. 81) have shown

that vaporization and thin-flame models actually represent limiting cases of the

more general treatment which considers finite rate chemistry. Further, the

i•m'rbustion enhanced gasification rate can be expressed compactly in terms of

these two limiting solutions and an appropriate Dmkb'hler number (ratio of

characteristic diffusion time to chemical reaction time). This Damkn5hler

number, D,, may be calculated from

n 2
,, -a2)

D I (const.) -p Dd

where a single chemical reaction stop or order "n" has been assumed. The rate

=onstant, k, is evaluated at the adiabatic flame temperature.

For most practical cases, a multivalued solation of the burning rate as a function of

D, is found, with an unstable branch as illustrated in Fig. 11. As a result, gas-

ifi,-atlon should zlosely approximate either of the two limiting cases until an

auto-ignt-.ion or auto-extinction region is reached, whereupon a rapid transition

Is -) be expected. In t.hese calculations one step reaction kinetics were utillTed

anwl ." eacr, *,lue of .n Dd such parameters as ambient oxidizer concentration,

-. Lmpers-are level, etc. were held constant. The resultant curve is for droplet

vamrs naving reasonably large activation energies. What this implies is that

there are -ertaln values of r D1 where only vaporization (or burning) would

*, t 'hat iene i a large region in which either gasification ratea
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much like pure vaporizations or flame sheet burning are both possible. Note

the curve of Fig. 11 says nothing about the rates of ignition or extinction or

when they occur (in the droplets history). Quasi-steady, wet bulb conditions

were assumed for the cal.ulations, that is,the profiles of concentration, etc.,

are determined for each point in the curve. The theory predicts only whether

or not ignition, etc., can o'cur. FurtlJer, the actual limits of the curves

depend in particular on the assumptions involved, oxidizer concentration in

outer gas, etc. Extensive eomputation would be required to map out similar

-tirves for various conditions. What is important from the standpoint of the

models discussed,however, is the indication that for almost all values of

DI, the El Wakil type model well represents the lower curve, while the thin

flame model is close to the upper curve. By the time oxidizer levels are decreased

in the combustion gas of a rocket engine, the gas temperature would be close to

the flame sheet model so it appRra that such effects would tend to cancel each

other if parametric studies were performed at various bulk gas conditions.

Effects of Convection. The choice of which model extreme is most appropriate

is still not clear. It should be recalled that the analysis represented in

FiHg. 11 is for stagnant conditions. In a rocket engine the flows can be huge,

relative velocities between the drops and gas of a few hundred to 2a ft. a

second, and relative Re up to 1000 in value (Nu--. 30). Ir reality the droplet

flow f.eld conservation equations should he snclved for r, 0 coordinate depen-

dtn.3, b~it so far this has only been developed for creeping flow soluL,•ns,

Re e< 1 (Sef. '\1. Tn place of this it Is necessary tt. ,"i W• nuimnhor r,,rre,-t.l,,an

'ti al-nunt for ":nvee-tlve effects (distortion, et,-.).
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Further, convection introduces flame extinction problems. Spalding, Ref. 83, has

S"developed a semi-quantitative treatment according to which there is a finite upper

limit (set by homogeneous chemical kinetics) to the flux of fuel vapor that can be

consumed by a diffusion flame zone. The effect of increased relative velocity is to

continuously increase the fuel flux "imposed" on the flame; this results in an in-

creased flame zone thickness, decreased concentration and temperatures and ultimate

local extinction of the flame. The theory predicts that Uext should depend linearly

on Dd, although this has not been adequately, experimentally confirmed. In any event

Uext
-� r-fcn (T, concentration, P, etc.)
Dd

and indications are that Uext is quite small in most cases, Fig. 12, Ref. 83a, as

an example. In a rocket engine it is possible that in many cases the more appro-

priate model to use might be the vaporization extreme. Spaldings treatment assumes

the flowing external gas to be of near ambient condition. In a rocket the external

flowing gas may be high temperature. In such a case extinction may still occur but

the following agreement seems more plausible. Schuman and Sutton, Ref. 114, have

investigated such cases with a new droplet burning model developed from original

ideas due to Schuman. They conclude that what is important is the path taken by

a packet of vapor leaving the surface of the droplet. Under such conditions,

coqide-ing uie c eon,. ntration iradieia, iround t.Le drop, and the

short residence time in the boundary layer due to the large convective flow, the

important criteria is the ratio of time the packet of vapor spends in the regions

where temperature and concentration effects would allow ignition compared to the

ignition delay time. Results of the calculation to date indicate that, at least,

for LOX-hydrogen combustion, that ignition of the LOX vapor does not, in high

convective flows, occur until the packet is in the droplet wake where residence

times are large, and "micro-mixing" processes are rapid.
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Summarmy of Burning Rate Models. Moderate convection has been found experimentally

to force the flame into the droplet wake. In any case, the flame enhancement of

gasii'ication is removed, resulting in a vaporization process. It is known, also,

that flame-holding capability of the droplets is quite sensitive to the free-stream

gas temperature. Insufficient data are available as yet to define the relationship

between these effects well enough to predict with confidence the extent of flame

enhancement on droplet gasification under any prescribed environment. It must be

emphasized that both the theoretical treatments and droplet burning experiments

(from which the foregoing concepts derive) pertain, with few exceptions, to the

nonconvective situation. Application of models based on this information to the

highly convective environment prevalent in a rocket thrust chamber must be made

with caution and with maximum reliance on empirical verification.

In cases with highly convective environment, the El Wakil equations often give a

correlation between predicted and observed behavior. In any event heating and gasi-

fication rates are enhanced by forced convection; the empirical Nusselt number cor-

relation of Ranz and Marshall is invariably employed. There are potential problemn

with this correlation at very high convective conditions. It is not known how well

it accounts for drop distortion, high mass transfer rates on the film thickness, and

whether it is entirely applicable to burning droplets. However, there is no better

correlation to date. Further, in comparing models which use these film based cor-

relations it is necessary to be consistent in the definition of film property evalua-

tion for all the models to obtain valid comparisons.

The discussion has been primarily concerned with subcritical droplet burning of hi-

propellant type sprays. There are of course other contributions of mass addition to

the gas phase. These may include micro-mixing phenomena such an the burning of uuprr-

critical drops (Ref. 8, 1hapter 2), for which no adequate model considering the effectn

of convection exists. Figure 13 presents a plot of- versus Pc utilizing both
Dou
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the origimn- El Wakil equations at wet bulb -ailed BS & L cn the plot) and Spalding's

supercritical model. Near the critical point the d.scontInuity, except a, a mixture

ratio of 6, between the two models is so great that under convective nonditions the

model does not preict the gra±.z21 Increase of rocket engine efficiency with pressure

as found experimentally. Note that the decreasing right hand side of the BJ &L quations

is not real but is due to the neglect of real gas properties on the vapor pressure

and the "heat of vaporization". Further, the use of Spalding's model or Rosner's in a

rocket combustor is not really correct, since their original derivation!- were for non-

changing boundary conditions and a supercritical packet or "droplet" flowing downstream

in a rocket combustor experiences a continuously changing boundary condition. Adaptation

of the models to such conditiens is not straightforward as discussed in Ref. 28.

Preliminary results from Schuman's model, Ref. 114, indicate that it may be the best

diffusion model available for use within a rocket engine. It in applicable to both

subcritical and supercritical operation and at very lov ;_.essurea -l.lapees tu cne

original El Wakil equations.

As previously stated the El Wakil droplet heating and vaporization model ceases to be

accurate as the pressure exceeds the critical pressure of the droplet fluid. In its

application in most spray combustion models, it has been used to calculate droplet heat-

ing to the critical temperature. However, when doing so the droplet vapor pressure has

been assumed to vary only with liquid temperature; if the effect of ambient pressure

on vapor pressure is accounted for, even with the old model, all droplets are always

calculated to reach a "vet bulb" temperature below the :rltlcal temperati-e. However,

this temperature becomes infinitesimlly close to the critical temperature and the

vaporization rate is predicted to be extraordinarily hign.

The El Wakil model has been extended and improved to c.ver,:.-e this physcally unreal-

lstic result. The new model will be referred to as the droplet diffision model. The
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main difference between it and the old modAl Is that the radial mass flux of combiustlon

gas In the fila surrounding the droplet is no longer assumed to be equal to zero. In-

stead, the molar flux of combustion gas is defined at the dro'let surface through a

moving control volume formulation such that changes in the droplet radius, due to

droplet density changes and diffusion, cause it to be greater than or less than

zero. That is

Mcg N cg .1P drd

Thus, as the droplet "burns" the external diffusing combustion gas is allowed to enter

the control volume and occupy that fraction of the voli"ie ,,scated by the receding

droplet surface.

The diffusion rate, or burning rate, is defined by the diffusion equation and is

nl 21flD n 4I~~f# (v~> [- VDj jf Ir 1 Xv,
mju B ; T) Vj\\2 }ln I (2)

where

-C f (3)

NOTE: Here f refers to "fild"conditions.

Au

The droplet heatup rate is defined to be

n kfZNH D3  (C.. -ACp n

Q J ( .PV ACpcgf) (eZ-1) (Tcg-Tj) - (5)

where

(C PV -A Pcf *j PVXvj B/

f jf -xv B (6)
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The "droplet" diameter !s defined such that

3

i t- 6j (7)

Ic should be noted that the model does not include the solubility of the combustion

gas in the propellan' either as a-liquid droplet or as a gas pocket. Upon being

heated through the critical temperature, a liquid droplet ary be thought of as a

"virtual droplet" with a discree s-mi-permeable surface which permits outflow of

propellant vapor but blocks i nflow of coiL..ustion gases.

Comparison of the foregoing dropl-.t diffusion model equations witi, the old model

equations, e.g., as given by El Wakil, shows them to be very similar. The

major differences are the appearance of the parameters A aid B in Eq. (2), (5), and

(6). Examination of Eq. (1), (3) and (4) shows, however, that A and B depend upon

the heating and vaporization rates so that the droplet diffusion model must be solved

implicitly by Iterative methods.

On the other hand, if the heating and vaporization rates are low enough that drd/dt

vanishes, the droplet diffusion model reduces rigorously to the El Wakil model.

This is consistent with all the asit,• i their derivations being identical

except for that expressed by Eq. (1). The majcr assumptions are (1) spherical

symmetry, (2) quasi steady-state behavior, (3) diffusion is a two-species process,

(4) the temperature within each drop is uniform, and (5) the outer boundary condi-

tion may be expressed in term of the droplet luiselt umber and the free-stream

gas properties. Chemical reactions are not taken Into account directly in the

droplet heatirg and diffusion models but combustion In calculated by speclit'.1n a

bulk gas equilibreum flame temperature and zero droplet vapor man fraction in the

Slocal free stream. J.lso taken irto account are the non-ideal effects of total pres-

sure on both the pr.pellant vapor pressure ern heet. of vaporization.
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Other mass loss mechanisms may also include effects such as "flashing" (where the

drop or portions of it reach a sufficiently high temperature so that drop vapor

pressure becomes higher than chamber pressure and hence "flashes" into a vapor)

which may occur during periods of transient burning. Or other processes may

include drop vapor accumulation effects in the drop wake or a variety of other

phenomena that have received little or no analytical attention. There is also

an entire field of monopropellant droplet combustion; the reader is referred to

Chapter 2 of Ref. 8, for a complete discussion of this subject.

Additionally, no model yer. available a~ppears entirely suitable for use in

describing highly oscillatory combustion (instability), (Ref. 60).

In any evertall of the models suffer the same limitations: extensions of their

formulations, usually developed for and checked experimentally under near-stagnant

flow conditions, to the highly convective, high temperature and pressure gradient

conditions of a rocket engine. Additionally the models represent the effects of

a single droplet, yet dense sprays are present in the rocket; the effects of

interaction are not known. All of these phenomena require further investigation.

Drag Force

Calculation of the drag foruc coupling terms, which appear in the gas and spray phase

momentum equations, is usually accompiiqhed through specification of individual droplet

drag coefficients, computation of individual ci1roplet drag and sum.stiqA; over all drop-

lets that constitute the spray(s) being analyzed. The drag coefficients most often

used are expressed as empirical correltitions of appropriate expertmenia]. dntA. Sone-

times the expressions are given the form of a theoretically derived dra. coeffTI.clnt.

(Stokes' Law) with "corrections" to account for effects neglected in the theory. For

lack of definitive liquid droplet drag dbta, correlations for solid spherical particles

are frequently applied to calculations of spray dynamics. The follo.ing discussion,
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therefore, deals mainly with solid particle drag coefficients, with only some quali-

tative concluding remarks concerning deviations caused by spray droplet distortion,

circulation, vaporization and vapor combustion.

The classical, theoretical solution for.the drag force on a single spherical body

in an infinite, low-velocity fluid is known as Stokes' Law:

FD 6 /'f/ir

As derived and discussed in many standard texts (e.g., Ref. 84, 85, 86, and 87) this

results from an exact solution of the Navier-Stokes equation, neglecting the non-linear

convective, or inertial, terms. It agrees with experimental data in the "creeping-flow"

regime corresponding to Re <__, but under predicts drag for higher Reynolds numbers.

Defining the drag coefficient by

F 1 2 2where A r 2
D = 0 CD Acs, Acs

the Stokes Law drag coefficient is

D P Our Re

Stokes' derivation does not fully satisfy the boundary condition at infinity (Ref. 85),

a difficulty attacked by Oseen who retained the convective terms in that far field. The

Oseen equations were still linear and an exact, infinite-series solution was obtained.

One result may be written as a first order correction of Stokes' Law:

C-- Re [l+ Re+o(e 2

which is but a slight improvement, overpredicting the drag for ze_>1 about as much as

Stokes' Law under predicts it.

improved accuracy presumably could be achieved by retaining more terms, but it has

been shown that terms like Re2 (Ln Re) are missing because of Oseen's initial simplifi-

_A cations of the goveJ-nin; equations. By-a method of matched inner and outer expansions,

Proudman and Pearson in 195, (diac'us8 in Ref. 85 and 87) derived the more accurate

1st order solution:
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24 FL + 2 2 2)CD .Re L1+16 Re+ 1 Re (Ln Re)+ O(Rej

whose range of validity has apparently not been determined. (It may be noted, however,

that a second order solution with subtractive terms would apparently be needed to pre-

vent overpredicting CD for Re>1 even more than does Oseen's solution.)

The "standard" drag coefficient for a sphere in a steady fluid flow has been deter-

mined experimentally; data plots appear, e.g., in Ref. 84, 85 and 86. ?or the range

Re< 20C, it is well-approximated by:

C 24 1 + a2/3
D Re L 6 J

as well as other formulae which have been used.

Deviations from the "standard" drag coefficient for a single sphere are observed if

there are complexities in the fluid :low (e.g., ordered or turbulent fluctuations,

vorticity, axial acceleration, rarefaction, compressibility), if the particle is

complex (distorted shape, rough surface, porous, fluid) or if there are several or

many particles which may interact with each other. Some of these phenomena have been

studied analytically for low Reynolds number flow, but most of them are so complex

that empirical correlations are required.

A number of complexities, such as axisymmetric asphericity, arbitrary shapes, slip

flow at the particle surface and multiple particle interactions, are treated analytically

for creeping flow (Re<l) in Ref, 87. One of the most interesting analytical develop-

ments, to be found there, is the solution for interactions between particles. A numer-

ically' complicated "method of reflections" is used to account for particles that are

close enough together to interact; typically, interparticle spacings on the order of

10 or fewer particle radii lead to appreciabla effects. An interaction factor X is

defined such that

FD -83urX
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Values of,i calculated by the method of reflections applied to two particles

agreed very well with experimental data. Solutions are also given for three

and four interacting particles, but beyond two particles available experimental

data are very sperse.

As indicated in Figs. 14 and 15, the interaction between particles reduces the

drag force experienced by an individual particle in creeping flow. Thus, sedi-

mentation speeds of duct or liquid suspensions are higher at high particle con-

centrations than at low concentrations. Soo (Ref. 86, Chap. 5) plotted the

opposite effect (i.e., increasing drag coefficients with increasing particle
-2

concentrations) as applyfig ui.. formly over the range Re• 10 - His graph,

however, was based on correlation- derived from fluidized bed and packed bed

pressure drop data and it is no', indicated whether the correlations were valid

in the creeping flov regime or were simply extrapolated from higher Reynolds

numberg. Certainly, drag coefficients are found to be increased by multiple

particle interactions when Reynolds numbers are high enough that the convective

terns should not be neglected. Additional definitive experimental data were

reported by Rowe (Ref. 88) for 1/2-inch diameter polyethylene spheres in water

at Reynolds numbers of 32-96. Drag on one sphere in a fixed array of spheres

was measured as a function of particle spacing and expressed as a ratio of the

drag at a given spacing to that for one in isolation at the same superficial

fluid velocity; results are reproduced in Fig. 16. A best-fit curve through

the data is given by:

F 0.68d
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with d = sphere diameter and x = spAce between adjacent spheres. This formula

gives a value of 69 for x/1 = 0.01 which, Rowe stated, agreed vell with an ex-

perimental value for packed spheres. Note that there is no apparent systematic

variation with Reynolds number here, which is unlike the fluidization, packed bed

correlations quoted by Soo. Part of the explanation for these results may lie in

the semantics of the problem. If Foe is based on the same upstream velocity as when

the particle interaction is present part of the apparent increase in drag force may

be due to the increased interstitial velocity and closely spaced particles.

In another recent experimental study, Rudinger inferred drag coefficients from shock

tube measurements on the acceleration nf small (62 micron) airborne glass beads

(Ref. 89). Particle loading ratios of 0.05 to 0.36 lb particles/lb gas correspond

to values of Roew's x/d of about 17 to 35, from which drag coefficients about 1.2

to 1.4 times the isolated particle values might be inferred. As Reynolds numbers

were reduced from about 200, however, Rudinger observed values that diverged rapidly

from that factor, reaching ratios as large as about 25 at Reynolds number of 10

(Fig. 17). He gave a mean correlating line as

6ooo
CD 17

Re

and observed that points move essentially along the correlation with changes in

shock strength but are translated to the left if smaller particles were used by

an amount that is less than the direet effect nf particle size on Reynolds number.

After examining several potential causes of the high drag coefficients, such as

impulsively accelerated flow, delayed mixing of wakes into the gas stream,

electrostatic effects, non-constancy of particle sizes and densities and particle

collisions*, Rudinger developed a simplified flow model whose solutions reproduce,

*An explanation, proposed by Soo (Ref. 86), of earlier Rudinger high CD data in terms
of gas viscosity increases due to temperature rises across shock waves appears not to
be supported by changes with shock strength moving along the correlation, since the
largest differences from "standard" sphere drag occur at low Re numbers, i.e., at
low shock strengths.
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at least qualitatively, the major features of his experimental findings. The

fundamental. bases for the model are that transverse motions of a particle inter-

mittently carry it through eth•.r particles' wakes so that velocity is perturbed

and that these perturbations are not self-cancelling but, through the non-linear

convective terms is the momentum equation, accumulate as substantially deviations

from the steady-flow, single particle drag. This re-emphasizes the importance of

the convective terms in development of theoretical models. However, though his

qualitative arguments may be correct, at this point the quantitative data appears

to yield suspiciously large values of Cd.

Such transverse displacements and particle interactions can be readily imagined

to have accentuated importance in a turbulent gas-particle flow. If a single

particle is large compared to the scale of fluid stream turbulence, its drag

coefficient will be lower than in laminar flow with the same mean velocity

(due to delayed boundary layer separation). However, in flows of suspensions,

the particles are usually small compared to the turbulence scale and the particle

interaction effects should be similar to those discussed for laminar flow. Ex-

perimental studies of drag coefficient variations with turbulence intensity have

been reported by Clamen and Gauvin (Ref. 95).

In addition to the convectiY7 effects, Carlson and Hoglund (Ref. 90) have dis-

cussed and correlated effects on particle drag coefficients due to slip flow

around the particles (rarefaction) and high relative velocities between par-

ticles and a carrier gas (compressibility). Their empirical correlation was

ucxpressed as a set of multiplicative factors applied to Stokes' Law:

-- -- ?onvection Fcompressible
D Re Frarefaction
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Drag coefficients are lowered by both the compressible and rarefaction factors,

which may deviate appreciably from unity in the nozzle portions of rocket com-

bustors. A more recent algebraic expression derived by Crowe (Ref.91) apparently

represents some experimental data better than does Carlson's, particularly as

free-molecular flow is approached.

Although Rudinger found little influence of flov acceleration on his spherical

particle drag coefficients, other investigators (e.g., Ref.92) have observed

appreciable reductions due to acceleration. The -aagnitude of reduction has

been expressed analytically (Ref.93) as a function of an acceleration modulus,

Ac,

CD -C D
- AcCDo 9

where CDO -mCD (Ac - o) and Ac L with a -sphere radius, u a local gas

velocity and ud - local particle velocity. For drag coefficients of the order

of unity, the magnitude of & CD is of the order of Ac so that the effect of

acceleration can be neglected for Ac t 0.1 or so.

Liquid droplet drag coefficients have been found to differ substantially from

those for solid spheres under certain aonditions. Droplet evaporation may

cause some reduction In CD but large effects are seen when the droplet vapors

burn. Related analytically to reduced surface skin friction (Ref.93), this

effect may also be enhanced by lowered profile or form drag resulting from

vapor burning in the droplet mke.
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Droplet distortion also influences CD. Rabin et al (Ref. 94) observed

that small individual propellant droplets exposed to weak shocks follow

Ingebo's correlation (Ref. 92) for accelerating spheres at Reynolds

numbers below about 80, but experience increased d-sg at higher Reynolds

numbers, eventually approaching the observed behavior of flat discs normal

to the flow. Some, but little effect of fuel droplet burning (in 02) was

seen in the CD data, apparently distortion being the more important effect.

As a result, a combination of Ingebo's and Rabin's empirical correlations

has been used for droplet drag calculations in many analytical spray com-

bustion models. In these applications, no modifications 1*ve been intro-

duced to account for the other complexities discudoed earlier (particle

interactions, turbulence, compressibility, rarefaction, etc.). It is

apparent that improved capability for rocket combustion analysis ifll.

require that these phenomena be Investigated and correlated.
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Dregj-t BreakuM

A liquid droplet in a flowing gaseous medium will, in geriral, travel at a

different velocity than the qurrounding fluid and thus vill experierce pressure

and v1scous drag forces. Depending upon the size of the droplet, the relative

velocities, the flow duration and several gas and liquid physical properties,

the droplet may be deformed by these forces, even to the point of disintegration,

or breakup. Consideration of these phenomena is im',ortant to analysis of pro-

pellant spray combustion: droplet breakup acts to increase propellant Pasifica-

tion rates and to reduce propellant residence times in a ccmbusto.'.

There are two distinct modes of droplet breakup: beg and sheer. Beg breakup

is moderately slow, being characterized by gradual pressure-force distofxion of

a spherical drop to a planetary ellipsoid, a flattened disc, a rim with a beg

extending to the leeward side, cc tinued stretch-nr of the bar -mtil it ruptures

and, iinally, separation of the rim into a number of medium size droplets under

surface tension forces. Shear breakup occurs faster end more continuously than

does bag breakup. In this mode, as droplet distortion due to pressure forces

vrocetes, viscous shear focees on the droplet surface simultaneously set -m a

circulating boundary layer flov vithin ,he droplet anrd a complex cmnill&ry wave

vattern on its surface. Breakup apparently involves both striping of VFve*

crests and liquid boundary layer separation from the droplet at its perimeter.

An excellent, carie4..-v documented review of experimental and analytical studies

of drrp shatterinR wo givas -n 196 by Damor and others (FRef.90 vorkirng

w•er Prof. J. A. Nlicholls at the Ur.4-."rsity of Michigan. SubsequeTtry. acmt
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of the published work on drop breakup has been conducted by that same group.

The approach taken in this report section is to give a brief precis of the

1966 review, including the most pertinent references and summiarizations of

results from more jecent studies.

fxperimental studies in the 1950's by Lane (Ref. 97), Hanson (Ref. 98) and Hines

(Ref. 99) delineated the different modes of breakup. Results were correlated

in terms of critical Weber maibere (We -eudola!-). Bag breakup occurred for

Weber numbers exceeding 3.6 to 8.4 and was superceded by shear breakup for Weber

numbers such in excess of 10. Babin, et al (Ref. 100) found that s more reproducible

1/2
dewaiatlon between bag and shese breakup was We 'a Re/. Because of the rtther

restricted range of occurrence of bag breakup, most effort has been devoted to

shear breakup. A majority of experimental studies has been conducted in shock

tubes with quite weak (Ref. 97, 98, an 100) to moderately strong (Ref. 102 and 96)

shockwaves. There is general agreement i;hat breakup results from the convective

flow behind the shock, rather than from any action of the shock front itself.

Droplet breakup transients are important; particular emphasis has been placed

on the total breakup time (frca first exposure to completion of disintegration)

and on the breakup delay time (from first exposure to beginning of daisntegre-

tSon). Because total breakup times are difficult to measure accurately, Wolfe

and Anderson (Fvr. iG-.) dealt primarily vitn b,-ekup delay times. Rost

other Investigators, however, have maintained Interest In the total time;

to saw extent, discrepsacles in their results mey be attributed to rather

sub.lective detemination of the "completion" of breakup. There is substan-

tiai general agrement, frcm analytical studies as veli as empirical correlations
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46 that total breakup times are of the form

tb~C -- 3 .

wrre C is a constant. The exponents on the diameter, velocity difference and

density ratio parameters have varied somevhat, in some studies, from those

given here.

The liquid stripped from a droplet r.ormally is very finely divided and is com-

monly referred to as micro-spray or micro-mist. Mean product droplet sizes

have not been measured, although there are indications that they may lie in

the sub-micron to a few microns range. As shear breakup proceeds, the parent

droplet mass is depleted faster than its drag force diminishes, it accelerates

vith respect to the gas and the velocity gradient is thereby reduced. Event-

ually, the surface stripping may cease, leavirg a residual droplet in the 30 to

50 micron range and traveling nearly at local gas velocity. Accounting for

such residual spray may be important to rocket performance analysis.

Droplet deformation under shear breakup conditions as denoted by D/Dephere,

has been found to proceed linearly in time for atsut 1/3 of the total breakup

time (Ref.103)to a maximum value on the order of 3 to 34. As this deformation

progresses, the gas velocity across the perimeter growv rapidly, as show7n by

an analysis of potential flow around a planetary ellipsoid (Ref.lUa) enhernc-

ing stripping. For a minor to major diameter ratio of 0.3, the perimetric

velocity is nearly double that at the perimeter of a sphere. This shov that

it i& important to account for droplet distortion in snalyzing shear breakup.
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k1l of ý,he cited investigations were concerned with the breakup of isolated,

individusl droplets. Use of the derihie breakup rate expressions in spray

combustion analysis has usually resulýed in overprediction of spray combustion

rates and performance as compared witk experimental firing observations. One

presumed explanation -for auch discrepancies is that interpartiJle interactions

(shelterini) ,••t reduce oubstantially the breakup rates. This effect has not

been investigated systematically at all; the only observations that have been

made are some unreported two-drop experiment3 by F ojec at Rocketdyne. Wi 'h

two equal diameter 1 5U00A RP-1 drops spaced about 1/2 drop diameter apart

with oie directly behind the other, the fr-nt drop's breakup proceedad

normally while the second drop appeared to be essentially undisturbed for

about half of the first drop's total breakup time, Fig. 18. These drops were

subjected to a fairly mild shock in ambient air. Shock overpressures were

approximately 20 pui; no ignition of the droplets was observed. These drops

were free of any suspension. It thus appears that droplet breakup in a dense

spray may be half, or less, as fast as isolated drop breakup. This effect needs

to be inrestigated quantitatively and thoroughly.
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look M OD OF ANALYSIS

RXJIRDM4 T! FOR OBTAINING DATA

As discussed previously, data are required to determine the processes

controlling spray combustion, which will permit evaluation of the

expressions used to describe the coupling terms. The coupling terms

of importance have been delineated. The purpose of this section Is to

describe the methods used to obtain quantitative information about these

controlling transport processes.

It is clear from the preceding discussions of the coupling terms, that

experimental data used to gain information regarding the transport

- processes must be obtained under conditions which simulate liquid rocket

operation.

Because of the highly convective, reactive, steep-gradient environment

of the rocket motor, the transport mechanisms of interest have proven

difficult to isolate and characterize. It is not surprising then that

most of the present expressions used to describe the transport coupling

processes (whether analytically or experimentally derived) were obtained

from conditions far removed from rocket spray combustion.
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EXPERIMENTAL DATA REWIRED

To overcome past deficiencies, definitive experimental results are required.

In particular, the experimental conditions should simulate a liquid rocket

engine. In addition, the initial conditions must be accurately defined,

particularly the spray mass (dropsize) and spatial distribution. This has

been a major deficiency in the past; experimental firing conditions have not

been fully characterized. The experimental effort should produce results which

caL be realistically compared to the prediction of analytical models. This

is particularly true if one is attempting to characterize the transport

processes. Knowledge of the initial conditions in this case is of over-

whelming importance because such items as droplet diameter and velocity are

contained in the expressions for the transport processes.

In the past, information regarding precise initial conditions (i.e., initial

spray mass and dropsize spatial distributions) were not known, but had to be

assumed. Similarly, the downstream distribution and degree of uniformity of

the spray flow field were unknown. For instability studies, perturbation

sources were ill-defined and little information existed on the growth and

decay rates of perturbation waves.

In addition to overcoming these problems, the experimental effort should also

provide some means of directly or indirectly observing the physical phenomena

(transport coupling process) being investigated. Further, quantitative data

regarding this phenomena must be obtainable during both steady-state and

transient operation. It is evident from all of the requirements of the

experimental program that a very special device in which to perform the

experirments and obtain the data, is required.
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ANALYSIS REQUIRED

No less demanding is the analytical program that must accompany the experi-

mental effort. The coupling processes (i.e., the fluid dynamics controlling

the transport process) obviously depend not only on the droplet spray parameters,

such as diameter, drop velocity and liquid density, but also on the gas-phase

composition and conditions as well. The experLental program, as will be

shown, can readily provide only the drop diaieter rnd velocity as a function

of geometry and operating conditions. Of the gas-phase -Arameters, hovever,

the only one easily measured is the gas pressure. Other para-meters #uch as

the gas density, velocity, temperature and species composition rwt be calcu-

lated from overall steady-state and transient combustion models.

It is possible that with highly sophisticated techniques, such as laser

doppler techniques, or cross turbulent correlations and zone ranging radi-

ometry the gas-phase parameters could be measured. However, at present, these

techniques are still undergoing development and, in addition, are extremely

complex and costly to use. Further, it is doubtful that they could provide

a more usable measurement of the needed gas parameters than an accurate

combustion model.

However, it must be emphasized that the combustion model, if it is to be used

to calculate the gas-phase parameters and evaluate the c=upling mechanisas,

must be accurately formulated. No omissions or simplifying assumption can

be permitted In the conservation equations for the spray/gas flovfield that

would affect the evaluation of the coupling terms. Indeed, only the

coupling terms themselves should be treated as unspecified. In this

manner, if the experimental work can provide sufficient information
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to eliminate the need for a priori specification of the major coupling

terms, then the combustion model can be used to calculate the gas flow

field. This, in combination with the experimental datuA, allows the form

of the coupling terms to be calculated in an inverse fashion. A specific

method for this inverse calculation is described in the next section.
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OVERALL METHOD OF APPROACH

The physical phenomena represented by the coupling terms should be

isotropic, i.e., equally sensitive to velocity gradients or pressure

gradients imposed from any direction. The coupling terms should,

therefore, be independent of direction and of the instability mode

experienced. Thus, for evaluation of the terms, it is reasonable

to use one-dimensional (steady and transient) models. Once evaluated,

the appropriate coupling terms may be utilized for performance or

stability predictions in any of the models, whether one-dimensional

or multi-dimensional.

Consequently, an experimental device was designed and constructed to

produce results compatible with the one dimensional models and which

may be realistically compared with the model predictions.

EXPERIMENAL PROGRAM

Summary of Development

An experimental system has been designed, built and cold-flow tested, but

not yet successfully hot fired to produce the desired results. The experimental
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apparatus is unique in that it utilizes a monodisperse propellant spray

uniformly distributed throughout the combustor. Conditions in the spray

combustion field are designed for precise control and definition. These

characteristics of the flow are those (the initial condit..ons) that one is

often forced to assume in order to obtain tractable mathematical models.,

but have rarely been approached in experiments to test the va.idity of

analytical predictions.

The motor, operated as a rocket combustor under either stable or transient

conditions, is quartz-windowed on two-sides to permit photographic and optical

observations. Because the design conditions are uniform and well-defined,

accurate determination of droplet behavior (particularly axial variation of

drop diameter and velocity) should be facilitated. In addition, a special

perturbation device has been designed that should introduce a planar, variable-

amplitude initial pressure wave, which travels upstreata from the nozzle throat.

The propellants utilized in this program are gaseous hydrogen (GH2 ) and liquid

oxygen (LOX).A photograph of the combustion system installed in a special

test stand at Rocketdyne's Combustion and Heat Transfer Laboratory is shown

in Fig. 19. Some modifications have been made, to the syitem that do not

appear in the photograph. The engine fires vertically downward into a small

flame bucket shown in the foreground. Propellants are delivered through

feed systems which are dynamically decoupled by high-pressure drop devic.s

from chamber pressure oscillations. Thus, when the engine is operated in an

unstable-combustion condition only acoustic instability effects associated

with the chamber alone are cbserved because the injection flowrates remain
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essentially constant. The amplification or attenuation of the instability

waves are to be monitored and conditions which lead to wave attenuation or

growth can be determined by variation of experimental parameters.

The expe iment can thus provide known initial conditions and direct experi-

mental observation (obtained under both steady and transient behavior) of

physical phenomena corresponding to the coupling terms to be investigated.

This unique device was designed, developed and brought to operational status

during this contract. An extensive investigation of the methods of producing

spatially uniform single drop-size (monodisperse) sprays was conducted to

aid the design. An oscillating piezo-electric crystal was used in the LOX

manifold to obtain the only known exjerimental hardware capable of producing

monodisperse sprays of a cryogenic fluid and the only known device capable

of producing (in principle) monodisperse sprays of any fluid when operated

under liquid rocket engine conditions.

Liquid oxygen spray is introduced through an injector consisting of 48O,

.0i5-inch-diameter drilled holes. The spray is burned with a concurrent

hydrogen gas stream injected through porous metal (Rigimesh) strips on the

injector face. The resultant flow is believed to be as near one-dimensional

as is practical to acnieve. Further, the monodisperse qualities of the

generated spray have been thoroughly verified by extensive cold fiv.b (full

flov and rcv-by-rov). The monodisperse characteristics of the spray were

found to be Ad. The a.d4tion of a high-velocity gas simulatlng the

hydrogen had no disrupting effect on the spray formation.
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Although ýhe selection of a cryogenic propellant (LOX) produced some dif-

ficulties in achieving monodisperse spray production, these difficulties

were considered acceptable because of the advantages of the propellant com-

bination. First the LOX/GHB propellant combination is the primary one in use

today. Almost all of the large space vehicles, such as the Space Shuttle,

will utilize LOX-hydrogen propellants. Another advantage is the photographic

properties of this propellant combination which are excellent. Both GH2 and

vhe resultant combustion product (H2 0) are transparent in the spectral range

of visible light. In fact, G92 neither emits nor absorbs light and H2 0 has

bands only in the ultraviolet and infra-red regions. No vapors exist that

could physically occlude the fiald of view, such as those encountered when

trying to photograph combustion of N2 04 - IH4 or many hydrocarbon-oxygen

propellants. No special window purges were r equired that could destroy the

one dimensionality of the flow field.

Therefore, LOX-GH2 combustion is amenable to direct photographic observation

of the axial variation of droplet burning rates (i.e. diameter change) and

droplet velocities. Photographic methods to achieve such measurements were

investlbated and found to be entirely fea3ible.

These data, in combination with the combustion models d-tcribed later, will

permit determination of the physicochemical droplet dynamic processes res-

ponsible for controlling stBady-state combustion and regulating rapid

combustion energy additions to pressure waves.
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Tnj data will be obtained under a variety of chamber operating conditions:

mixture ratio variationa from 0-6, chamber pressure up to 300 psia (steady-

state), various initial drop sizen (500 to l00(A. Data will be obtained

during both stable and transient combustion. In this manner a considerable

variation of experimental conditions, and corresponding data, can be input

to the steady-state or transient models.

Co=parisoms of the experimental data with the predictions from the models

will allow definition of appropriate expressions for the coupling terms.

Detailed Description of the Combustion System Development

The initial intent was to build an electro-mechanically vibrated injection

device with a large number (400 to 500) of liquid oxygen streams disintegrat-

ing to form a spray of uniformly-sized droplets (in the 500 to 1000tdiameter

rhr :e) falling at 30 to 40 ft/sec down a cylindrical steel tube. Annular

injection of hydrogen some distance below the iuJector would provide a com-

bustible mixture which would be ignited and brought to steady through-flow

combustion conditions. It was roughly estimated that the evaporating droplets

could 'all L-to-6-feet through the combustion gases without undergoing large

changes in droplet diameter or, by inference, large changes in their ability

to respczid to a pressure disturbance.

This original approach has been subjected to analytical and experimental

investigation and modification. The modifications are summarized in the

following paragraph and are discussed in detail in succeeding subsections.
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The fundamental modification involved the injection scheme for achieving

monodisperse atomization. Rather than electromechanical vibration, the

investigation centered around piezo-electric-crystal driven oscillations of

liquid manifold pressure, a technique offering higher frequency capability

with reduced sealing and liquid heating problems. The higher frequency

capability permitted consideration of smaller diameter droplets; an

extensive preliminary evaluation of cryogenic atomization indicated that

more precise control of droplet size might be expected with smaller sizes.

Capillary jet breakup into uniformly sized droplets, however, was found to

requ.re quite low injection velocities (regardless of the driving method

used) -- so low, in fact, that the droplet res±dence times were calculated

to be high enough for complete evaporation to occur in a moderately short

travel distance. A steady-state combustion mo4el was used to calculate

__acceptable combustion tube operating conditions. The model predictions

resulted in further modifications: re rsion to large diameter droplets

(---750/A), concurrent injection of hydrogen from the LOX injector, short-

ening of the combustion tube, and provisions for photogrephy of the spray

during steady-state combustion.

Monod± sperse Spray Injection CoRce!RsI Means of achieving a continuous stream

of constant diameter liquid oxygen droplets were investigated in the first

few months of the program. This investigation culminated in the selection

of an injection method for the combustion tube. The investigation considered

atomization of one to five liquid streams; the final injector (discussed later)

has 480 individual etream injection points uniformly spaced over a 2.00-inch

square surface.
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Despite limitations, which will be discussed, the most promising approach

for producing a monodisperse liquid spray was based on Rayleigh's enalysis

of the instability of laminar capillary jets (Ref. 105). In a recent review

of this subject (Ref. IO, Nicholls, et al., reached essentially the same

conclusions as those expressed by Rayleigh's analysis:

1. Capillary instability induced disinte%,eLion of a cylindrical

liquid jet into droplets of a uniform size can be enforced by

imposing an oscillation of the correct frequency on the jet.

2. The oscillation frequency for maximum instability has the

following relationship to the jet diameter and jet velocity:

f 
Uj

opt 4.508

3. The frequency can be varied over a range from about 0.85 fopt

to 2.0 fopt while maintaining uniform droplet diameter. Outside

that range, the atomization no longer results in a monodisperse

spray.

4. The product iroplet size is related to the jet velocity,

diameter, and oscillation frequency by:

1/3

Dd( 2f i

and, at the frequency of maximum instability,

Ddopt l1. 8 9 d
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5. The jet velocity must lie between a minimum given by

/ 1/2
(U i) mi / C

and the transition to turbulent flow at a Reynold's

number on the order of 2300.

Substitution of the frequency equation into that for the product

droplet size indicates that, as shown, the resultant droplet size is

independent of the jet velocity. This result is due to the fact that

Rayleigh's analysis assumes an inviacid Jet. Wickemeyer, Ref. 107, has

extended the analysis of capillary instability to include tohe effects

of aerodynamic forces, jet velocity and viscosity. Although his analyti-

AM cal results did indicate some effect of the jet velocity, experimentation

at Re above 600 failed to confirm the analysis. His experimental findings

at Re >_ 600 indicate that

3fopt " 4.26 d-

and hence

Ddopt 1.8 d

This drop size was also the minimum he was able to produce experimentally.
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Further, he experienced some difficulty in producing monodisperse sprays

with L/D ratios below 33. In this L/D range his jet did not produce a

parallel flow.

The latter result is contrary to results obtained during this program in that

no problems were evident at L/D's as low as 3-10. Also the measured optimum

droplet diameters from this program were more nearly described by Rayleigh's

criteria than Wickenmeyer's. The difference may be due to the short L/D

ratios and large jets used in our experiments. Possibly such geometries

do not allow laminar flow to fully develop. This possibility is suggested

by the fact that the actual injector of this program has been flowed at

Re 2 10,000 and still produces fairly uniform, monodisperse droplet flow.

The experimental investigation was made with an electrically driven piezo-

electric crystal to provide the imposed oscillation. This device has the

potential advantage of very high frequency capabilities and of minimal

sealing and coupling problems at elevated pressures.

The first experiments were made with a 2.0-inch diameter barium titanate

crystal coupled to an injection manifold through an aluminum risonance

rod. Liquid water streams were formed by flow through short pieces of

capillary tubing soldered into an injection face plate. Cold flow character-

ization of this device with water discharged into ambient air, various

capillary tube diameters and a range of frequencies shoved that its be-

havior conformed to the foregoing classical conclusions. An example or

five streams of water droplets dtsuhargcv4 frrm 0.0:'-ln,:h dtamrtLe, !:apll-

laries is shown in Fig. 20.
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Another series of experiments was made with the piezoelectric crystal

itself as the injector plate. An ultrasonic drilling method was used

to drill 0.005-, 0.007-, 0.010-, and 0.015-inch diameter holes through

a 1.0-inch diameter by 0.10-inch thick crystal. Figure 21 shows excel-

lent monodisperse atomization of all four water streams at an oscillation

frequency of 1950 cps. Interestingly, since each of the liquid streams

has its own optimum frequency for maximum instability, this photograph

shows satisfactory monodisperse atomization for frequencies of about

0.5 fopt for the 0.005-inch jet to about 2.6 fopt for the 0.015-inch jet.

The drilled crystal injector was evaluated in two extensive series of

experiments with cryogenic liquids. The apparatus employed is shown

schematically in Fig.22. Tests were first conducted with liquid nitrogen

(L32) as a simulant for liquid oxygen (L0 2 ) in order to avoid the oxida-

tion hazards while developing the equipment anl test techniques. In none

of the experiments with LN , however, did the injector actually produce

truly monodisperse sprays. It was suspected at the time that the IA. might

be near a state of incipient boiling, so that slight gasification could

result from slight pressure changes. This would act to absorb or decouple

the oscillatory energy from the injector or even disrupt the liquid jets.

Some support for this interpretation resulted from the second series of

experiments, in which successful monodisperse atomiz'ition was achieved with

Ua subcooled a few degrees below its boiling point by passage through an

ba2 Sth. Results are shown in one frame of a 16 mm Fastax motion picture

of a liquid oxygen jpray reproduced in rig. 23.
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Figure 23 Four Monodisperse Liquid Oxygen
Droplet Streaus from the Four Holes
Drilled Through a Piezoelectric Crystal
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This drilled crystal injector configuration was subsequently found to be

impractical for a full injector. A representative of the crystal manu-

facturer expressed serious doubts that the crystal would retain its response

properties and structural strength if it were perforated with several hun-

dred holes. It was regretfully decided not to use this concept, which had

otherwise looked very attractive for the hot firing injector.

As a result, the earlier, capillary tube technique was adopted for L0 2 spray

production. Mather than relying on mechanical transmission of cscillatory

crystal energy through the injector structure, however, the crystal was in-

stalled integrally in the injector's L02 supply manifold. By forcing the

liquid to flow through a few, moderately high A P holes drilled in the crystal,

which spanned the manifold, the injection manifold was effectively decoupled

from the hydraulic and acoustic characteristics of the upstream supply system.

A sizeable number of experiments was made in determining that good droplet

formation could be achieved with this technique. Three streams, formed from

-. 0035, 0.006, and 0.008-inch diameter capIllary tubes, were examined. A

typical example, with drop diameters ranging upward from 170'". is shown iri

Fig. 24. The results of these tests strongly emphasized some potential prob-

lem areas: (1) monodisperse atomization was not achieved for injection veloc-

i ities such above 5 ftisec, presuma~bly as a result of turbulent flow through the

capillaries (LiD ratios r.- these experiments were larger than for the final

design of the injector), (2) injection pressure drops are extremely low--

flovrate control by some auxiliary upstream device is mandatory, (3) vorti-

city in the transparent cbember, Induced by lov velocity tangen-lal inl'e-tion
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Fig. 24 Liquid Oxygen Droplets Formed rr-jm Three
Diflferent Diazeter Capillary Tubes. Crysta~l
In Supply Wnifold Driven at- 2140 cps
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rmf "de-froster" nitrogen, disrupted monodisperse atomization, and of course,

(4) prevention of capillary plugging demands scrupulous cleanliness.

At this point, the injection concepts were discussed with Professor

A. K. Oppenheir and hit associates at the University of California,

Berkeley. In vied of their successful experience in simultaneously

injecting liquid through a capillary and gas through a surrounding

annulus, and considering the potential disru,?tion by uncontrolled re-

circulation, it was concluded that both propellants abould be introduced

into the chamber together, i.e., through a single injector. This decision

considerably complicated the design of an injector, with an attendant In-

crease in fabrication difficulty and expense. Minimization of the number

of Injection sites became very attractive, so an analysis of the ccmbustion

tube's steady-state operating conditions was undertaken to help optimize the

design.

Analysis of Steady-state Eperimental Conditions. Knowledge of the L02 spray

droplet's behavior during steady-state combustion tube operation is essential

to successful analysis and correlation of pressure wave growth. It is also

essential for proper design of the experime.ntal apparatus and selection of

operating conditions. An existing digital computer model wUs -!sed for aiding

in the design of experimental apparatus. The model employs a typical eva-

poration-rate controlled formulation. It was obtained by modifying the formu-

lation presented in Ref.33 for appropriate combustion tube conritionen.
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Initial analysis, carrics out for 225 minimum diameter injection tubes

(a 15 by 15 square array with 1/8-inch between tubes) revealed immediate

conceptu'l difficulties in that: (M) the Lk2 injection rate was severely

liinited by the combination of tube size, number of tubes, and most impor;-

antly, injection velocity, so that (2) only relatively low injection mixture

ratios were possible, and (3) the droplet velocities were so low that they

were completely consumed on passing only a short distance downstream of the

injector face.

The combustion region is of the prima•.y importance and must be long

enough to install sufficient instrumentation to obtain definitive data.

As originally envisioned, there would be a region of sufficient length

where the relative velocity would be quite low and droplet s-.ze change

would be negligible. The attainment of this configuration requires (for

a fixed number of delivery tubes) both higher jet velocity and higher 12

mass flowrate (i.e., higher combustion product velocities and, hence,

greater drag) than that previously calculated. These would result in

drop velocities sufficiently fast for the drop to 'ravel an appreciable

distance during the first portions of burning, yet not tudergo breakup.

However, raising the H2 mass flowrate when it was not known if one could

raise the jet velocity (i.e., the mass of oxidizer delivered) could lower

the mixture ratio to an unacceptable level as well as promote breakup.

Although it was not possible to completely achieve the initially desired

concept, it was desirable to simulate It as closely as possible. There

are two requirements that allow achievement of this desired result; both
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have been mentioned, high Jet velocity (a factor of 3 or 4 would lengthen

the combustion region by a significant amount) and ,igh combustion gas

velocity (increased propellant flow rate).

The first of these is particularly desirable and automatically allows the

second while still maintaining small relative velocities. It appears pos-

sible that the laminar jet region (Hagen-Poiseuille flow) may be maintained

at Reynolds numbers greater than 2300 (up to say 15,000) if the entrances

to the delivery tubes are well-rounded and if the delivery tubes are short

(L/D's of 3 - 10). The final injector design war able to achieve drop pro-

duction at about Re ' i0,000.

SHowever, even if higher jet Reynold's numbers were not attainable the combus-

tion region could be lengthened by one or both of the following methods:

(1) increasing the propellant flow rate through the addition cf gaseous C2

to the H2 stream or (2) by utilizing the same number but larger diameter

delivery tubes, thus producing larger drops. (The cost of machinirl a given

number of tubes goee down as the size of the tube incroases).

Part of the injector characterizat..on study included these nethods and they

are reviewed in detail below.

Gaseous 02 may be added to the R: flow in azounts just below that required for

flammability and, furthermore, improves the overall mixture ratio. However,

if this method were used without being able to raise the jet velocity (it is
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desirable to do both), the desired requirement that the combustion region

be one of low relative velocity cannot be entirely met. Because the low

relative velocity requirement stems from single droplet breakup criteria,

and because the spray droplet& will actually experience a fair amount of

sheltering provided by neighboring droplets, probably this requirement can

be relaxed. The limiting aspect for this approach is likely to be too rapid

consumption of the spray in the burning region, in which case larger initial

droplet sizes would be ultimately required.

The other method, production of larger drops, directly increases the oxidi-

zer flow rate. Thi.q allows (for the same mixture ratio) higher hydrogen

mass flov rate end, thus, an increase in combustion gas velocity. Disadvan-

tages here are the initial size of the drop, which is quite far removed from

ictual rocket engine condttions, and of course the same breakup questions

that apply for the first method.

After a detailed comparative study of these competing methods, the latter

was chosen. Premixing gaseous 02 and H2 prior to injection appeared to

involve too high risk of hardware destruction to warrant its use unless

the objectives could not otherwise be met.

Modified Tube, Injector Designs. The modified tube and injectw designs

appear in Figures 25 and 26. The gas phase is now introduced through the

injector face with separate manifolding for the liquid phase oxidizer and
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gaseous fuel. The Rigimesh acts to diffuse the flow, promote good mixing

and hold gas-jet interference to a minimum. This scheme is felt to give

a more nearly uniform gas-spray flow than bringing the gaseous propellants

in further downstream where recirculstion could create problems. Further-

more, a mumber of propellant combinations may be utilized. The design is

not limited to hydrogen and oxygen.

The final design specified 750).x drop. (with a possible monodisperse oper-

ating range of 50W to 1000)4..) formed by capillary jet atomization of

streams from 480, 0.015-inch diameter delivery tubes. Normal machining

practices could be used to drill these holes, whereas smaller holes would

.equire advanoed (beyond state-of-the-art) techniques, sch as ]saner or

ultrasonic drilling, etc. The increased number of holes was necessary to

achieve pressures above 100 psia at reasonable contraction ratios.

The tube is 20-Anches long and has transparent quartz windows on two sides

for photographic purposes. A constricting section (other than tLie nozzle) to

obtain complete combustion, initially proposed, is no longer necessary. The

modifications have brought the system auch closer to the ideal engine it attempts

to model. Fabrication of the system has been completed.

Description of Fabricated Combustion System

L4X Dow and C'qstal Mechanlsam. Attached to the top of the combustion tube, as

shovn in Fig. 25 are the injector, the cr-sai holder (with the crystAl Inside),
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and the LOX dome (manifold) which attaches to the LOX supply lines. The

LOX dome and crystal mechanisms are shown in Fig. 27. Originally the LOX

entered through the capillary tube shown in the LOX dome. This tube pro-

vided a high pressure drop between the LOX tank and the engine, thus assuring

nearly constant flow rate to the engine even when large chamber pressure

excursions occurred. After the photograph of Fig. 27 was made, the capil-

lary tube was replaced by a drilled orifice, providing the equivalent & P.

The change was made to prevent plugging in the small capillary, ube and to

facilitate orifice changes during runs with different flow rates. In addi-

tion, the flow distribution was improved by providing four LOX flow ports

into the dome, rather than one. Two of the LOX ports (located on opposite

sides of the dome) are connected to the drilled orifices providing highAP

between the tank and engine, while the other two LOX posts connect directly

to zheck valves, thus, providing an alternaUive low AP path to the LOX tank.

Selection of flow through either or both sides (simultan.-ously) is possible

through manipulation of flow valves anid (ý> shown In the propellant

system schematic, Fig. 36. Provision for the lov pressure flow path al'ows

safe inspection at low tank pressures of the spray during cold flows and

c:hilldovn prior to a hot firing. Safety limitations require that personnel

leave the test stand area when tank pressures exceed :03 psia. Prior *.• h1t

flrin% the low pressure valve i• i a remotely closed and the LOX tank pres-

sure increasel -.o provide a high 5P path for the LOX flow.
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After filling the dome, the LOX flows through a low pr--ssure (50 psi) drop,

high porosity Rigimesh filter which serves to distribute the flow over the

crystal. The crystal is loosely constrained on all sides within a Teflon

seat, shown fitted around the crystal in Fig. 27. The crystal and its

Teflon holder, in turn, fit loosely within the aluminum crystal holder (also

Fig. 27) which is bolted between the injector and dome. The crystal holder

includes seals for the electrical leads to the crystal. The bottom of the

Teflon seat rests directly upon the back of the injector providing approxi-

mately i/4-inch of space between the injector and crystal.

LOX flows uniformly across the top of the crystal and around the sides of

the crystal in the space between the crystal and the holder. The LOX then

flows radially inward toward the center of the crystal face filling the volume

between the injector and crystal created by the 1/4-inch vertical space pro-

duced by tabs zn the Teflon seat. Effectively, the crystal is immersed in

the liquid oxygen. This method thas eliminated any need to "clamp" the crys-

tal !•,d drill holes through it to allow LOX passage.

Inlector. LOX enters the 20 milled slots in the back of the injector as

shown in Fig. 28. At the bottom of each slot, and located uniformly along it,

are 24 drilled, 0.0145-.nch diameter well-rounded orifices. LOX enters these

480 holes and is discharged into the chamber tube as showerhead jets. Opera-

tion of the crystal synchronizes the instability of these jets into Rayleigh-

like capillary breakup. These discharge orifices are more clearly apparent

in Fig. 29 and 30.
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Figure 29. Side (Frontal) View of Injector
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Figure 30. Front View of Injector
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The injector also introduces the fuel (hydrogen) into the chamter. Between

the rows of LOX discharge orifices are strips of Rtgimesh behind each of

which is a separate hydrogen manifold passages. These passages, shown in

Fig. 2% are fed by manifolds located on each end of the strips. These

manifoldr, (shown open on Figs. 29 and 30) connect, in turn, to large entrance

manifolds located on two sides of the injector. The larger Lanifolds are fed

by supply lines which connect to the main hydrogen supply, Fig. 38 •

Combustion Chamber - LNi Bath - Windows

The ,ombustion chamber is shown in Fig. 31. It is made from stainless steel

and is windowed on two sides. After the photograph of Fig. 19 was t'ken, a

number of minor modifications were made. Additional Kistler transducer loca-

tions have been provided (13 in all), particularly for pressure wave measure-

ments near the thrust and injector face.

In addition, the stainless steel LN2 bath atop the chamber has been replaced

by a Teflon bucket. The function of the LN2 bath is to subcool the LOX and

prevent flashing during the droplet formation. Some heat input from the

lines and valves located between the tank and the injector occurs, of course.

Similarly, the crystal operation produces some (but very little) heat. The

L%2 bath thus, assures LOX temperatures below the saturation temperature.

The Teflon material on the bucket acts as an insulator to prevent rapid LN2

boelcff and to block heat transfer between the bath and the combustion chamber.
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Figure 31. Photograph of Motdified Combustion Chamber
and LN2 Bath



Heat transfer between the bath and the combustion chamber is quite serious.

Not only does it chill the quartz windows, which may crack them, but also it

causes condensation and ice formation on the windows which occludes them.

The 3/4-inch-thick Teflon base on the bucket substantially alleviated this

problem. In addition, a 1/4-inch-thick Teflon seat was added between the

combustion tube and the injector. All bolts which connect the dome, etc.,

to the chamber (and provide a heat transfer path) have been sleeved with

Teflon. This procedure eliminated much of the remaining heat transfer prob-

lem. A view (into the bucket) of the completed installation, with injector,

crystal holder and dome system, is shown in Fig. 32. Most of the fittings

are for two 18-foot heat-transfer coils to chill the LOX. One coil is

required for the low pressure line and another for the high pressure LOX

line.

Althoubh the heat transfer problem is effectively diminished by the above

modi-fication it is not entirely eliminated, nor is the LN2 boil-off with

attendant vapors that tend to sweep over the windows and cause ice formation.

Over long periods Af operation (i.e., 2 to 3 hours of LA2 in the bath) ice

formation on the windows again becomes a problem. This was unfortunately

accentuated by the method used to install the windows. As shown in Fig. 33

the 1/h-inch-thick quartz windows are held in place by alwminum window

frames. The frames are constructed in such a manner that a fairly deep

well is produced between the outside of the window frames and the outer

edge of the windows. Collection of moisture, and subsequent i:e formation,

became a serious problem even with the greatly reduced heat transfer rates.
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Figure 32. View Into the LN Bath Atop The Combustion Tube
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This problem was finally solved by installing thin l/8-inch-thick quartz

windows over the entire length of the well area and directing heated GN2

into the well area betveen the inner 3/4-inch pressure windows and the

outer windows. Tapped holes for the fittings are shown in Fig. 31 .

The completed installation is shown in Fig. 34 and 35. Note particularly

in Fig.34 the four small 4[rilled holes at the inner top of the window

frame. These holes are drilled in the tfn end of each frame and provide

the exit path for the GK2 . In addition, to prevent ice formation on the

outer cover windows it was necessary to install a window purge of heated

GNp entirely around the perimeter uf the windows (Fi'g. 34 and 35). This

combination completely solved the ice-formation/water-condensation problem.

Initial hot-fire operation of the system resulted in cracking of the pressure

windows. Quartz is sensitive to thermal shock or rapid pressure loadings,

particularly if such effects result in tensile stress within the windows.

Failures were traced to the rigidity of the installation technique. Thi3

was alleviated by reducing the size of the wiDdows and floating them in

silicone rubber (RTV.102). This allows some movement along the length and

width of the windows. The windows are separated from metal contact by gasket

material in the inside and heavy O-rings on the outside, against the bevelled

inner edge of the window frames.

The convergent nozzle section and throat insert (made from OFHC copper) is

contained in a steel throat platt section (Fig. 36). The contraction ratio

is easily varied bychangiz% copper throat inserts. The steel throat-plate
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section also serves as the bearing surface for the perturbation device.

This device is a small plate (contained in a rail and covering the width

of the chamber) explosively moved across the small dimension of the throat.

The throat is effectively closed for approximately 20 - 50 microseconds,

thus providing a well-defined pulse that is essentially planar in nature

and small in duration compared to the period of the fundamental natural

frequency (1500 cp4 of the chamber.

Rigidity and alignment of the chamber in the test stand is controlled by

adjusting bolts attached to the steel throat plate. These are shown in

Fig. 19.

Injector Cold Flow Results

Following fabrication of the injector the device was cold flowed with TRIC

( trichloroethylene) water, and liquid oxygen. Both full injector flow and

row-by-row flow tests were performed. The full injector flow tests were also

performed with and without Glý (gaseous nitrogen) gas flows simulating the

gaseous hydrogen. Row-by-row tests were performed to determine if misalign-

ment (in any direction) of the jets was present. These flows were achieved

by blocking off 19 of the 20 milled slots on the reverse side of the injector.

Some problems in distribution were observed using this method but they were nit

detrimental. A typical example of the row-by-row tests is shown in Fig. 37 •

The particular fluid used in these tests was water at Re = 2300. Alignment

was checked not only by the frontal view shown in this photograph but also
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along the row itself, i.e., in the plane normal to the photograph. Results

of these tests indicated that eight of the 480 holes were hopelessly mis-

aligned and they were subsequently blocked. Figure 37 also shows the

excellent planar qualities of the flow field. This was typical of all

rows and indicates the flow field is essentially one-dimensional in nature.

These row by row tests were performed in the absence of co-flowing gas.

Clearly evident on the photograph is the oscillatory nature of the droplets

which is retained long after formation. Approximately every seventh row

the cycle is complete. Damping of this oscillation is dependent on surface

tension and convective forces. Interestingly, the addition of a gas flow

simulating the hydrogen in the full injector tests damped these oscillations

rapidly and resulted in quite uniform and spherical droplets. Unfortunately,

those results are on 16 mm film and difficult to observe unless projected.

Further, no disruption of the flow field occurred with the gas tests; in

fact, the gas flow appeared to stop tendencies toward collision and

agglomeration.

Figure 37 also indicates the presence of small satellite droplets. These

droplets, for the most part, rapidly disappear through agglomeration with the

next droplet in line. They can, however, be eliminated entirely by timing

of the frequency. Further, full cold flow injector tests produced better

distribution and relatively few of these satellite droplets.
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In all respects the drop production capabilities of the injector was deemed

satisfactory. Row-by-row tests were performed at Reynold's numbers up

to 10,000 and although the quality of the spray slightly but gradually

deteriorated above Re -_ 2300, sufficiently near monodisperse spray was

still produced at the high flowrates.

Operation of the Combustion System As

a Rocket Engine

Following assembly of the combustion system, it was installed in the test

stand in the manner shown in Fig. 19. The test stand is supplied by a

number of propellant, purge, water, and LN2 systems.

Propellant System. The schematic of the main propellant systems is shown

in Fig. 38 . Primary emphasis is placed on the LOX and hydrogen systems

supplying the teet stand. Some other systems, because they interact with

the main propellant lines, are also shown. However, no source supply

(except for LOX) systems are presented. These source supplies are common

to all the test stands at the laboratory and are quite elaborate in detail.

Gaseous hydrogen flow, delivered from the bottle banks, may be split, if

desired, with one portion passing through a large 1N2 heat exchanger. Flows

are subsequently joined in a spiral mixer located downstream of the heat

exchanger. Control of the proportion of the flow that is cooled allows

delivered injection temperatures to be predetermined at any desired level
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between ambient and LN2 temperature. Liquid nitrogen jacketing around,

and downstream of the fuel main valve aids in this temperature control.

lotal flow control is maintained ancL measur,:d by a calibrated sonic

venturi close coupled to the engine hydrogen supply inlet. Appropriate

GHe and CON2 purge systems are used,,

Liquid oxygen is supplied from a GN,', pressurized tank. Supply lines are

vacuum (or LN2 ) jacketed from the tar•nk to the coil inlets in the bath. The

liquid oxygen main valve is cooled by a LN2 bath. LOX flow may enter the

engine through either the low A P or high A P system lines. Both supply

valves 1 and <11", remain ope.n during chilldown until liquid oxygen

spray is produced within the chamber at ambient pressure.

The liquid nitrogen flow around the main propellant supply lines and valves

is continuous, either dumping into the engine bath or overboard. Engine

bath LN2 level is maintained through actuation of an automatic valvebalancing

boil-off and overboard runoff.

Heated GN2 to the chamber window wells and window purge system is provided

through use of a cotmter-flow electrical heater capable of providing GN2

temperatures of 2000F.
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Hot Fire Operation. Unlike most LOX-GH2 engines the combustion system

utilizes a LOX-rich start sequence. This is done to insure proper crystal

operation xnd liqniA oxygen spray production at tbe chamber prior to hot

firing. A schematic of the crystal circuit is presented in Fig. 39 . upon

verification of chilldown, the valve to the low pressure coil is closed and the

pressure in the tank increased to maintain proper flowrate. Flowrate is

continuously monitored by reading the digital output of the flowmeter

located in the LOX supply lines. Upon reaching proper flowrate utilizing

the high & P side, an additional increment of pressure equal to the expected

chamber pressure for the run is added to the tank pressure. This insures

rated LOX flowrate at full chamber pressure.

During this operation the GH2 supply pressure is regulated to provide the

desired flow. The fuel bleed is manually opened and the entire GB2 system

upstream of the main valve is chilled to operating temperature. The fuel

bleed restrictor orifice I is sized to pass the same flow as the venturi.

The actual sLarL and shutdown sequence of the engine is automatically

controlled through a digital sequencer. Spark ignition occurs simultaneously

with opening of the fuel main valve. This valve incorporates special controls

,o produce a slow ramp opening rate. Mainstage rated hydrogen flow is gradu-

ally approached with minimum disturbances of the co-flowing LOX jets and

spray. The ignition source is sequenced off at completion of FMV opening

(some 400 ms ) and complete mainotage testing is approximately one second
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in duration. A special shut-down sequence is then activated which closes

the LOX tank fill valve, Fig.3 8 and opens the LOX bleed valve. This

allows the LOX accumulated in the 18-foot coil to reverse flow and exit

through the bleed valve. Rated hydrogen flow is maintained during this

entire time. The hydrogen serves to burn that portion of the oxidizer

which continues into the chamber. Fortunately the high pressure drop

orifice acts as a reverse flow restrictor to the LOX compared to the

bleed valve path and, as a consequence, the mixture ratio and, hence,

temperature in the chamber during this shutdown sequence produces no

damaging effects to the windows or steel walls. In the absence of the

long hydrogen shutdown, direct burning of the windows with that small

oxygen flow coming into the chamber had been experienced.

The entire propellant system and combustion device are extensively

instrumented. Reference to Fig.38 reveals a large number of strategically

placed thermocouples and pressure transducers. These are recorded both

on an oscillograph and a digital recorder (Beckman). Cutoff frequency

for the FM tape system is 20,000 Hz.

A list of all instrumentation and valves, etc., appear in Table I.

Further, a complete description of recording capabilities is presented in

Appendix I.
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TBLE I

TEST HARDWARE DESCRIfifOu

SSYSTE=

1. GH2 PRESSURIZING MOTORIZED LOADER

2. GR2 PRESSURIZING tONTROL MAROTTA

3 GH2 PRESSURIZING REGULATOR 1" - 0-2000 pela

4. AUX PAD AININ

5. G92 SHUTOFF ANNIN - 1"

6. JA=ESBURT VALVE - COLD SIDE

7. JA14ESBURT VALVE - NOT SIDE

8. GE2 MIXRn

9. SHARP EDGE ORIFICE = .200" DIA.M.

10. lOj4. FILTER

11. BLEED RESTRICTOR ORIFICE - .116" - SAME FLOW AS VENTURI

12. 012 BLEED • -N - -O.

13. G%2 MAINi ANNIN -

14. SONIC VENTURI -- .104" DIAN.

15. GOe FUEL PURGE MAROTTA

16. OHe FUEL PURGE RESTRICTOR ORIFICE - 40 psi - .032"

17. 5 jj GN2 FILTER GIVES V, = 1'/see

18. G12 FUEL PURGE RESTRICTOR ORIFICE - 140 psi - .032"
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LOX STSTEM

1. L0X TANK PRESSURIZING MOTORIZED LOADER

2. LOX TANK PRESSURI'IG MAROTTA

3. LOX TAIN PRESSURIZING REGULATOR

4. LOX TAMK PRESSURE WININ

5. LOX TANK VENT AM=

6. LOX TANK FILL AwI - "

7. LOX FIiER 10.tAj

8. LOX BL RESTRICTOR oRIFIcS - .1730 - 5o Voi in tank (.8 lo/esoo)

9. LOX BLEED AMIIN - J 1.o.

10. LOX TWWETER

U. LOX MAIN ANnI= - ,

12. W]e OXIDIZER PURGE RESTRICTOR ORIFICE - Remvod (Gives about sawe flow
an fuel purge)

13. CI. OXIDIZER PURGO MAROTTA

14. JAMESBURY VALVE - LOW PRESSURE SIDE

15. JAXESBURY VALVE - EIGH PRSURlt SIDE

16. LOX HIGH PRESSURE RESTRICTOR ORIFICE (2) - Variable per toot request
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0-3K a. PLONK -LOX TA PRE•SS

LOX b. TLOX U/SM - TOW LOX UPST".EM nLVNE

o2 a. TLox u/so - Tme Lox uPsTEAM ouRnc

(%-2.5K d. ?LOX U/SO - PRSS. LOX UPSTREm ORIPICE

L12 a. ?LOX DOKE - TW LOX

0-400 f. PLOX DONE - PRESS LOX D=

0-400 go. PLOX CRYS PRMSS OX CRTSTAL

LIF2- h. TLIX IJ"- TEGP LOX INJECTION - 2Cu Can
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ENGINE SYSTEK

1. 32--ASI SPARK PLUG FOR CHAMBER IGNITION

0-350 a. PCINJF - PRESSURh CNIA R INJETOR FACE

0-350 b. PCSTCONV - PRSSURE CANR START OF COMNMENCE

0-700 . KISTLEES 1 -. 6 - HIGH 7REQ. FLMTUATING PRESSURE MEASURMEMNT

ARE d. T/C CHMER
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0-2K a. PO 2 SUP - PRESSURE GEL,j SUPPLY

AND b. TGH2 SUP - T " 02 SUPPLY

O-2K o. PAGE2 U/SM - PRESSURE AMBIENT GE2 UPSTREAM MIXER

-. oo0÷ d. TCGH2 U/SO - TEM. COLD GH2 UPSTREAM ORIFICE

0-2K e PCo2O U/SO - PRESSURE COLD GH2 UPSTREAM ORIFICE

0-100 f. PCGN2 A PO - PRESSURE DROP ACROSS COLD 022 ORIFICE

0-2K -. PCGo 2 V/SM - PRESSURE COLD oH2 UPSTREAX MIXER

-300o+ h. TCM 2 D/SN TEKP (W2 DOWNSTREAM MIXER

o-2K ±. PCM 2 U/ST - PRESSURE 2 UPSTREAM VNMT

-3,000+ J- TM2 U/sv - TEO 2 UPSTREAM VWTU

0-500 k. PG• 2 TV - PRZSURR 092 THROAT VWTURI

0-400 1. PGR2 MAN - PRESSURE 092 XAXI70LD

300o0+ ,,,. T MA - T_ 022 a4NIFLD

-3000+ n. TG2 INJ - TEMP G% INJECTION - L2r
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Methods to Achieve the Desired Information

from the Experimental Tests

Experimental data Is to be obtained under a variety of chamber operating

conditions. Both steady-state and transient operation is to be monitored.

During either mode of operation, initial injection mixture ratio can be

varied from 0 - 6, chamber pressure from 50 - 300 psi, and initial drop

size from 500 to 1000A_.. Hydrogen injection temperature can be varied

from LN2 conditions to near ambient.

During nonsteady operation the motor can be pressure pulsed with a perturbation

source. This perturbation source consists of a small plate shot across the

nozzle throat plane at varying speeds. The throat is closed to flow for a

few microseconds and a ram pressure develops at this point. The phenomena

is much like that compared to the sudden closing of a gate valve in a pipe-

line. Duration of the pressure pulse, i.e., closure of the throat can be

controlled either through size of the perturbation plate or through its

velocity across the nozzle. Amplitude can be controlled by the presence

of holes in the plate allowing only partial closure of the throat. There

is, of course, a maximum amplitude of the wave ram and it can be approxi-

mately calculated to be close to three times the throat pressure, Ref.108 .

H°igher amplitudes can be achieved through use of explosive devices located

at the throat, although these do present some difficulties in analytical

modeling. Following passage of the closure (perturbation) device, the

nozzle again is fully opened. Part of the pressure perturbation relaxes

due to convective flow out of the nozzle. Amplitude is also affected by
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the expansion of the throat to the chamber, a contraction ratio varying

between 3 - 12 depending on the throat insert.

The perturbation source is located at the throat to insure planarity of

the wave by the time it contacts the major portion of the spray. Additionally

the wave has the entire chamber length to travel before it interrupts (if

it does) the production of monodisperse spray at the injector. If it does

not consume all the spray on the first pass, reflection from the face will

result in wave propagation down the chamber, back through spray which initially

resulted from monodisperse production. Another important reason for locating

the perturbation source at the throatand the manner of perturbation production,

(throat closure) is that such a disturbance can be accurately modelled analyti-

cally. By specifying only wave ram-type perturbations (u = o at throat for

some At) the computer model can accurately calculate the pressure produced.

Other methods such as blasting charges produce both overpressures and

reverse velocities which are extremely difficult to specify and model.

In any event, a considerable variation of experimental conditions and cor-

responding data can be input to the analytical models. The data itself will

be composed of: fully characterized initial conditions (uniform, monodisperse

spray), well defined perturbation source, pressure variation as a function of

time and space, and direct measurement of droplet diameters and velocity also

as a function of time and length. With these data, such items as burning and

breakup rates (from droplet diameters) and drag coefficients (from drop diam-

- .r and velocity) can be deduced. Further, pressure monitoring of the
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amplification or attenuation of the perturbation wave can determine the

range of conditions which lead to the onset of instability.

Photographic Requirements. It is evident that what makes the experiments

valuable is full knowledge of the initial conditions of the rocket and

suhseqent experimental determination of the droplet behavior in the chamber.

The fact that conditions are uniform (monodisperse, etc.) throughout the

chamber (one-dimensional flow) and initially well-defined facilitates the

observation of the droplets. But this observation must result in quantita-

tive data for use in the models. Thus, photographic techniques for measuring

dr, plet diameters and velocities must be used.

Photography within transparent rocket engines is not new; photographs

within such devices were taken as early as the 1950's. Rarely, however, has

ti.i photography been used for other than general observation or for streak

films useful for instability correlations. The distribution of drop sizes

and nonuniformity of the injection pattern has precluded the axial measure-

ment of drop diameters and velocity which are representative of the spray

field as a whole. Little yauntitative data in actual drop diameter and

velocity variation in a combustion spray flow field has been obtained. In

many cases photography was only possible when massive window purges were

used to remove propellant vapors that were occluding the windows. These

purges, in turn, destroyed any chance for one-dimensionality of the flow

field. Data frnm such photography, if obtained, cQ-ild not be used with a

-robust'on model to as,,.ertain burning rates, etc.
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Auk. These were the major factors that led to the selection of the monodisperse

spray flow field and of LOX and GB2 as the propellants. Photographic pro-

pertias of this propellant combination are excellent. Both GH2 and the

resultant combustion product H20 are transparent in the visible light

portion of the spectrum. Figure 4O presents the spectrum resulting from

c(mbustion of LOX and GB2 . No vapors exist that could physically occlude

th.ý field of view such as occurs with NTO-N 2 H4 propellant combinations.

Thus, no window purges are required and the one-dimensionality of the flow

field is retained.

Photographic Techniques. Photographic methods to achieve the required

measuremlents were investigated and fourd to be feasible. A tabular

sumary of possible methods and their use is presented in Fig. 41 .

Without doubt the results of Wruker and Ywtthews, Ref.109have shown the great

potential of holographic techniques. This is particularly so in that with

one hologram all of the rows of spniy may be studied. However, their work

does indicate problems with high spray density. This can be

overcome by utilizing a two-beam system, but this is fairly expensive to

build. Further, il the spray field is monodisperse and uniform then depth

of field problems are not as serious.

For this reason, to date, the experiments have utilized the Fastax camera

and strobe, spark shadowgraphy and the ballistic camera with a continuous
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light source to quantitatively determine the axial drop-diameter (due

to burning and/or breakup) and velocity variation of burning liquid oxygen

sprays under actual rocket conditions.

Spark shadowgraphy is similar to use of the strobe and Fastax except some-

what shorter duration times may be obtained with the spark and still pictures

may be taken. In practice, a drop of lO0,SA represents only -- of the
350

initial mass of the injected drop (720)4.). Thua, even if the minimum view-

able drop is iOOp., this represents over 95% of the lifetime of the droplet

and is more than sufficient to obtain the desired data. Further, some initial

an', ytical predictions presented- in the Results Section indicate that for a

typical test, C.R. - 12.3, over 14 inches of travel is required for the drop

to obtain a velocity of 100 feet/sec and some 17 inches to reduce to 100,A&,

in size. This represents the entire windowed section of the engine.

Some concern has been expressed over the ability to backlight a burning LOX

drop and accurately determine its diameter. Factors such as the steep gradients

in density between the LOX surface and combustion gas flow could distort the

light path and appear to enlarge the droplet over its actual size. If the

boundary layer around the drop were large (say equal to or greater tban the

drop radius) this might indeed be a problem, particularly if a flame of high

temperature -.ee also anchored around the drop't. Under convective conditions

however, as discussed in the review of the coupling ttrms, the flame is believed

Le s-'.ept into the wake and the boundary layer to be of negliglble thickness

(4 A* -41f the drop rad!ins). It is doubttul If Lhis would interfere with ihe
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accuracy of drop diameter determination. However, Lkis can be checked to

some degree by comparing the initial diameters under burning conditions to

those obtained under cold Iloy.

Appendix II presents the equations utilized for setting fi•m speeds, camera

locations, and magnification ratios, etc. The photographic setup varies

with subject (diameters or velocities) and the axial location of Interest,

Normal accuracy is taken to allow image movement on the fil2 of no more

than 10% of the diameter of the droplet.

ANALTrICAL PROGPAM

Sumnary of Development

Comparison of the experimental data obtained and the prediction of the models

is to be used for evaluation of the adequacy of expressions for the coupling

terms. The purpose of this section is to de3cribe how the experimental and

analytical programs will be used to make thiz evaluation. For this purpose

the generalized model was reduced to one-dimensional steady-state and tran-

sient forms and programmed for a digital computer. These reduced models were

programed in a flexible form so that the Important input parameters, which

control the coupling mechanisms, aopear in subroutin-s. The only unknowns

that appear in the programs are expressions for the coupling terms because

the models match the initial and bcrndary conditions of the eyperiment.
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Steaud-Sta'e Model. The steady-state combuntion model formulation is unique

in Lhat Iit allows either complete calculation specifying coupling terms a

priori, or direct input of the experimental data (drop diameter and velocity

as a function of axial length). For this purpose the model uses the experi-

mental data to bypass the droplet continuity equation (mass addition rate

coupling term) anid the droplet momentum aquation (drag force ccupling term).

Evaluation of the coupling terms is straightforward uhen the model is

combined with experimental data. First the experimentally determined drop

dLu~ete• (or radius, r) and velocity td as a !unction of axial distance,

x., allows the gas flow field to be accurately obtained through use of the

gas phase equations and the droplet energy equation. The only coupling

term that is required at this point is the droplet heating rate, and it is

of lesser importance thsn the other coupling terms for mass rate addition

and drag. This is because, as will ' shown, under steady-state conditions

LOX droplets rapidly heat to the "wet bulb" condition and thereafter remain

at near constant temperature (and density) until consumed. Thus, even if

the initial term used to describe the droplet heating rate is not entirely

accurate, it has only a minimal effect on evaluation of the other coupling

terms.

The need to consider expressions for these other terms has been eliminated

through usc _f the experimental data(to replace 2 of the 3 spray differential

conse7:wation equations). When the gas flow field has been determined, the

spray momentum equation (which was not initially utilized) and the experimental
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velocity data may be used for direct calculation of the drag force, *nd

hence, the drag coefficient. In turn, use of the spray continuity equation

(also not initially needed) and the experimental drop diameter variation

may be used for comparative evaluatioD of burniag rate expressions.

Throtgh repeated evaluations with various droplet heating rate expressions,

the data will allow determination of the most appropriate heating rate expression.

If droplet breakul occurs, it can be observed photographically and the

droplet axia'. variation still determined. Delineation of vaporization and

breakup coupling expressions is still possible because breakup will either

occur at some point downstream (allowing upstream correlation with vaporization

models) or can be eliminated by going to large contraction ratios (lower gas

velocities).

Transient Model. The trancient model, to be used to evaluate coupling-term

expressions for describing the onset and sustenance of combustion instability,

differs from previous models in that it allows for variations in droplet

number density, gas phase mixture ratio and/or molecular weight. Just as for

the steady-state evaluations: the model can be used with experimental data

directly input. However, the experimental data is time-varying and, therefore,

this approach is more difficult for this case. A better approach appears to be

the use of the best coupling terms determined from the steady-state evaluation

or other experiments and subsequently evaluating these terms by comparing model
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predictLons with the observed results for pressure wave growth or decay,

droplet velocities, diameters as a function of length for selected times,

and the observance (if it occurs) of the onset of breakup, etc.

In this manner the best expressions for the coupling terms can be determined.

Philosophy of the Model Formulations. The general equations of the vector-

tensor formulation presented earlier appear in what is known as the "divergence"

free" form. That is, the equations are written with no coefficients preceding

all differential operations aa they appear on the left hand side. This is a

result of deriving the equations from a "stationary control volume" viewpoint.

Removal of the continuity equation from the momentum and energy equations,

etc. results in the perhaps more familiar "following the fluid" form. Both

forms are Eulerian as the independent variables are taken as the field co-

ordinates and time. As far as the analytical derivation is concerned the

forms are identical; however, it can be shown, Ref.Jii0 and ll1, that the

divergence free format least for the gas phaso equations, is to be favored for

use in computing jump conditions across discontinuities in the absence of

viscosity. Further, although the gas phase equations were written for

convenience with the coupling terms appearing on the right hand side, it

is more computationally appropriate to replace them with the spray dif-

ferential operations. The coupling terms then appear only in the spray

phase equations. The latter equationsmay be reduced to the "following the

fluid" form with no loss of computational accuracy, i.e., droplet velocity,
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etc., does not undergo a finite Jump in calculating through a shock wave.

An example using the momentum equation is presented below.

From Equations (4) and (11) in the Flow Field Formulation Section it is clear

that the gas phase momentum equation could be written as

I: . + LL U _ + L) LA

and, further, the spray phase momentum equation may be written as

1 ( j u..,) + u i. .1j Fj

This was obtained by subtracting equation (2) from the expanded form of (4)

and the substitution:

In one-dimensional constant area, non-viscous steady-state flow the simplicity

of the gas phase form for computing discontinuities is evident, e.g., for gas

phase momentum.

d ( C Xn"LL &+ e~U 2" + 0

Therefore,

u + + P
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is conserved across all discontinuities. Similarly, for the spray phase

momentum,

and no loss of computational accuracy is incurred by writing the equation

in this form. The drop velocity does not exhibit a discontinuity.

&en when viscous effects are retained the divergence free form for the

gas phase equations is advantageous for numerical solutions by finite

difference methods. Consequently, all of the programmed gas phase equations

were initially written in this form and the spray phase equations were reduced

to their simplest form.

The following sections detail the development of the one-dimensional models

from the ganeralized formulation, and methods to evaluate the specified coupling

terms. One-dimensional models are far more convenient to use (and program)

than their multi-dimensional counterparts. Their use was made possible only

because the experimental device is designed to produce a corresponding flow

field.

Nonetheless, results obtainable from them pertaining to the coupling terms

can be subsequently applied to more complex multi-dimensional situations.

There are, of course, practical requirements also. The program outlined here

would be impossible in other than a one-dimensional framework. Sufficient

experimental data could not be obtained to specify all of the unkonwns in a
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multi-dimensional model and little information in a multi-dimensional system

could be directly deduced regarding variations of drop diameter, velocity, etc.,

with operating conditions. Subsequent evaluation of coupling term expressions

would not be possible.

Based on this philosophy, the one-dimensional programs az'e presented below.

The numerical techniques used in digital computation of the -rograms appear

in Appendix III and IV.

Steady-State Model

Development of the Steady,-State Formulation

The steady-state equations were reduced directly from the general formulation.

The area term, A, must be included. The one-dimensional reduction also

allowed direct integration of the gas phase, and certain spray phase, equations

which simplified the numerical analysis. Although in practice the equations

are normally used with only one initial drop group size (n - 1) and one spray

species, oxygen (j = 1) the equations as presented here (and were so programued

for) incorporate a range of initial droplet group sizes, n l...N, and various

spray propellant species, j - 1...J.

Spray Phase Equations - Parent Droplets

a) Droplet Number Concentration

Au n N n constant- W

J It

n- ,...N 6
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where W n= weight flowrate of jth species, nth initial dropletJo

group size injected at x = o

( Din).=th( diameter of oxidizer droplets injected, x - o, J. ni group.

5)j - liquid density of oxidizer droplets injected, x a o,

J, nth group

A = chamber cross-sectional area

b) Droplet Mass Continuity

.n n
ti d n. M- mJ,1.± -j I l... J d J - AIP

n = l.,

n
where m is the individual droplet mass and may be related to the

diameter, in the presence of temperature gradients within the drop,

or as simply as

- 'J

if the drop temperature is uniform.

c) Droplet Momentum

rri. U L
n: I...N J

where n

Tr-<\ d~
J -d
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d) Drcplet Ehergy

d,,; l...+ LATd

when Tjnmjn cannot be separated due to the presence of temperature

n n
gradients within the drop. The relationship between Tj and m

may be complex, depending on the heating rate model used; or

completely decoupled as

mj? uj5 ()2

CV)J

if the model considers the drop temperature to be uniform. It is
n

still necessary to calculate the entire drop enthalpy, HR from tke

temperature T n (which may vary within the drop) because the entire

drop energy is used in the particular form of the gas phase equations
n n

utilized. This may involve an integration of mj Cpj dT throughout the

drop, or if the temperature is uniform, be as simple asr)
14j- CI ... n l T

LL

where H is a reference enthalpy at temperature T3 i" It is given

as a function of pressure for that temperature so that, at whatever

n
pressure the integration is performed (i.e., effect on Cpj ), the

n n
proper H. for Tj and p is calculated.
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e) Droplet Wave Build-up

n Il... N I

As explained in the general formulation section, .U. is an

induction time to the onset of breakup, it allows n to reach

a value of 1 which corresponds to breakup. Both and theTj B.U.anth

n
rate of breakup Mj B.U. depend on the particular breakup model being

used and the critical W number. Breakup stops when this

number falls Lelow the critical value. It is further supposed that

if breakup occurs, the droplet has no memory of its history. This

is perhaps an over-simplificatn; however, in most situations when

breakup begins in a steady-state flow field tho critical value of
A We-- is usually continuously exceeded up to a point where droplet

drag and mass loss combine to produce a "critical" droplet dliameter

and relative velocity at which breakup abruptly ceases. It almost

never reoccurs within the combustion chamber.

f) Droplet Residence Time

J J -,;d T

is the flight time of the droplet from injector face to location x.
iT
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Gas Phase Nuationh

a) Local Mixture Ratio Equation

In the absence of strong concentration gradients, gas phase diffusion

is neglected. Further, in line with the previous discussion on coupl-

ing terms and chemical kinetics, the lr.tter phenomena is contained only

in the coupling terms. Bulk gas phase chemical kinetics are ignored

compared to droplet processes; in practice they are found to have rates

2 to 3 orders of magnitude greater than those involved in the droplet

dynamics. This is particularly true fcr the prop-lLants considered

here, L4X and ON2 , Ref. 112.

Thus vithg set equal to zero in Eq. (9) and under one -iimensional

considerstions,that equation may be formally integrated to the following.

Or m j ji
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whe re

= weight flow of gaseous oxidizer injected, note, it my be

part of hot gas, an from a staged combustion system that

injects fuel-rich preourner products into the main chamber.

F__m the mixture ratio of theme gases the amount of oxidizer

that sas utilized can be determined.

SfV We-ht flov, 3f gaseous fuel injected, note it may also be

part of injected, hot, combusted fuel-rich gas.

0

I Sumation over all injected oxidizer gas species.

o=1

ox

I Summation over all oxidizer spray species.

Jul

F

SI - Sumation over all injected gaseous fuel species.

Fuel

I • Suation over all fuel spray species.

V421

A/ Jn Weight flourate of injected spray - J, nth group.

No'te •.cr both species, Au N 12n Is a constant. Further, an aCn example, if
j J0

only liquid oxidier and gaseous ft-I is injected, then all terms vitnI
Puel 0,11

anti tre zero. If gaseous fuel and gaseous oxidizer alcng with sprays

*,r 9ne sces skre inje!cted it Is assumed that the g"eous In,jection Is



uniform and gaseous combustion is instantaneous, i.e., neglect of gas phase

kinetics. Although the injection of one of the propellants in its natural

gaseous state is coion, it is rare that same propeJ lant is also injected

as a liquid. It is coon, however, that an engine may operate on a staged

combustion cycle in which, say, all of the fuel and a small portion of the

oxidizer are combusted in preburners (used to supply hot gas to the turbine-

pumps) and the remainder of the oxidizer is injected in the liquid state

and burned with this fuel-rich, hot, combustion gas in the main chamber. In

such a case the Wo and •f are the initial species of this hot gas, thAt is

all the W and a portion of the may form the burned products, H2 0 for

example. In such a case it is necessary to consider the initial species to

perform proper calculation of the mixture ratio. Should it occur that an

appreciable portion of both oxidimr and fuel species are injected in the

gaseous state, then this model is not sufficiently accurate to handle this

case (i.e., a gas-gas rocket). Such cases are rarely injected uniformly and

mixing considerations (hence a multi-dimensional model) are impcrtant.

In the case of hot combustion gas injection (staged cycle) the model is

adequate as long as it refers to the initial amount of oxidizer and fuel and

performs proper calculation of the proportioa of mass, momentum and eniergy

assignel to each.

b) Global Continuity

A, e

.. , ,) J

Y•-&T7 
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U>~ ~ I ._,i° I Nl

total propellants injected

c) Global Momentum

Aj- M" U"J ,

4 AP

r,(A' fJ• •,,°

AC~1 A

t~ ~'(dA\ CJý AcrMd

-. (,+t) PAj+ • a

,d16
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--total momentum of propellants injected

where

r~' 41 JUS/3 and involves invocation of the Stokes criteria in

the absence of better data for reacting gases.

uf - velocity of injected gaseous fuel

u0 - velocity of injected gaseous oxidizer

n th
uj -_ velocity of injected droplets J, n groupt

Viscosity is retained to add a smoothing effect to the digital computation;

although for this case, steady-state analysis, its presence is negligible.

Again, if the injected gaseous species result from staged cycle combustion,

Uf o UO.
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d) Global. Riergy

-I-I

J o0

At IIA /

o44 + tq

Fue
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,.Total Injected Energy

where

H = enthalpy of the reacted gas, sensible + chemical,

T. L

and is provided from tables discussed later.

and

T = gas temperature

Li = mass fraction of species i

, provided from tables.

Hi = enthalpy of species i

0
Hf i = heat of formation of species i at the standard of temperature TOP

and pressure, 1 atm

Cpi = Specific heat of species i

Ho = Enthalpy of injected gaseous oxidizer

Hf = Enthalpy of injected gaseous fuel
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H n sensible + chemical (if any)enthalpy of spray, J, nth

group. It may involve integration of the temperature

gradient throughout the drop if one exists.

H Jn = enthalpy of injected spray, J, n thgroup. It is a
n

function of the injected temperature, TJ o'

and pressure only, since the initially formed spray is

assumed to have no internal droplet temperature gradient.

,' (.

and

k = thermal conductivity of reacted gas

= gas diffusion rate of species i into all other species.

For consistency4 wio- 0 so that

.d T
C dX

only. This is in agreement with the mixture ratio equation.

The enthalpy of the injected propellants musl be related to the st.indard

reference conditions. In this program the JANI standard is utilized; the

enthalpy of the "dead state elements" at 537*R, 1 atm pressure is identically

zero. For this case gaseous 02 and H2 at this point have zero enthalpy. All

liquid spray reference enthalpies must reflect this fact and have negative

values. Further, the heats of formation of all products and constituents other
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Sthan the dead state elements (for which H fi is zero) are evaluated on the

basis that heat release (exothermic reaction' is considered to be negative

in value.

The injected gas enthalpies can be related to their incoming temperature if

they are injected separately. If they are injected as part of staged cycle

combustion gas at some mixture ratio, temperature and pressure, then the

enthalpy for that gas can be determined from the tables discussed later and

Rf and Ho are assigned that value.

e) Equation of State

RT_

where R is the universal gas constant

Mi = molecular weight of species i

Subroutines Utilized in the Steady State Program.

a) Combustion properties table

Throughout the gas phase equations the variables H. e, T, Mi, etc.,

have been used. Obviously, these and other variables depend on the

actual constituents of the multi-component, reacting gas. As for

example, the density of the gas as calculated from the equation of
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state depends on the total gas molecular weight. Now under the assumption,

which has been used, of bulk gas phase equilibrium, all gas phase parameters

may be expressed in terms of any three independent variables. The most

logical of these are the following. Specification of C, p and H, or

C, p and T provide all other variables. Since both H and T are required in

the calculations (T is often the parameter most useful in the coupling term

expressions) and the temperature is a monotonic function of H, the most

convenient form of property tables to provide gas phase data was determined

to be a set using various combinations of C and p as the entrance parameters.

C, p

Hi - Enthalpy of species i

L) - Mass weight fraction of species i

H - Total enthalpy W IHi

T - Temperature

M - Molecular weight of species Ii

M - Total molecular weight u ___

i Mi

S - Entropy

Cpi - Constant pressure specific heat - species i

C p - Total specific heat 7 W iCpi

A - Viscosity

k - Thermal conductivity

a - Shifting speed of sound

cp
Yf - Frozen ga~ma - cv LnP c

- - Shifting ga- c
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Thus the tables for a given C and p may be searched for either a given H or

T and when found, double interpolation within the tables provides all the

required gas phase data. Obviously since C, p and H are determined from

equations which are inter-related with the other gas phase variables, the

processes of solution involving the tables and the equations are iterative.

The tables are based on equilibrium propellant composition of ideal gases.

The mixture ratio provides the ratio of fuel to oxidizer present, pressure

and enthalpy complete the requirements needed to specify a state point.

For the most part at the temperatures considered, usually greater than

000*R, the assumption of ideal gases is %,alid. Below this, for the very

fuel-rich, low temperature gases near the injector face, adjustments for

real gas effects have been made. Viscosity for the gas mixture is based on

Wilkek method, Ref.113, and the thermal conductivity is found by the modified

&icken's method, also Ref. 113.

Computation of the tables is based on a Rocketdyne standardized n-propellant

equilibrium composition program, which in turn Is an outgrowth of the original

work of HuffRef. 30. Because the tables are used in the solution method,

extreme accuracy in interpolation is required. For this reason the tables are

extensive in nature, requiring interpolation only over a very small range of

values; over 55,000 data points are contained in the tables for 02 -

'!ombustion products.
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By setting the mixture ratio C - to zero and infinity, the

tables can also provide the properties of the pure gaseous fuel

and pure gaseous oxidizer injected. 'me asme •s also true of

injected staged cycle fuel-rich combustion gas.

b) Stagnation properties computation

The computation of equilibrium stagnation properties can be

rigorously done only through use of the tables. It is assumed

that the stagnation pressure, etc., one would measure with a

probe would result from an isentropic, fully shifting flow

process. Hence S (x) u S( x) and, of course, the mixture ratio

between static and stagnation is the same.

If C, H, p, T, S, u, etc. are known at the static flow point, then

2
u

Ha at stagnation - H + -J

and S S

Calculation of the stagnation point properties utilizes the same

tables but with a different interpolation technique. Hence, for

the known C and various assumed pressures a search of the tables

under the constraint of known B5 is commenced until Sa a S is

*etermlned. This determines the stagnation pressure and other

propertles.
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Iu practice the maximum static tempereture deviation of the

combustor flow field from stagnation is normally about 5%,

re~ching a maximum of less than 20% at the engine throat.

Hence the composition of the static gases is often little

different from the stagnation gases. Hence W is-X Wi

and Cps Z Cp. Then to a first approximation

aI-

and T. can be approximated directly. P then follows fromPS:-?
P

In actuality this latter equation is also correct for reacting

gas isentropic processes if shifting gama, Y , Is used. How-

ever, since Ta in this equati. vas determined from frozen gas

considerations, consistency requires the usp of Yf in determin-

ing P". Values found from this equation differ little from the

more rigorous table calculation. The error is proportioaal to the

order of the much number squared.

c) Spray properties

A set of properties relating to the spray must also be provided.

In addition, properties of the file around the droplets are also

required. This latter set may be dependent on the particular
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droplet burning, etc., model being utilized. Hence the spray

properties can be subdivided ato two cotagories. Drop properties

and film properties.

Drop Properties

- Density of liquid droplet as function of tuperature
J

and pressurep Table.

n
Cp _ Constant pressure specific heat of the liquid,a

again a function of temperature and pressure,

Table.

Hj - -)p molecular weight

n
PV or -v Vapor pressure of dror apor, or the mole

fraction of drop vapor at its surface. This

is a function of drop temperature and total

pressure, Table or Eq.

Hv - The difference between the liquid enthalpy and

vapor enthalpy at a given droplet temperature and

total pressure, Table or Bq.

These properties are for re-l substances and must be input as

such. In partit-ular, the effects of total pressure, I.e., the
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presence of other ases, must be consdered in the computation

n n
of X,$ or 8 5, ,. These parameters will not have the same

values as if the spray were vaporizing only into its ovn vapors.

Normally to calculate the effects of total pressure on such

variables, an equation of state most be sesumed and fugacity

relations used. For LK-hydrogen the Sedlich-tong Squation

of State was used and the methods of Ref.U13 and 115 determined the

variation of vapor pressure and "heat of vapt-rization" with

total pressure in the presence of other gases. The effect vas

found to be small at pressures low compared to the critical

pressure of LK, 737 Pais.

Film rortie

Most droplet burning models, etc., utilize equations which require

specifications of mean film properties arourA tkw droplet. TLi

actual specification process depends on the model being used but in

general the following parameters are important.

n
Tf Mean film temperature betveen drop surface and bulk

ccbusting gas, .

n
Y - Film mole fraction of drop vapor, k.

n

-f Film molecular weight, Sqt.

n

n Fim dtns7ty, sq.
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n

*k V - Vapor thermal conductivity at film conditions, Table

n,• - Vapor viscosity at film conditions, Table

nPvf - Vapor specific heat at film conditions, Table

C - Film specific heat - includes effect of external gas

at film conditions, Eq.

n

•Af - Viscosity of film, Eq.
J

n
kf - Thermal conductivity of film, Eq.

lw- - Film diffusion coefficient, Eq.

The actual equation for most of these variables dependson the model

used. Hence they will be discussed more fully in the Results Section

where a specific model was used for analytical calculation. in

additi.on there are other nondimensional grcoupin-gs that usually occur

such as the Nusselt mass and heat transfer correlations. These

utilize the film properties. The specific correlation used depends

on the model, most oZ'ten, as has been mentioned, it is Ranz and Marshall's.

228 
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d) Coupling Terms

The coupling term expressions involvz models for droplet evaporiza-

tion, heating~breakup and drag. Various expressions may be used

and as a consequence the portion of the program that calculates the

coupling terms when they are specified a priori is subroutinized

to allow efficient interchange of a number of models. Equations

and results of predictions using a specified set of models for the

coupling terms are presented in the Results Section.

3oundary Conditions for the Steady-State Program.

a) Chamber geometry

The model utilizes, as an input, the cross-sectional area of the

combustor from the injector to the throat. The chamber

geometry most often used was that corresponding to the experimental

hardware.

b) Spray input parameters

W 0 - Injection mass flowrate of J, nth group, may be fuel and/or

oxidizer

n
T - Injection drop temperature

n
u - Injection drop velocity calculated from

# 'I
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where

C - Initial liquid density

Ainj - Area of spray injection orifices

n
D - Initial drop diameterJo

All of these parameters may be arbitrarily specified for computer

runs or may be obtained directly from measurements made during the

operation of the experimental device,

c) Gas phase input parameters

wox - Gaseous oxidizer injected flowrate

w f - Gaseous fuel injected flowrate

T - Temperature gaseous oxidizer injected
o

Tf - Temperature gaseous fuel injected

H ,Hf - Enthalpies of injected gaseous propellants
obtain from Tables for C, p and T

p - In absence of experimental data the pressure at the

injector face can be closely estimated from shifting

characteristic velocity data.

A K
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a where c* provided from Tablesp is the shifting characteristic

velocity dependent on propellant type, mixture ratio and pressure.

and +

This assumes 100% efficiency and no stagnation pressure loss

from the injector to the throat. This is usually suffic.'nt for

the first guess: the actual pressure is found by iterative

procedure. Various injection pressures are assumed until the

velocity of the burned gas is sonic at the nozzle throat.

Experimental data alleviates this problem.

uf - Injected gaseous fuel velocity found from

u - Injected gaseous oxidizer velocity found from
0a

ea

and the densities, 6, c, are found from the equation of state.

Note that for both the velocity and temperatures if the injected

gas is from staged cycle combustion products, To a Tf and uf = uof

S+ W - flowrate of injected gas and the enthalpy is found from

the tables at the proper mixture ratio. The velocity is determined

from continuity of the entire injected hot gas.
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Utilization of the Steady-State Program and cperimental

Data to Evaluate the Coupling Term

It is evident from the description of the model presented thus far that it

may be utilized as a separate entity. Specification of proper boundary condi-

tions and use of presently existing expressions for the coupling terms allows

analytical predictions regarding the performance of proposed engine design,

etc. However, the validity of those predictions will depend greatly on the

accuracy of the terms used to describe the coupling procespes. It is with

the evaluation of these terms that this contract is most concerned. In this

respect the model is most efficiently used, not with a priori specification

of coupling terms, but with direct spray data supplied from the experimental

program.

SSpecification of Gas Phase Flow Field. Reference to the steady state spray/

n n

gas conservation equations reveals that the coupling terms are mJvap, mj B.U.,
n
n and jn. No coupling terms appear in the gas phase equations, in fact

only the droplet mass, mjn, velocity, u n, and enthalpy Hjn, appear as variables;

recall that (A ujn Njn) is a constant everywhere. It would be desirable to be

able to provide mjd, uyn, and Hjn directly to the gas phase equations without

"n * n n
having to specify equations for mjvap, mj B.U., Cdj - If this were possible

then the gas flow field p, e , 1, H(T) could be very accurately calculated

without worry as to the validity of expressions used to supply mass, momentum

and energy to the gas. It is necessary to have accurate description of the

gas flow field because the gas flow field parameters cannot be provided by

the experiment. The coupling t-.rms expressions and hence evaluation of them
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depend not only on the droplet spray parameters, such as diameter, velocity,

etc., which the experiment can provide, but also on the gas phase compositions

and conditions as well. Both flow fields must be adequately specified to

allow evaluations.

Now mjrn depends only on the diameter of the drop and the temperature gradient

within it, which in turn specifies the density variation. If the drop tempera-

ture is uniform, for example,

n ir

and Cj n depends only on chamber pressure and the drop temperature. The drop

velocity, u, n, is even simpler. All parts of the drop, regardless of density

gradient, move at the same velocity. The drop enthalpy (or its equivalent,

temperature) may be uniform throughout the droplet or it may also be a function

of the gradient existing within the drop.

n

In actuality the gas flow field is really only sensitive to m . This is the

only drop variable in the mixture ratio equation, which determines C, and also

the only drop variable in the global continuity equation, which is used to deter-

mine the gas velocity~u (refer to the computer flow charts in Appendix I1i . The
n n

momentum equation contains both mj and uj but is nearly insensitive to bothIn n
parameters as very large variations in either mn or u n (hence C and u) are

required to alter the pressure in the constant area section of the chamber.

Hence, p, determined from this equation, remains nearly constant in the chamber

prior to nozzle convergence. In the global energy equation, the effect of the

chemical heat of formation of the combustion products reflected in H, completely
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n
masks the effects of H J regardless of the mass flowrate of the drops. This

reflects the fact that less than 3 - 5% of the gas energy is used in heating

the droplets to a wet bulb temperature. Consequently H (and the gas temperature)

depend almost solely on the mixture ratioequation, and to some extent, the gas

velocity. Density of the gas follows directly from the equation of state, which

again is influenced primarily by the mixture ratio and continuity equations, since

they exert the controlling influence on H (or T) and p is nearly constant.

As a consequence, since the momentum equation is relatively unimportant compared

to the other equatiom (p - constant), the mixture ratio and continuity equations

primarily determine the gas flow field. And these equations are entirely de-
n

pendent,in turn, on mj . Thus if this parameter is adequately specified, slight

errors in unn or H only negligible propagate into the prediction of the gas

flow field.

It is of course, important to also accurately determine u n and H n, since these

spray parameters are directly involved in evaluating the coupling terms. However

the discussion above was presented in order to show that slight measurement errors

in u and H would not directly compound problems in preventing prediction of

the gas flow field.

The equations presented thus far appear somewhat burdensome in that they are

written in general form to handle multi-species and drop sizes. When used with

the experimental data, which provides monodisperse liquid oxygen spray burning

in co-currently injected GH2 , the parameters J and n in the model are set equal
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to one, eliminating all summation terms. Furthermore WO is zero and
F 1

f

Because the experiment does provide monodisperse spray, photographic techniques

provide the axial variation of droplet diameter and velocity which is representa-

tive of the flow field as a whole. Breakup, should it occur will be photographic-

ally visible as will the plane of droplet burnout. The primary input to the

analytical mode, however, is DLOX and uLox as a function of the axial length, x.

Thus the spray velocity, one of the desired inputs to the gas phase equations

is directly provided. This completely eliminates the need to use the droplet

momentum equation. A prior specification of Cd is neither necessary nor

required.

Computation of mj and Rn is not nearly so simple, but is still straightforward.
n

m inis dependent, as discussed previously, only on the droplet diameter and

droplet density (density gradient if it exists). The droplet diameter is

directly supplied from the experimental data, but unfortunately the droplet

temperature ( hence density and enthalpy) cannot be determined experimentally.

Although the spray data allows elimination of the droplet momentum and droplet

continuity equations, it does not allow elimination of the spray energy equation.

This latter equation is necessary to calculate the droplet temperature and

n n
density variation needed to compute a and H •

As a consequence the only coupling term that is required a priori is a model

for Q The important point to be considered is how greatly does the computation
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of mn differ with various coupling term models for Qn As discussed, x

must be accurately determined to provide the gas phase flow field. The droplet

heat!ing and vaporization rate for liquid oxygen in gaseous hydrogen is rapid

compared to most other propellants. This is primarily due to the physical

properties of each constituent, such a Cp and k, etc. Liquid oxygen may

be imagined to heat by either of two extremes: (1) the droplet has a finite

therrmal conductivity and hence heats by internal temperature gradtents,

(2) the droplet has a large internal circulation caused by convective flow

and hence the thermal conductivity is large and the droplet temperature is

uniform.

In the first case typical models for such phenomena, such as Grossman's or

Agosta's, Ref. 65, predict that the interal droplet temperature remains

nearly uniform (at the injection condition) with rapid vaporization, i.e.,

surface wet bulb conditions, carrying off the bulk of heat penetrating the

surface layers of the drop. In the second case, as Fig. 4 of the Results

show, LOX droplets very rapidly reach a wet bulb condition and thence rxmin

at near constant temperature and density for the remainder of their lifetimes.

Hence if LOX were injected at J l5"OR its density would be about 73 lbs/cu ft,

but if heated to wet bulb conditions, (215"R for the example shown) its density

would decrease to -j63 .b/cu ft, a difference of some 15%. This would be the

maximum difference in density and hence the maxiAmu difference between the
n

methodd in predicting m, . nhis is clearly not acceptable accuracy.
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It is fortunately relatively easy to determine which of these heating models

is applicable to LOX. In the former case the droplet diameter would con-

tinuously decrease. However, in the latter case of uniform heating, the

droplet diameter initially grows, then decreases, as in Fig. 2 in the

Results Section. This is due to expansion, heating initially being greater

than vaporization. Observation of the drop diameter during the experimental

operation will determine the proper type of model to use.

Since the various models representing each extreme predict very nearly the

same result (relative to their extreme) determination of the proper extreme

is sufficient. It is unlikely that there is a regime between the two because

only suall amounts of internal circulation are required to produce uniform

heating. Further, in a strong convective flow field, such as the combustion

process with a rocket, it is difficult to imagin a droplet in which strong

circulating currents are not induced. Surface shear reTqires such a phenomena

to occur. There is also considerable experimental evidence for such an event

as discussed in the coupling terms review.

In the presence of uniform drop heating, considered the most likely model to

apply, the mount of mas remaing by the time the deansity has reaahed its

final constant value is narly 70%0, Fig. 43. This is a fortunate result (and

one of the reasons for choosisg the propellant coubination); if slight errors

are made in predicting the heat-up rate of the droplet to the vet bulb condi-

tion using such a model, it will have only a ainor effect on predicting the

gas phase flow In the mass of the drop. This Is so because the heat up rate

occurs during the portion of the droplets lifetime that its tct.1 mss and W.ass

rate loss is low.
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For this reason the droplet heating rate is of lesser importance than the

o her coupling terms. And if the initial term used for that expression is

at first not entirely accurate, it has only a miniml effect in determining

either the gas phase flow or in allowing evaluations of the other, more

important coupling expre3sions.

Evaluation of the Important Cou!pling Term !Spressions. Having established

tnat with experimental data ana somewhat Insensitive analytical modeling (the

spray energy equation) it is possible to accurately establish the gas phase

"Low field, it is now necessary to deduce from this information the methods to

evaluate the coupling terms.

a) Drag Coefficient

With the gas flow field now diterained., the spray momentum equation

(which has not been utilized) aind the experimental data allow direct

calculation of the drag force and consequently the drag coefficient.

The spray momentum equation is

tod l e "- ox°

Nov both ui. and a are known as a function of length, ;Ox d1rectly
ox C

frou the experimental data and aox frou Dox and the spray ener-y equa-

.1o (yielding density). Hence P ox is Urectly calculated, from this

e;•.ustion, end prescribed as 0 function of" chambe. length (i.e., flow

i n •u "n

(R-6--
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In this equation es u and p are knovn as functions of iength from

the gaW phase flov calculation, Dox, of course, is determined

directly from the expe'riment. The only unknown is Cd and it can

be directly calculated.

The drag coefficient is usually thought t be a function of relative

Re and perhaps density loading (sheltering effects). The calcvlztion of

as a function of chamber lenrth is straightforvard, all values are

known. Similarly, the density loading (D.L.) at any point

D.L. AtAie ox'

Is easily deteruined since A uox N - constant and all other

variables have been determined.

Cd my then be plotted as a P~ct.-- --- Re or D.L. or various combi-a-

tions of both and the best dependence of Cd on Lthese and cther param-

eters (Mich No..,etc4 determined. A number of steady state rlrings with

different contraction ratlos, D.L., etc., vill allow a sufficient

variation of parameters to determine the functior1 dependence of

Cd over a wide range of operating conditions.

b) VaporiLation (&zring) Rate M4.dels

Evviluation of this coupling terYm va *Is determined In a sai1lar

manner to the evaluation of Cd. The spray continuity eqiation (agaln
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- not used until this yoint is

Both uox and mox as functions of x are known, hence ;,,,ap is

determined as a function of chamber length and conditions. It

is important to use this data only upstream of breakup so that

can be de!'nested from mox.U etc. Breakup considerations

can also be elimina4pd by using data obtained at larger contraction

ratios (lower gas velocities).

Obtaining moxvan as a function of length does not immediately

yie.d fvncttozml relationsnip as is thIe case with Cd. The vaporiza-

tion rate is comploxly Aependent on many variibles, as wsa shown for

the different models presented in the coupling term review. However,

the only variables on which the vaporization rate can be dependent are

the dron 1i td and vapor properties, the spray parameters, and the

gas flow field parameters. These variables are all known and all

parameters, which may enter into the vaporization rate calculation,

.uch as Nusselt numbers and film properties are all dependent on, and

functions of these known variables. Consequently various existing

models for OXvap are computed and the results directly compared to the

experimentally determined mO vap. In this manner the most appropriate

vaporizatlcn rate model is delineated. Should none of the existing

models yield sufficiently accurate comparisons to the expprimeLtal

burning rate, the information obtained by raking the comparison will

allow ntw and better formulations to be derivad.
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c) Droplet Breukup Rate Models

Evaluation of this coupling term is also possible. If such a

phenomena occurs it can be observed photographicslly by noting

the occurrence of shearing of the drop surface layers. Under

such conditions the remaining droplet diameter (or volume) axial

variations can be experimental4y determined. This droplet mass

variation now depends upon both parent droplet breakup and vapori-

zation. The sheared off droplets are normally so small (in the

micron or submicron range) that they cannot be singularly observed

and vaporize almost immediately upon formation. Having determined

the vaporization rate from previous correlations, this predicted

mass loss can be subtracted from the measured mass loss occurring

under breakup conditions. The remaining was loss is then due

solely to the break-up rate, that is

and m can be computed. Further correlation is then the same
OX 3B.U.

method as used for •iO . This method does assume that the massO~vap
loss mechanisms can be superimposed; however the breakup rate is

usually faet compared to the vapcrization rate and under such conditions

OXBU > moxvap, and

only.
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d) Droplet Heating Rate Models

Unlike all the other coupling models it is necessary to specify

a priori a model for this phenomena. Specification of such models

and the results of comparing extremes of proposed models have been
n

discussed as they concern the calculation of the w and hence the

gas flow field. Having once selected the proper extreme (non-

uniform or uniform heating) through experimental observation, the

droplet heating rate at least for subcritical pressure conditions,

was shown to be of lesscr importance than the other coupling

mechanisms. However, it is desirable to have an accurate model

for this phenomena. In almost all expressioas describing the

heat up rate, most of the parameters used in calculating the

other coupling terms are present. Thus having once obtained the

first estimatecf the other coupling terms an iteration of these

terms into the chosen heating rate expression can be performed.

Should this significantly change the heating rate then further

iterations involving all the coupling terms and experimental data

will be performed to determine the best expressions for all coupling

mechanisms.

This process may also be accomplished for various droplet heating

rate expressions; iterative analysis with the experimental data

will allow determination of the most consistent total set of coupling

term expressions. It is not, however, expected that the resulting
.fl

expressions for Cd and mj will differ significantly from their

initial determination.
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Numerical Analysis of the Steady-State Programs

Numerical analysis of the steady-state program for digital computer computation

was relatively straightforward. Primarily the trapezoidal integration formula

was used for the set of ordinary differential equations.

In practice it was found that the viscous terMZx.,for the steady-state case

was of negligible importance. It was subsequently dropped from the gas phase

computations. The heat conduction term also proved to be of somewhat minor

importance, but of considerably greater magnitude than the effects of

Consequently, terms pertaining to q in the energy equation were retained.

A complete description of the numerical methods used for the steady-state

program appears in Appendix III Block diagrams for both versions of the

programs are presented. A description of Rocketdyne's computing facilities

is presented in Appendix V.

Transient Model

Development of the Non-steady Formulation

As with the steady-state model the transient equations were reduced directly

from the general formulation. Again, recall that the area term A must be

included. Because of the non-steady inclusion of the formulation the one-

dimensional reductionis do not allow direct integration of any of the equations;

the complete partial differential formulation was retained. Also, the equations

as presented below incorporate a range of droplet initial group sizes, n, and
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various spray propelY'ant species, J., and though they were programmed with

this form they are primarily used in practice with n and J = 1. Many of

the variables are defined the same as those for the steady-state case, hence

where this is so the definition will not be repeated.

Spray Phase Equations - Parent Droplets

a) Droplet Number Concentration

~(AN~'
n=l...N 

-

b) Droplet Mass Continuity

- r,-rr'\ -4

n=l... N

where mi , the droplet mass may again be a complex relation with the

droplet diameter, or given as simply as

?v~-IT (D

if the drop temperature is uniform.

c) Droplet Momentum

A L• A -- -. - 01,

n=l...N t
n

and Fj is still given as

1-3X
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d) Droplet Energy,

_-1.._6 4+ )+ u
n.l... N

= r~~~~svat÷ rd1,u•,

C?
enTf n m n cannot be separated due to the presence of temperature

gradients within the drop. On the other hand if the droplet heats

uniformly, then the equation becomes

rr + '•n U 6rnms .. ... s c.y-

Again it is still necessary to calculate the entire drop enthalpy,

HJn, because that term is used in the gas phase transient equation.

The relation between Hi and T n is as in the steady-state case.

e) Droplet Wave Build-up
~3• U.u 6(_._. = •,,

n --l ... S N t j fij LAr . .
J=l...J w

The same assumptions regarding e critical values are used

here as in the steady-state case.

f) Droplet Residence Timenn •( ''

For the transient case V j T calculates residence time as a function

of conditions existing at a specified tIme. Only in steady-state does

it actually "track" the drop.
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Gas Phase Evuations

a) Local Mixture Ratio Equation

Although stronger concentration gradients can develop in the transient

case than in steady-state operation, the corresponding gas phase con-

vective velocity gradients are also larger and still tend to mask the

effects of gas phase diffusion. Hence 5 is set equal to zero in the

mixture ratio equation. In line with previous discussion, chemical

kinetic effects are relegated to the coupling terms and are considered

of negligible effect once mixed into the bulk gas. Thus the one-dimensional

mixture equation is obtained by summing over all species equations, and is

where of course C is the mixture ratio and initial conditions for the

gas and spray phases are discussed later, and V - e The reason for

substituting a single parameter for Q)u was for ccmptational purposes.

As is discussed in Appendix IV, the continuity and momentum equations were

solved s imultaneously.
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b) Global Continuity

SA (A e -+ 'j (AU mr9

c) Global Momentum

lz

4 )I( U
C)Y

Here the viscous term is more important than in the steady-state

case. It does little to alter the final answer, but it adds a

smoothing effect to the digital computation in the presence of steep

waves.

d) Global Energy
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where t

PA

and this artifice was used to enable the term - to be put

into the derivatives on the left hand side to simplify numerical

analysis of the equations. Definitions of the terms are the same

as for the steady-state case. All enthalpies are referenced to

JANNAF data as previously discussed; boundary conditions, discussed

later, specify the amounts and form of the injected gas, i.e., fuel,

oxidizer or staged cycle combustion products.

e) Equation of State

P RT ]
Subroutines Utilized in the Transient Program.

a) Combustion properties tables

Identical to the tables of the steady-9tate program.

b) Stagnation properties computation

Identical to the method used in the steady-state program.

c) Spray proper, -"

The drop pro., .. e identical to the steady-state case; the film

properties if other than quasi-steady models are used. The

latter Is : cussed in the context of a specific model.



d) Coupling terms

As in the steady-state formulation when coupling terms are

specified a priori, that portion of the program which utilizes

expressions for them is subroutinized to allow efficient inter-

change of models. Although the droplet dynamic physical processes

during instability are in essence the same type of phenomena as in

the steady-state case, i.e., droplet vaporization, heating, breakup

and drag, etc., the quasi-steady assumptione may not be valid and

more general and complex coupling term expressions may be necessary

for describing unstable combustion. Effects such as flashing,

micro-mixing of vapors, etc., are included in what is called droplet

vaporization. Very simplified models were used for checkout of the

transient program and these will be discussed in the Results Section.

Boundary and Initial Conditions for the Transient Program.

Unlike the steady-state program the transient model computation requires both

initial and boundary conditions.

Initial conditions must be specified at t o, for all x from x c (injector

face) to x - L (nozzle throat). Boundary conditions are required at the injector

face, x - o, (mass influx) and nozzle throat for all t (no downstream boundary

condition is required for the spray as it burns out at random locations and its

movement is controlled by the gas flow field).

All initial condition- are supplied l'-' the steady-state program data (which may

in turn havr resulted directly froom experimental data). In all aspects, the
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steady-state model is as rigorous in formulation as is the transient program and

utilizes the same spray and gas property tables. .'he steady-state program is

aso designed to provide direct card punciied inpi't to the transient model.

Following input of the initial conditions the transient computer program is -un

for several time steps with no initial perturbation. This insures that the

steady-state input is compatible with that finally predicted by the transient

program as it settles to a steady-state solution. To insure compatibility the

steady-state limit of the coupling terms in the transient program must be the

same as t-n the steady-state model. Further, although some differences in numerical

technique are inevitable, to avoid long compuitatioral times for the transient model

to "settle out" to its own steady-state solution, and to avoid significant dis-

crepancies from its final predicted steady-state solution Lad the input condition

from the steady-state model, it is imperative thr: the two modek be as identical

and compatible as posrtble. It was primarily for this reason that the new steady-

state model was developed. Subsequent tests reported in the Results Secticn have

shown that, using the same coupling terms, virtually no difference exists between

the input zondition and the final steady-state flow field predicted by letting t4ne

transient model run under a no-perturbed condition.

a) Chamber geometry

When ccmpar!.sons are made to the experimental data, the a.ctual hardware

gecmetrv is used. However, for model checkout purposes, a shortened

arbitrary zhamber geometry vas used. C_ ross-sectlonal area of the .om-

!'ustor a3 a Pantion of length was supplied.



b) Spray input parameters

Initial Conditions - spray

n - Droplet diemeter as a function of length, J, nth group.Dj

u - Droplet velocity as a function of length
n

N - Drop number concentration as a functicn of length. Note the

steady-state program has no problem tn computing this variable,

since in steady operation

Auj N known constant

and the equatior can be used to solve for N n

T The droplet temperature (or tAemperature gradient) from the spray
J I

energy equation used in the steady-state program, as a function of

axial length.

n
M1 The droplet mass, function of length and obtained from steady-

state program depenCidng on the relationship used et'ween Djn and n

H n Te droplet enthalpy, function of length and agaln dependen, :n

droplet heating model.

S,. droplet wave build-up parameters - malues given fro droplets

I•hrcugho•.t the chamber.

Droplet residence tires frrm !_nrction, spezified f-r all i-roplets

in chanb-er.



Boundary Conditions - spray

Boundary conditions for a transient program can be quite complex

depending on the degree of interaction allowed with the manifolding

supply system. Feed sysoem effects can be of overwhelming importance.

Alternatively the system may be designed with close coupled high

pressure drop devices (sonic or cavitating venturis, etc.) which

essentially eliminates feed system fluctuations. Since the experi-

mental hardware was designed in this manner and because the frequen-

cies of interest are high (>1500 cps), the mass flowrate injection

of spray will be considered constant. Boundary conditions for the

spray then are )at x = o, all t.

Sn 0= Injection mass flowrate of J, nth g;•up, consideredNJo

to be constant for all t.

uj 0 = Initial injection velocity of drops

where ,
Sn

/ J o Injection density of spray, which can vary with the

oscillating chamber pressure

Ainj Area of spray injector orifices

Note that even though n is constant un)o may vary slightly.
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T n Initial droplet temperature. Tie initial droplet tempera-jo

ture is always uniform because the supplied liquid that forms

the spray has a uniform temperature.

D n Initial droplet diameter formed. It may well depend onJo

the actions of the wave and the injected jets. However,

first assumptions, until experimental data is available is

that the distribution and size of droplets follows that

determined for the steady-state program.

N o The initial number concentration of n, j drops injected

~A U

J ,o

n
and this parameter depends on the specification of DJo

nand the effect of pressure on uj o"

n

m The initial droplet mass. It is equal to

since the initial droplet temperature is uniform. Hence

n
it depends on the variation of (Dj ) with time.

H Jn The droplet initial enthalpy. Since the drop temperature

is uniform, so is its enthalpy and it is simply related to

the drop temperature.

n; nB. - No boundary conditions
T j B.U.

n Always equal to zero at x - o.
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c) Gas phase input parameters

As for the spray parameters, the transient model computation also

requires both initial and boundary conditions for the gas variables.

Because the formulation it for a finite domain both upstream and down-

stream boundary conditions on the gas phase are required.

Initial Conditions - Gas

The entire gas phase flow field must be specified as an initial

condition. This involves

C - Mixture ratio

H - Gas enthalpy

S- Gas density

u - Gas velocity

-- aT - Gas temperature

p - Gas pressure

LO i - Gas composition

.t&, k, etc. Gas physical properties

These are all provided by the steady-state program in combination with

the gas phase combustion properties tables.

Boundary conditio-i - gas

Again as for the spray case, boundary conditions in the gas in transient

operation, can be quite complex, involving wave motion within the feed

system. However, if very close-coupled sonic venturis supply the

gas flow then feed system effects are minimal. As this is the case

for the experimental hardware of this program, the assumption is made
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that the injected mass and energy flux of gas renains

constant. Boundary conditions for the gas then are

1) Injector Face

a) No Gas Injection

If all propellants injected are in the liquid phase, the

only boundary condition on the gas phase at the injector

face is that the axial velocity

u = 0

b) Gas Injection

The injected gas may be fuel, oxidizer (or both) or staged

cycle combustion gases. Because the injected inflow of any

of these alternatives is normally subsonic, the upstream

boundary condition becomes somewhat complicated as the

incoming density ( hence velocity) is strongly coupled with

the combustor conditions. This is so even if the mass injection

rates are constant. Boundary conditions for these cases then

are,

Vox = gaseous oxidizer injected flow rate = constant

wf = gaseous fuel injected flow rate = constant

and assuming as before, if both gaseous oxidizer and fuel are

uniformly injected in their natural states, combustion is

instantaneous.

AeQL= AV = v + Vf = T
ox T

The VT could also be staged cycle combustion gas. In the usual

case Wox w 0 and VT wf.
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Also the assumption is made that the entering total energy/

unit mass does not fluctuate, i.e.
20

---s A : -1 )-o " .lI

where H = Stagnation enthalpy of gaseous
8 oxygen source

\ = Stagnation enthalpy of gaseous
fuel source

Hs = Unit mass stagnation enthalpy (form
to use if gases are injected as staged
cycle combustion products).

The enthalpies are dettrmined from measured gas temperatures

T , Tfa or Ts, the appropriate source stagnation pressures
s

and the combustion tables where C = 0 for fuel, 0 0 for oxidizer

and a finite value for the staged cycle combustion products.

Normally, these stagnation enthalpies are the same as those

computed for the steady-state program boundary conditions.

The boundary condition for the gas mixture ratio is given simply

as
"Wox

C

f
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However, although the stagnation enthalples, initial mixture

ratio and mass flow rates are specified these do not allow

separate determination ofeju and H. The inlet mass and energy

relations with the tables are not sufficient to allow compu-

tation of all the variables. The density is strongly dependent

on p and T(H) and C(from the tables). Specification of the

density would then determine u and hence H. Clearly an iterative

solution at the injector face is required. In reality this is

resolved by simultaneously solving the continuity and momentum

equations throughout the chamber at each time step. These

equations are solved iterati'rely with the other equations,

using the upstream and downstream boundary conditions on V and

C. H at the injector face is then determinable as part of the

iterative scheme. The exact method is presented in Appendix TV.

2) Downstream Boundary Condition

The downstream gas-phase boundary condition has been and still is

a source of some confusion among various authors. Many have placed

the downstream boundary condition at the beginxing of nozzle con-

vergence and applied the short nozzle approximation (Mach number at

this point remains constant). This is somewhat oversimplified.

The actual effect on movement and warpege of the mach plane at or

near the throat due to nonlinear wave motion, oscillatory droplet

flow and heat release, is uncertain. To avoid such problems

Burstein, Ref. 64, utilized a downstream boundary condition that is

located in the supersonic portion of the nozzle. At sufficiently
large expn sion ratios -A like 3 (Mach No. - 21 he sets all

At
gas parameter first derivatives with respect to x equal to zero
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VT
for all t. This is not entirely accurate but is felt to be

sufficiently far removed from the chamber that the uoundary vondition

is fairly insensitive in nature and gives information about throat

mach plane movement. On the other hand in the absence of burning

near the nozzle throat, throat plane movement may not be great

even with fairly high amplitude waves and one may imagine that the

throat flow would always be at or very near local sonic conditions.

Both boundary conditions can be utilized in the formulation. At

present the latter has been programmed and the downstream boundary

condition is taken to be

w 1 e t At ut

where
(t = density at throat

At = throat cross-sectional area

ut = local shifting speed o)' sound, depending
on C, H and p at time t at throat.

1) Perturbation Condition

Perturbations are applied at the throat, simulating the experimental

method. The perturbation is produced by physically stopping the flow

or a prescribed portion of it at the throat plane. Thus either

specifying

Ut 0

or
wt t A p U t

whiere
A - net resultant area for gas expulsiouP

Cor a specified number of time bteps is sufficient to allow the computer

"ormulation to cv'lculate the ram pressure wave produced.
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Ut!Jzatton of tbe Trnsient Program andKxp•erim. :.tal A~ta to Ev..luate tz. Couplin Ter~ms

The transient model, similar to the steady-stat* formulation, may be

utilized as a separate .ntity. Specitication of presently existing

expressions for ',he coupling terms allows analytical prediction iegardinp

the stability of proposed engine designs, etc. Naturally, those predictions

will depend greatly on the accuracy of the terms used to describe the coupling

processes. The coupling processes during unstable combustion need not be

and in fe-t probably are not exactly the same as those during steady-state

operation. The processes, still are mass vaporization, etc., breakup,

heating, drag, but the rates and controlling parameters may be different in

the two modes of operation; in particular, the quasi-steady assumptions of

current coupling term axpressions may be iýnvalid for instability analysis.

It is with the evaluation of these terms under instability conditiona tha--

this portion of the program is primarily concerned.

Specification of the Gas Phase Flow Field. It would be advantageous if, as

with the steady-state formulation, the transient model could be used, act

with a priori specifications of the coupling terms, but with direct spray

data suppli-d from the experimental program.

The spray variables that appear in the gas phase transient equations are

n n n a U n
N j , , P and H . Note that N appears as a varlible since Au N _

is no longer a constant. No coupling terms appear, of course, In the form

of the gas phase equations utilized. Por the owm reasons as in the steady-

state case it would be desirable to be able to provide these 6iray variables

to the gas phase equations withrut providing equations for inm , B.1_
Cd n, j a .U

C d3and q
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i':-aLsient coLn'ustion tarojh observation of the eauational formulation and

liyrcai reasoning appears to be primarily controlled by the fluctuating

rateof mass release. Under such conditions large fluctuationj in local

egas Jresity and energy release can occur. 'Ihis in turn produces localized

overjressures which further alter the local temperatures and generate large

velocity gradients. These large velocity gradients and other effects,

pressure, temperature, etc., may in turn inte.-act with the coupling processes

Pnd organize and sustain the pressure oscillations. Du)ring such events the
n n

gas flow field is sensitive to the specifications of both m and uj * This
n n

is so because the mass release is dependent on both Nj and m and then J
n n

parameter N is also dependent on the local value of un .

Hence in both the time-varying gas mixture ratio and continuity equations,
a n n

N., uj and m are important spray parameters. This is also now tnie, at

least indirectly, for the momentum equations, in that the large fluctuations
n Nn n

of m , N and uj cause the density fluctuation that can produce large

pressure gradients at any point in the chamber.

The global. energy equation enthalpy, H, is still fairly directly insensitive to
n

Hj for the same reasons as in the steady-state case. H is primarily dependent

.- i the mixture ratio equation, the vAs velr•ityv a-d 4r -2i•on .- e pressure-

time variation because of the A--- term in the equation. Thus, although

n
H, mtay still not be directly ietportant -,z sjeclfying thse gas .,iia .e flow rate,

It is now neccssary to very accurately specify at ielat both u and Mi snd

;.referably N,.

In ;rln-tiile, it is ',cssible to approach trig zroblem in the same •:3r as

sveclti'?1 for the z-aliulation of the gas phase flow rate during steady stat.-%

•'. -t is, e •lmiz.ate the transient spray mass contln-'_ y and momentum lquations.
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n n
These equationS are rplaeed by experimental data yielding D and u .

Ilatura'Lly, when used directly with experimental data or even when comparisons

to the experimental data are performed, n and J are set equal to 1. and

only GH enters as the gaseous component. This greatly simplifies the

form and computation of the equations. These reductions are of course

possible because the experimental data are produced by the monodisperse

n n
spray engine where DJ - DLOX and uJ a uLOX only. This remains true so

long as the wave does not disturb the injection process. Similar to the

n n
previous method m must be calculated through D and the drop energya a
equation. This, as before, requires a priori specification of at least

one of the coupling terms, J n

There are r .iuaber of very serious problem, vith this technique. First,

and the least of the problem., the accuracy of the gas phase flow field

calculation now depends on the accurate specification of two variables,

n n
u and aJn rather than just one. Hence, not only umall errors in specifi-

cation of D (hence a ) but also in u I could propagate Into calculation of

the gas conditions compounding problem. ti is needed for evaluation of

n a
NJ it would be desirable to specify N, experimental, but this is an

impossible task. The number of drop/unit volume is sufficiently large that
U

even with hologaphic techniques accurate determination ot N aould be both

unfeasible and uneconomical. Thus It is iAcessary to -toe an additional spray
n

*e.*tio&; the dror number concentration %quation %o deteraine N

n a
Secondly, and of re Importance, •, depends on both D and th energy

equation utilized. In the stay-otat& situatios, ther, is * wealth nf

information from many models .aw eA.rmom-*Al data com;Ar-ions t.at 1ad caýe

the quasi-steady assunptions d.i zwt appes- t_ be groosy n errcr. U-U-er ,*

coai-Oons r. n wa shovn to be not terril-Ay senslr:vt -o tle ertrt el--atiooi
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utilized and the experimental/analytical methods proposed appear quite

feasible. This may not be the Case during transient combustion. As yet,

fully non-steady drop heating and vaporization models which do not invoke

some very simplifying assumptions have not been derivied. As a consequence

mn may, under transient conditions, be highly dependent on the particular

n
model for 4 utilized.

Thirdly, and the most serious problem, the equationsto be replaced and

those to be determined are time, space dependent; that is, they are partial

a n
differential equations. Hence U and D must be specified as both functions

of time and axial length. Thts is experimentally prohibitive; continuous

photography in time for the entire chamber length would have to be utilized.
n n

The data reduction from such photography to obtain u and m as function of

x and t, for a sufficient time span to allow calculation of the effects of the

pressure wave throughout the chamber, is enormous. Possible errors involved

preclude the use of such a method.

It thus appears that, during transient operations, the gas phase flow field

cannot be directly determined from experimental data. Rather it must beI calculated by a prior specification of all the coupling terms and retention

of all the spray equations.

Evaluation of the Coupling Terms. Undaniably, the fact that the gas phase

flow field cannot be specified independent of the coupling terms complicates

the evaluation of the terms. However it does not make the task impossible.

Although transient combustion is certainly much more complex Whan its steady-

state counterpart there is experimentally one advantage as far as measurement

ot' one of the varying gas phase parameters. The pressure, which is nearly
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constant during stable operation, is just the opposite during uwstable

burning. It is fluctuating widely or growing or decaying in magnitude.

Mhis can be accurately measured by the transducers along the length of

the engine. The characteristics of the pressure fluctuations will also

be a function of engine operating conditions and initial disturbance levels.

It is possible experimentally to map out the entire regime of operation In

which growth or decay of pressure waves occur. Since the perturbation is

always produced at the thruat, the pressure wave propagates into monodisperse

spray. Further, even if the injection process is disturbed on the first pass

the resultant wave reflection off of the injector face propagates bhmck into

the remainder (if any) of the initia' -onodisperse spray. Reflection from

the throat results in at leac-. a portion of the third pass which still could

be interacting with the iAitiUl 6pray. ThA's there is sufficient data in which

monodisperse spray asEumptloas are valid to determine the growth or decay of

the pressure wi.e. Parther, additional passes may be valid if the wave doec

not greatly interrupt the array production process.

It is to be expected U.at the directly measured parameter, pressure, whica is

easily characterized aF a function of time and space, is a very strong function

of the coupling term expressions. It appears then that the most appropriate

method to evaluate the coupling terms is to first input the best expressions

determined directly from the steady-state computations and parametrically

evaluate these terms by comparing program predictions to the observed experi-

mental values of pressure growth or decay.

Pressure ýs not the only experimental parameter which may be used in the

comparisons. At selected times during the experimental observations, droplet
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diameters, velocities and the location of the onset of breakup can be

determined, again becau&e of the monodisperse spray produced. The

coupling terms must allow predictions for these selected times which agree

with the drop data as well as with pressure. All of this information is

sufficient to evaluate the validity of any set of specified coupling terms,

It is true that this method does not allow direct computation of individual

coupling terms. But it can determine the validity of those expressions in

current use; this is particularly true with regard to evaluating the quasi-

steady assumptions. This in itself is a major objective of the program.

It is also true that if the coupling processes differ during transient

combustion expressions describing such processes must reduce to these

determined from the steady-state work as the waves decay and die out.

Hence a combination of steady-state coupling term knowledge and direct

experimental data of p, D and u during transient conditions can"LA LOX

produce information needed to expand the description of the coupling pro-

cesses to render them valid during unstable combustion.

Numerical Analysis of the Transient Formulation

The numerical analysis of the transient formulation was exceedingly complex.

The final set of finite difference equations (the technique uttihzedC avolved

over more than a year's work of trial and e-ror effort. The complexity was

primariiy due to lack of prior experience upon which to base the analyses.

This is not to say that there have aoý been otaer longitudinal or even

transverse instability programs developed in the past. Rather this iu the

first transient program to utilize a complete set of conservation eluutionb
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including a time vaxy.ng: droplet concentration number equation, gas phase

mixture ratio equationp and a dissociated energy equation. Coupled with

this set of equations was a table of equilibrium gas-phase combustion

properties containing over 55,000 separate data points. The solution of

the equations involved iterative predictor - correction cycles couried

with various interpolations of the tables0 Several important criteria were

considered, convergence of the scheme, order of accuracy, and numerical

stability and feasibility of computation. In a trunsient computation it is

imperative to know that predicted instabilities are "physically real" and

not due to numerical problems. Computations involving particularly the

mixture ratio equations (and properties tables) effect on the continuity

and momentum equations was found to be extremely sensitive. Further the

feasibility of the computations depended on the rapidity with which the

tables could be searched during iterations.

Following consideration (and often considerable trial and error effort) of

various techniques: method of characteristics (when the viscosity was set

equal to zero, evolving first-order, nonlinear hyperbolic equations) and

finite difference techniques (useful for the more complete solution, when

viscosity is retained and the equations art. parabolic), the latter method

was selected. In particular, a semi-first order, backward difference

implicit ocheme, which utilizes a system of equations, centered in space,

and in which the momentum and continuity equations are simultaneously solved

throughout the chamber, van used. 7his scheme was selected because of its

inherent nuierically stable characteristics. It was possible to show that the

"elected tenhnique, in the absence of the mixture ratio equation end Moabustion

tables, unconditionally satisfied the Van Newman necessary conditions for

stability. Other higher order, hence supposedly more accurate, techniquea,
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such as the two-step Lax-Wendroff (Ref. IIi), have more stringent staluility

requirements for the same set of equations. Thus, since it was not possible

to directly determine the stability of any of the methods when the mixture

ratio and combustion properties tables were utilized, it was decided to

use the scheme which resulted in the most stable solution for the simplified

set of equations. This is not to say that the other higher order schemes

may not also be as appropriate (or even better) than the scheme selected,

but economy and reason dictated that the more simple scheme be selected

first. Perhaps, once more information is gathered with this technique it

may be desirable and possible to advance to other techniques. Thus, some

snall accuracy was perhaps disregarded (though since momentum and continuity

are solved simultaneously, this may not be true) in favor of stability con-

siderations. The justification of such an approach will be discussed in

the Results Section in which it was computationally possible, by application

of the chosen technique, to show numerical stability of a sample case of the

entire set of conservation equations.

Details of the numerical method are presented in Appendix IV. This appendix

also includes a short discussion of finite numerical techniques and defini-

tion of the terms used in this section, i.e., order, accuracy, stability, etc.

Along with representative finite difference equations, a flow chart of the

computer program, derivations of the stability criteria and order of accuracy

are presented.
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RESUIJ'S

PREL14INARY REsuS

The primary effcrt during this investigation has been directed toward the

development of the experimental and analytical techniques to obtain and

evaluate the required data. Consequently the majority of this report has

been concerned with: 1) the design, initial experiments, development, fab-

rication, and cold flows of the monodisperse spray spray apparatus, and 2)

a review of past analytical models, then formulation and computational develop-

ment of new, overall combustion models. Although a great deal of discussion,

argment, formulation, hardware and even initial experiments have been pre-

sented, the success of the primary effort of this program to date can only

be judged if the experimental device and the analytical programs work. Thus a

small portion of the effort was relegated to the task of obtaining actual pre-

liminary experimental and analytical results. These preliminary checkouts

were to be accomplished under realistic conditions, closely approximating

actual use in future measurements and correlations.

The experimental preliminary results have suffered from coincidental problems

vhich have not, as yet, allowed successful droplet data measurements under hot

firing conditions. On the other hand the analytical programs have been checkedVL
out quite thoroughly and judged satisfactory in all respects. Despite the coin-

cidental problems of the hot firings both the experimental and analytical pro-

grums are considered operational. Preliminary results and problems encountered,

where applicable, are described in detail below for each program.
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EXPERIMENTAL REZULTS

It is not surprising that problems were encountered during initial hot firing

checkouts of the combustion device. i. c-6 h a great deal of effort went

into the initial design to eliminate potential problems, the checkouts first

subjected the combustion system to actual high temperatures and pressures.

Probelms encountered during such events, particularly with transparent hard-

ware, are often not foreseen. Experience indicates that a considerable number

of actual hot firings are required to eliminate initial difficulties. Conse-

quently on the funds available for the experimental systems checkouts, two

sets of hot firing tests were accomplished.

The first set of hot firings employed ambient temperature hydrogen as the

fuel. Although photography of the first test of the set indicated that the

combustion flow field appeared uniform, no droplets were evident, even near

the injector face. Additional tests, at somewhat different operating condi-

tions but still] using ambient temperatures, revealed much the same results.

Occasionally in some of the latter tests jets and droplets were present but

their appearance vas random and quite ragged. Closer observance of those

jets that were present revealed that they were very bushy, appearing two-

phase in nature. Further investiga;. ,'n of this set of runs indicated that

the liquid nitrogen cooling to the engine system, particularly the enine

bath, was inadequate to prevent heat transfer from the warm hydrogen to the

liquid oxygen. This heat transfer was sufficient to cause vaporization of

most of the liquid oxygen in the injection site region. The resulting two-

phase, nearly vapor, injected flow destroyed the monodisperbe spray production

and in fact produced nearly Fas-gas combustion within the chamber.
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- The second set of firings incorporated appropriate changes to provide adequate

liquid nitrogen cooling. As added insurance the hydrogen fuel temperature was

reduced to approximately 1600R. Photography revealed excellent drop production

until just after the hydrogen mainvalve opened and hydrogen flow began. At this

point, with the occurrence of ignition, the resulting photography revealed only

a bright white opaqueness on the window. The reason for this was not readily

apparent. NrTng this set of firinra, one test failed to ignite even

though the ignition source was operable. This test, however, proved to be for-

tuitous in analyring the test data. Photography from this run revealed that as

the hydrogen flow was increasing with the main valve opening, transverse flow

currents were set up across the injector face. The result of this flow was

to cause propagation of the spray field towards one side of the engine and

finally around and onto the windows. Subsequent photographs revealed that the

windows were covered with a densedarkopaque liquid film. Had ignition occurred,

this dense liquid film burning during combustion would appear, as it did, bright

and opaque, primarily due to the effect of window glazing and light scattering.

Production of the transverse flow was not due to normal introduction of the

fuel. In previous cold flow tests the addition of a high velocity gas simu-

lating the hydrogen had no disrupting effect on the spray formation. In fact,

the gas flow improved the spray production in previous tests. Analysis of the

gas flow from the photographs and inspectian of the hardware following the

tests revealed that the injector face seals had failed. This allowed hydrogen to

flow directly from the open manifolds evident in Figures • and 30. These

manifold openings resulted from the machining process and are normally isolat-

ed f'rom the combustion chamber by the injector face seals. When these seals
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failel, hydroren rather than flowinr, into the passages behind the Rigimesh,

entered the Bhamber transversely across the injector face, producinp the

disrupted flow.

Althouigh additional firings were not possible during this contract, a mlnor

redesign !s presently being incorporated that will seal these manifolds per-

manently from the chamber. There is no evidence from all the results to date

+hat indicates that monodisperse spray production and photography cannot be

achieved during combustion firings. Lack of achievement to date is felt to

ae n result of the lescribed coincidental problems and does not ,-flect pro-

lblems o a fundamental nature. Additionally, a new contract In to follow in

t-e exterimentnl effort is to be the prime concern. DurIntg that con-

-ran" *,2ll use wiLl be made of the combustion system. Althouh minor problems

may occasicnally occur and have to be solved in the future effort, the com-

biistion system device is presently considered operational.

ANALYTICAL FTSJLTS

The stability, accuracy, convergence and feasibility of the numerical methods

employed to ptogram the st.,ady-state and transient foimulations are forsaiy

discussed in .tppcndices III and IV. As presented there it is 11ossije to show

that a finite mesh size (6x or tx, tit) exists which rwsults in numerically

stable and accurate solutions for the chosen finite difference technique and

tne equations analyzed. These conclusions require of course that the solution

to the finite difference equations be feasible; i.e., that a solution is

:osnlble, tnas the required insensitivity to perturbatinss, and ia economical,

at teitt to s'me rearonable extent, !u computation tlme. breover as also

119-uszed In the A-penulces the fin rence techniques for the spray
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equations (particularly the mws continuity and heating equations), vhich

contain the coupling terms, my have to be altered, to retain reasonable

computation time and accuracy as the complexity of the coupling terms is

increased. A general guide for satisfactory computational techniques is

presented in the Appendices. It is of interest therefore to shov that the

analytical computer programs are nuInrically stabie, accurate and feasible in

practical application. Moreover, utilizing existing coupling terms that appear

to have some validity, at least for stable combustion, yields results that give

an indication of the feasibility of the p-oposed program to eve'.Nate the

coupling term expressions.

Unlike the experimental program, the nature of the analytical program was such

that development and checkout of the computer formulation proceeded similtar~ously.

That is, the finite difference technique is selected by its degree of feasitility.

SHence at the point of completion of development of the COMputer program, tbey

were also operational. Th following sections present some preliminary results

of computation with the analytical models.

Ste~ y- jState Progr

For the exam•ple selects1, three coupling terms are considered, droplet evaporation

(bzn-ing) rate, droplet heating and droplet drag. Since no experimental data

exist., the droplet dynamic uodels hW to be sel&cted a priori and the firkt

version of the model ws utilized, however, a wonodsperse spray case was selected vith

the initial drop size taken to be the sam as that detrmlned from experimentali

cold flow. A nmber of droplet dy.zc processes were envisioned during the

re•iý-v of the existing coupling term expreý.-ii5os which describe those procesues.

The E1 Wakil equations for droplet heating and vapi-!!ation were selected for

the s*%ple computation. c coupling model considers the iroplet to be
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e-,alporating into a convective flow of bulk chamber gases and to have sufficient

internal circulation so that droplet heating is uniform. By inference, since no

flame sheet or reaction in the boundary layer is included in the formulation,

burning of the drop vapors occur in or neer the droplet wake. As discussed in

the coupling terms review there is some justificati n for this model and it repre-

sents tue lower bound of all existing droplet burning models. Note that the 91

Wakil equations are obtained by setting the term A - 0 in Schuman's Model (R~ef.

114). As discussed,at low pre3sures, A -- 0 thus making Schuman's am] E1

Wakil's equations identical.

The droplet drag expression selected was that developed at Rocketdyne for

accelerating burning single droplets.

Selected Coupling Term Equations. Specifically, the coupling term expressions

selected are

'lAP P, rYJ~ Lw Q j

Loy e 1, Loj

mVAP H V

vtwere

• Cf

Lei
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C o4 Re R. 0

"Re Bo [etta)A 104
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Since the droplet taeperature is uniform the droplet spray mas ii related to

the diameter as follow;,

R -8 - ,T.T, 2T 3/ T 'D. 3
Lb 4 Lej•r) o
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Note tnat because of the low temperatures of the droplet the XVL-OXs

andaHVx are cop~uted from an equation uf state (Redlech-Kwong) and
LOX

fugacity relationahi-ps. This courects for the presence of other gases(Ref. 113,115).

Tie other vapor properties that will be utilized -Lre a- the much higher film

temperature and hence such oorrections are not required.

Specification of T•erms and FPilm Property Equations. All of thn models one may

consider for burning, heatiag, etc. have to include convective effects. For

this reason Nusselt number correctloug appear and integrations through the

xonvective boundary layer are usually averaged and called "film properties,"

ieence the subscript f that appears in many of the terms in the equations just

presented. 4nhea cumparing models it is necessary that the same method of

calculating film properties be used. This wasa discussed in the Coupling Term

Rpview Section and is particularly important with LOX-GH2 propellants. Thus

it ic necessary to define the methods used to obtain the film prcperties as

the method will determine the coefficJ.ents of the Nuss,it number correction.

Most of the terms used in the equations presc ted have been previously defined

in the Analytical Program Section, Subroutine (c). Only those terms which were

nat iefined there will be defined here. In the usr of the terms, the subscript

V refers to drop vapor, f, the film, j has been set equal to LOX (one species),

and n is equal to one and thus deleted from the equations. Thus V becomes

xV fLox.

A linear film averaginE technique has been selected here as it Is consistent

with the method used 'n obtaining the Ranz-Marshall Nusselt number corrections

whic;h are employed. These corrections for convective conditions are
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Nusselt number for Mas Transfer

L (Often called the Sherwood Number).

+ I+ O. P (

where

-k - k

&nd

Nu.
"-- Nusselt number for Teat Transfer

where

S- 0 k*i,.o•~ j

Note when 40oe 4A 0 ctoy
o v ,_Le.. = _ _ _ _
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: V , an assumption often made in combustion

analysis, then

This assumption (Le - 1) is known to be poor for 02 - K combustion.

Hence it has not been used for any calculations in this report.

I

Then the necessary equations for computing all film properties are:

TT T Lu+

2-.

where

v e mole fraction of the LOX vapor

of the external gas.
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Note: for burning conditions X 2e 0 and at "wet bulb" conditions

XVIoxs Z 1 and hence XVf jo 1/2. 7he saturation temperature for the pure

droplet in the presence of other gases is defined as that teviperature for which

XL,,Lox$ is identically one. It differs little from the pure substance

saturation temperatures at low pressures.

Returning to the film property equations

i~X 1.• 1- xf~
~comb. gas 'fLox

MfooX f1-ox ox + o, gas fcob. gas

where
Mkx 32.0

Mf comb. g molecular weight of combustion gas at

TfX, assumed to shift equilibrium from

LOXT to Tf L0X , obtained from combustion tables

at Cjp Tfj~x
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.0933 x p x Mf Xr

Vapor Properties at Film Conditions are:

C - supplied from tables for GOX specific heat
pv

LoX at p and TfLOX

lvf LOX - supplied from tables for GOX viscosity at p

and TfLOX

kv - may be supplied from tables for GOX thermalfLOX

conductivity at p and Tf However it isTLOx'

most often calculated from Euckens Equation

At the normal film temperatures this is

compatible with the same method as used in the

combustion property tables.

The vapor properties at the film are, except for Cp , unimportant except

for their use in calculating the actual mixed filmfIOX

conditions.

Actual Film Conditions
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yL CPm

Here the specific heat of the film around the

droplet is taken as the simple low pressure rule,

although Qfcomb gas ar3 each

evaluated at the system total pressure. Errors

introduced are negligible because TfLox i

normally high enough to eliminate pressure

considerations. This is also true of the

properties for the following film equations.

- Lack of knowledge of actual film composition

precludes the use of more complex "mixing" rules.

r-f fcn of (A V and Uf cot gas) computed from

Wilkes Equation (Ref. 113).

fLOX (3.6 x 10a) (2.480 + MLX CP o

M fLOX

af hxulticomponent Diffusion Coefficient for one

species diffusing through the film gases and

follows the method of Ref.U13. An example for

mixture ratio less than stoichiometric is given

below:
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For C4 8.00 (LOX-GH 2 ) and. at TfLOX the majority of the species present at the

mean film condition are either 02, H2 or H20. Hleace

L I

M ,> > C
I,. oo

S. q 1, o0" ('r, Loy-

P 2L)(,.. ,>
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and -a is a molecular property of the type

of molecules colliding, and includes polar-

bipolar effects, etc. (see Ref. 113). It

is also a function of TfLoX

For other mixture ratios, appropriate forms ofAf are used.

LOX

Results of Steady-State Computations. Following speCification of the coupling

terms and film properties subroutines steady-state computations were performed.

The following conditions were input to the model:

Initial Drop Diameter - 720_A)-

Initial Drop Temperature - 140I R

Initial Fuel Temperature - 200R
Mixture Ratio , C_. - 5.0:1

Initial Droplet Velocity - Calculated internally but a 4.53 ft/sec

Chamber Pressure - Reiterated until throat velocity sonic

z 15 7 psia.

Initial Gas Velocity - Calculated internally but - 8.9 ft/sec

Chamber Geometry - Identical to Combustion Device, 19" Straight

section, convergence to Nozzle from 19"

to 20".

Contraction Ratio - 12.33 to I

Mach lumber Start of
Convergence - .05

These input conditions correspond to actual conditiotmencountered during the

hot firings and represent a LOX Jet injection Re - 2300. 7Th numerical technique
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I
as presented in Appendix III was retained for all equations except for the

spray mass and heating equations. A more sophisticated bi-section routine

vas employed so that heating of the drop would not alloy temperature overshoot

of the "wet buJb" condition. The vaporization model is very sensitive to the

correct "wet bulb" temperature andft bi-section technique between the drop

temperature as the lower limit and the saturation temperature as the upper

limit permitted accurate and smooth solution to the finite difference equation.

Utilizing such a technique the model was run with step sizes down to .05";

below this point rno discernible difference could be detected in any of the

predicted values of spray or gas parameters. Hence the practical error

involved in any of the predicted values from a given equation is nearly zero.

The results are presented in Fig. 42 through •6. The first tbree graphs are

nrimarily concerned with the spray parameters. Note that the drop diameter

first increases, due to heating, for nearly the first four inches (Fig.42).

During this same period the droplet essentially reaches the "wet bulb" temp-

erature of 215"R and remains at this level for the remainder of its lifetime

(Fig. 14). Further, very little of the ms of the drop has burned, 70% is

still remaining wtn "Wet bulb" conditions are attained (Fig. 43). Drop

velocity is presented in FIg. 46. For the first four inches the droplet

velocity changes little, then Increases nearly linearly to 175 ft/sec at the

start of convergence. AZ the point of burnout the droplet velocity reaches a

maximum of 26 ft/sec.

Pertinent gas paramters as a function of length are shown In Fig. 45 and 46.

An is expected, both ;as velocity and gas temperature follow the curve or

perceut burned. Within anproximately 7" the gas velt'.ity and temperature

reach 40% of their final values. Presoure was not plotted as except for the

.rvergent re-gon It remaIns constant to within 1/2 pai throughout the chamber.
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Relation of Results to the Program Effort. The importance of theoe analytical

results, as they relate to the entire program effort, cannot be underestimated.

Some mention of them, as they pertained to a pertinent portion of the program

being described, has previously occurred in the report. At this point it is

proper to surCarize the more salient features of these results as they pertain

to successful culmination of tae entire program.

Fhotograrhlhcally :tt is necessary that the relation between drop diameter and

velocity be such that the droplets can be photoeraphed down to at least lO~i.A.

with rather simple equipment.

Analytically it must be possible to Iistinguish, from photographic data,

which extreme of droplet heating model to use. Further it must be possible

to distinguish which droplet burning model. is proper, convective evaporation

or flame sheet descriptions. Of necessity, events must not occur so fast,

regardless of the processes envisioned that photographin results woald not be

possible to obtain.

The droplet models used for the computations presented yield the slowest burning

and surface heating rate of any available. The remaining burning rate models do

yte12. rates of change of droplet diameters, etc., which are more noticeably

ripid. Should one of thi other models happen to represent the real com-

buction process, the more rapid results would also affec.t the experimental observa-

tions. Tha questions to be answered are: first, are the analytical results shown

here compatible with the goals of the overall program, and second, since the

res'ilts represent the lower boundary of drcplet burning, can one extrapolate these

reqslts ýc show that7 "uithJn present knowledge of the extremes of the coupling

processes, any of the envisioned coupling processes would yield adequate experimental

data?
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First then, for the results shownover 95% of the droplet mass lifetime can

be observed with Pimple Fastax-Strobe photography. The droplet processes are

spread out over 19 in. in length, at least 15 in. of which can be obs^rved by

the simple equipment mentioned above. Though not plotted, the computer results

also indicate that the mass weighted average RefLOX for the droplet through this

process is above 750. Thus the Nuf ' 18 - 20. Recalling that

this supports the previous contention that DLOX is nearly 90% of the average

film diameter. This figure alone would eliminate the photographic problem

of distinguishing the drop from its film. However, this represents the

average film thickness including portions of the wake, thus the actual zone

around the girth of the droplet viewed by the camera is considerably less than

this even further eliminates the potential problem of drorlet 6istinguishment.

To answer the second question, the model used does have the slowest surface

heating rate of all present expressions. Since droplet surface temperature

controls the rate of evaporation, the mass loss (diameter change) with this

model is slower than the others. Hence if a finite thermal conductivity heating

rate model were used in place of uniform heating, the droplet surface temperature

would rise mozerapid and mass evaporation would be faster than with uniform heating.

The droplet diameter would continuously decrease rather than grow initially as

shown in Fig. 42. Distinguishment of heating models would be evident and the

mass of the drop could be calculated in either case. Of more importance, the

surfac2 temperature can never rise above the local wet bulb condition and hence

the evaporation rate can never be greater than that of the uniform droplet heating
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- model presented here once the entire droplet has reached wet bulb conditions.

Utilizing a finite thermal conductivity model would be like starting the maxi-
dDLox

mum evaporation rate at x - o, i.e., moving the average slope of d in

Fig. 42 to x = o and it can be easily inferred that the evaporation process

would still be spread out over 14 or more inches. Although the velocity

would increase with length somewhat faster than Fig. 46, the change would not

be great enough to cause large effects in the spatial relationship between

DLOXI uLOX and photographic capability. These are advantages of the propel-

lant combination, flowrates and drop sizes selected. Liquid oxygen, even if

a uniform heating model is assumed, heats rapidly to wet bulb, and when wet

bulb conditions are reached most of the droplets lifetime is spent at that

condition.

The most rapid droplet burning rate model presently envisioned would be one

having finite thermal conductivity heating within the droplet and the exterior

surrounded by a flame sheet even during convective flow. This model of a

rather "unreal" process would have the effect of increasing the initial burn-

ing rate rapidly to thatnear the final wet bulb condition of Fig. 44 and 45, since

the droplet would be receiving heat from a near stoichiometric flame rather than

from the bulk gas. Initial effects would be noticeable, even over the same model

with no flame sheet, but the overall effect would not be as great as first

imagined. This is evidet in Fig. 45 ; clearly the bulk gas temperature, even

for a uniform heating and hence slower vaporizing droplet reaches 90% of its

final temperature by 7 in. Hence from that. point on the droplet burns almilar

to a flame sheet model. Even if such a flame sheet type process occurred in

the engine, comparisons to the results presented in Figs. 42 , 45, and 46
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A- indicate that resultant burning would not be so fast that it could not be

adequately observee.. Note that the final gas temperature of the example

presented, Fig. 45, for M.R. a 5.0 is little less than that for stoichiometric

conditions, and most of the droplets lifetime as mentioned, is spent during

the wet bulb condition when the gas temperature is at or near its final and

highest value.

Transient Program

Preliminary checkouts of the transient programs were primarily directed toward

determining numerical stability of the finite difference technique and compati-

bility of the formulation with the steady-state program which supplies the initial

inputs. The reader is referred at this point to the Evaluation of Solution

Method section in Appendix IV and the discussion of the Boundary and Initial

Conditions for the Transient Program in the Analytical Program section of the.

main report.

As presented in Appendix IV, it was possible to bhow that a simplified form

of the conservation equations (eliminating the mixture ratio equation and

combustion property tables) unconditionally satisfied Von Newman's necessary

criteria for numerical stability. The derivation of numerical atability further

revealed that the satisfaction of this necessary criteria wan independent of the

ratio 1- of finite mesh size. .his is true so long as a & t is selected thatAx
is sufficiently small that a vector term containing the coupling expressions may

be neglected. Thus the stability criteria could be considered independent of the

coupling term expression. The derivation did utilize, along with the simplified

_• conservation equations, a set of nearly non-responsive (i.e., insensitive to
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pressure or velocity waves) coupling term expressions for drop heating and

burning rates, that is, mLOX was taken to be a function of f(x) DLOX, vhei' TLOX

and H were considered to be constant. The drag force had Cd equal to aLOX

constant (although this was only for convenience). The results of the deriva-

tion, however, as discussed above, revealed the form of the coupling terms to

be inconsequential so long as the proper A t was selected. Hence the form of

the coupling terms used for simplicity in the derivation did not alter the

final results concerning numerical stability predictions. For a discussion of

the "feasibility"of finding the correct A t for more complex coupling terms, the

reader is referred to Appendix IV.

It was leemed necessary to establish the relation of the stability of the

simplified set of conservation equations to the complete conservation equations

(including use of the combustion properties tables). Further it was necessary

to evaluate the actual compatibility of bhe transient and steady-state models,

both with regards to accuracy and stability on the part of the transient model.

To establish these relations actual computer computations were performed.

Selected Coupling Term Ecpressicns and Inputs to the Transient Formulations.

The running time of the transient mo6el is quite lengthy. In the absence of

actual experimental data with which to compare results it was decided to

retain the use of simplified nonresponsive coupling terms, as in the stability

derivation, and to utilize inputs as if combustion were occurring in a 7 in.

long rocket. Use of these nonresponsive coupling terms is actually quite

important as will be seen later.
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Initial steady-state calculations were performed usin(: nearly tLe same input

conditions given earlier in discussion of the resultr of that program. The

GE2 temperature was increased to 300"C and the initial droplet diameter was

readjusted, down to 250AA-from 750P- so that droplet combustion would be com-

pleted in the length of the 7 in. rocket to be nodeled. Cross-sectional area

of this imaginary engine was similar to the re"l 20 in. rocket as regards

contraction ratio, however the convergent section of the 7 in. rocket was

longer, starting at 4 in. from the injector face. The E1 Wakil equations

and film properties technique presented earlier were utilized. Complete

steady-state results were obtained. Refer now to the El Wakil burning rate

eqiation during heating (the g.neral equation). At wet bulb conditions, this

equation for burning rate becomes,

-_. __ _' ODL, k ,,. (T-t 1o3')IvJLU;

This equation was obtained by setting ;LOX equal to zero and substituting the

resulting equation into the general expression for ;X* Both of these equations

for the burning rate (general and at wet bulb) reveal the burning rate to be

proportional to the first power of the droplet diameter and other parameters.

In fact, at the wet bulb

_1J_'ALb C 0 M 'tc- )ITI

It was not difficult then to fit the entire burning rate curve for the steady-

state selection to

-8K) 2Lu-(
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__ with very little error.

This equation for mLox was then substituted back into the spray mass continu-

ity equation in the steady-state model; the LO droplet temperature was set

equal to a constant (chosen as the final wet bulb temperaturep still~ 215"R

and eliminating the spray energy equation) and the gas phase flow field was

recalculated. There were of course minor differences between the two sets

of gas flow field calculations because of the assumption of constant tempera-

ture in the latter. In each case the complete drag force was retained, allow-

ing CdLox to be the normal variable of P..

Results of Transient Computations. The latter coupling terms specified above

(including variable Cd in the drag force) and the results of their use in

the steady-state program were input to the complete transient model. Selecting

reasonable values of a t and A x the model was then allowea to run under a

"no perturbed condition" for a considerable number of time steps. It is during

this time that if numerical instability is presenterrors particularly in P•t'

will begin to propagate and grow. However, the transient model predictions

after the several time steps "settled out"i a non-t'me varying solution nearly

identical with the steady-state input. This was true for all spray and gas

phase parameters. Also the compatibility of the two models was established

since the "settling out" period required only 15 time steps. Further, numeri-

cal stability during this "no perturbed" condition was demonstrated. The "steady-

state"pressure profile is shown in Fig.47 as the solid line.
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Closure of the Nozzle Throat
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Of more importance, however, is the establishment of the numerical stability of

the complete program when RubJected to large perturbation$. At this point use

of the nonresponsive coupling terms assumes overwhelming importance. It Is

often difficult in practice to distinguish physical instabil.ities ý-'oc. numeri-

cal problems. However, with nonresponsive coupling mechanisms for the droplet

heating and burning rates any induced wave in a combustion flow field must

physically die due to gas viscosity, droplet drag and expansion processes.

Hence a more severe test of the model was performed. A large perturbation was

introduced at the throat by setting the throat velocity equal to zero fbr two

time steps (as a ram closure of the throat akin to the perturbation device of

the experimental system). The results are shown in Figs. 47, 48. and 49.

Resultant pressures following the perturbation are shown for 5, 28.5

and 78. 5p.sec. following reopening of the throat. The initial closure pro-

duced a 152 A P overpressure (total of 243 psia) at the throat; by 78.5 -sec.

this pressure front had moved up the chamber at nearly the speed of sound and

decayed to less than 1.5 psi over the steady-state conditions. The wave decay

is clearly evident in Fig. 48 which is a plot of (P - P S.S.) versus chamber

length, for various tims following shock production.

Perhaps more revealing is the physical decay of - as a function of both

length and time shown in Fig. 149. BY 78.5,wasec the rate of pressure rise is

rapidly falling and smoothing behind the wave. In summary, the transient model,

using nonresponsive droplet burning and heating properly predicted wave damping

and a return to steady-state conditions. This is as predicted by the numerical

stability analysis for the simplified conservation equations and such coupling
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term expressions. For further numerical stability considerations in the

presence of complex coupling terms, refer to Appendix IV.
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GENE•RA NOMENCLATURE

OMher Specific Nomenclature Defined in Text

A - area, parameter in Schur~an dif fusion model
B parameter in Schuman diffusion model
CD - drag coefficient

c - mixture ratio

C• specific heat at constant prssure

D - droplet diameter

- molecular diffusi-rity

- drag force vector

F a component of drag force

gc a gravitational coefficient

H 0 enthalpy

AHV • heat of vaporization (effec-ive)

k - thermal conductivity

M - molecular weight

W droplet masa

m - rate of change of mass

N - droplet concentration (no/volume), molar diffusion flux

N a number flovrate of droplets

Nu 0 Nusselt number

P a pressure

Q - sprey heating rate

it- heat flux vector

Re - Reynolds number

- universal gas constant

r volumetric gas phase reaction rate, drop radius
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T w temperature

t - time
4ji - ith species diffusion velocity

- flow velocity vector

u - component of flow velocity

xpyz - rectangular coordinates; x also equals mole fraction

a axial plane separating Injestion/atinseation and rapid combustion
zones

- ratio of specific heats

p - density

T a stress tensor

la - proportional mass fraction of species I generated per unit weight
of propellant J burned

- mass fraction of Ith species In a g mixture

Cr : surface tension

.Superscri~ts

n - concerned with the n h initial droplet uie goup

BU - breakup or disintegration o,? droplets

d - droplet

i - concerned vith Ith chem.oalrspecles

3 concerned with jth prpelLt

A " liquid
cg = combustion gas

f a film
Sh = heat

Mr mixture of gasos, eass

v drop vapor
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Vector O2er1tors

grad ( ) V 7( ) = gradient of a scalor quantity

div (-) - ) divergence of a vector quantity
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FACUJ'a1

The experimental portion of the program ims conducted at the Facilities of the

Research Division, chiefly those located at the Propulsion P'ield Laboratory.

Here, the Research Division maintalins fully equipped laboratories and test

stands for research in all phases of rocket propulsion. Included are facil-

ities for research in combustion, heat transfer, fluid transpozt3 ignition, and

instrumentation. The laboratories are supported by extensive machine shop,

data procesBing, photographic and other service units.

CCMNJSTION AND HEAT TRAM.F LABORATORY

The experimental portion of the program was conducted at this laboratory,

which consists of a number of high-instrumented test bays, grouped around a

control and data-recording -enter. Two large, reinforced concrete test bays

are used for motor firings and five smaller test bays are used fo. shock tube

testing, heat transfer studies, bomb tests, and other hazardous operations.

Two large, covered areas are used for conductinlower-hazrd tests.

Facilities are available for model motor testing fron 100 to 30,000-pounds

thrust and chamber pressures up to 2000 psia. A num:ýer of shock tubes and

specialized combustor devices are available as well. In support of these

installations are supplies of high-pressure gaseous nitrogen, hydrogen, and

helium ane. high-pressure liquid oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen. These facil-

ities are extensively instrumented with high-response pressure measuring

capabilities and high-speed photographic coverage. Both framing and streak
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camera coverage are available with Fastax cameras to 14,000 frames per second,

while an ultra-speed Beckman-Whitley framing camera, Model.189, takes 25 ex-

posures on 35 mm film at a maximum rate of 1.2 million pictures per second.

In addition to this equipment, the laboratory contains a small shop for fab-

rication, instrumentation, and repair of test equipment. An instrumentation

service center is connected to the laboratory for precision calibration of

instruments and transducers.

Data Management

Rocketdyne has provisions fbr a variety of types of data gathering. For very

long-term testing (i.e., on the order of hours or days), conventional multi-

roint and strip chart recorders are utilized for analog recording of temper-

- atures, pressures, etc. They are capable of 1/10-percent full-scale accur'ncy,

calibrated to within 1/4 percent of full scale with lineSand transducers in

Dlace. Charts from these recorders are hand reduced to either finished data

or raw numbers suitable for computer manipulations.

For short-term tests, on the order of minutes, a nonlinear digital data sys-

tem is used. This instrument is capable of near-simultaneous recording of up

to 200 measurements at 40 samples per second, It uses X-l type digital volt-

meters having 0.003 percent precision in the typical 100-millivolt range.

Automatic range selection of d-c voltage is available for ranges up t;o 100

vdc. Another similar system has 40-channel capacity and two samples per

second totl sampling rate. Output of both of these digital systems Is on

printed paper tape. Again, these numbers may be hand or computer manipulated.
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For even shorter duration testing, on the order of seconds, data are gathered

by a Beckman 210 system. This analog-to-digital converter enables consider-

ation of a multitude of analytical techniques requiring several accurately

measured test parameters. The system is available by transmission cable to

all test areas within the Research Division, and is capable of a sampling rate

of 85-bits per second, and 50-channel capability with one part in 4000 pre-

cision for full-scale ranges of 20, 50, and 100 millivolts. An additional

15 channels are available for pressure transducers with 0-to 5-volt SJignal

range. The digital output can be directly utilized by computers to obtain

reduced parameters directly from the measured data. This type of data acqui-

sition system will be utilized on the program. Steady-state rocket operational

data then can be reduced quickly to final data.

For higher-frequency combustion irn tability data, a variety of tape recorders

are available to record the output from high-frequency pressure transducers

such as the Kisler or Photocon. In particular, the Ampex FR1400 TPresently in

use at Rocketdyne is a seven-channel, direct-recording machine. This tape

recorder his a frequency response from 400 Hz to 1.5 megaHz at 120 in./sec

tape speed. Data can be reduced by playing the type back into a Tektronix

No. 551 dual -beam oscilloscope and photographing the trace on the CRT, or it

may be played at 30 in./sec into one of several Ampex FRIO0 machines.I The

Ampex FRIO0 machines and a Hewlett-Packard Model 3955E machine can also be

used to record the original data with freqt,-ncjr response up to 20 kiloHf.

Further data analysis may be accomplished by use of existing sonic analyzers

or power spectral density apparatus. Misselgizers and a Mane system for

digitization of high-frequency data for subsequent analysis may be used in

either a spectral analysis or frequency response program.
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S114AIY OF TCHNIQES FOR PHOTDGRAPHING DROPLETS

WITH A FASTAX CAMERA AND STROE FLASH

The object of this appendix is to present a concise summary of formulas which

will aid those using the Fastax-Strobe technique of droplet photography. Most

of the information contained was generated while working on projects to photo-

graph droplets in a monodisperse spray engine under cold and hot firing of

H2/IOX, and in a 2-D engine firing NTO/50-50 propellants. In this technique

the droplets are photographed in silhouette by using a priunless Fastax camera

and backlighting the droplets vith a sychronized strobe flash lamp. The photo-

graphic data can yield informat6ion on droplet size, velocity, and timre-dependent

behavi or.

The droplet diameter, d, cen be measured from the film image diameter, d',

according to the expression

d - do

m, the optical magnification is determined by calibrating the camera magnifi-

cation using a test target of known size.

Velocity, v, can be determined by measuring y', the frame-to-frame image dis-

placement of a given droplet, and then inserting it in the expression

. S
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twhere S is the camera framing rate. Time dependent behavior is observed from

frame-to-frame views of a given droplet.

Table I is anumber of additional equations which effectively aid droplet

photography projects.

A descriptive title, term definitions, and in some cases additional informa-

tion accompanies each formula.

Table II is a summary of all term definitions in alphabetical order.

APPLICATION OF EQUATIONS

All the given equations can be solved with simple arithmetic using relatively

few parameters. These parameters are droplet velocity, v, and diameter, d;

magnification, m; lens f/no., P ; the ratio of tolerable blur spot diameter

or length to droplet diameter, k; and flash lamp pulse width, Y.

The values of v, d, are fixed by the droplet spray under study.

Table A below gives Y and the relative light output for the EG&G strobe system

Relative Energy
Y (;Acroseconds) .er Flash

1.2 1

1.6 2

2.1 4

Table A
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m is set as small as is consistent with min given by Eq. IX. This will pro-

duce a droplet with somewhat blurred edges. If a sharp edge is desired, in-

crease m by two or three times. r is made as large as possible and is generally

limited by the flash lamp illumination level required for good film exposure.

k is a measure of the image sharpneas and is made as large as possible consis-

tent with the resolution desired. Ideally, k, for a given droplet study pro-

ject should be determined experimentally. However, for a working rule of

thumb one may use the following criteria for k: If a sharp edged droplet is

required, set k from 0.1 to 0.2. If a blurred droplet image is tolerable,

let k - 0.5 to 1.0 or even greater. A generally satisfactory value should range

from 0.2 to 0.5 for most cases.

Other considerations which are outside the scope of this appendix, but which

nevertheless can be important in obtaining satisfactory photographic records

are 1) quality of lenses and windows, 2) illumination optics, and 3) filters

to block flame light.
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TABLE I

SUN4ARY OF PHOTO-OPTICAL FORMULAS FOR FASTAX-

STROB PHOTOGRAPHY

Dept of Field, Z

Az-2kF [d L-1-
m

where K - 2
d

c - tolerable blur circle diamete:-

L- f/no

d - minimum droplet diameter

m 2 magnification - L
d

d' - image diameter on film

Note: if k - 0.1, worst-focus droplet appears with fairly sharp

edge

if k - 1.0, vorst-focus droplet appears with highly bluured

edges.

II Film-to-object distance, L

L n f Cm + 1)'_
m

III Velocity of moving droplet image, V'

VeI sVm

where v - droplet velocity

IV Minimum and Maximum Tolerable

Film Speeds, S.in and Smax

A. F1 moving parallel to droplet direction, 8(P)

S(P)-m(v -Q); S(P) " m(v + dk)
minr y max y
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TABLE I (cont.)

IV B. Film moving transverse to droplet direction, S(T)

S(T) - O S (T) -

min max 7

where' - flash lamp pulse width

kl I where 1 - tolerable blur length
d

V Number of Frames per Droplet, N

A. Film moving parallel to droplet direction, N(P)

N(P)- k_
my

B. Film moving transverse to droplet direction, NT

N(T) - L13S
my

S - film velocity in feet per second

v - droplet velocity in feet per second

VI Maximum tolerable number of frames per droplet, Nmax

A. Film moving parallel to droplet direction, N)

.. (p) . 1 + k__
V

B. Film moving transverse to droplet directiont, Wax(T)

Note: If Na.X(P) is less than I4 frasme/second,, then W•ax(P)

is greater than N.L.(T)

VII Maximum tolerable Droplet Velocity to Record Same Drop on Two Frme

v

A. Film moving parallel to droplet direction, V NX(P)

Y (P) - klýd.

B. Film moving transvp -- ,plet direction, V... (T)

Vax(T) -
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TABLE I (cont.)

VIII Linear filed of view in object space

P - 0. inches; T L' 11 inches
m m

vhere

P a field of view parallel to film length

T - field of view transverse to film length

IX Minimum Magnification Required to Resolve a Droplet on 5498RAR Film,

%lin

N4in ;r

X Curvature of Field, A•S, in Object Space, Resulting from 11lm Crrvature

AS -0. O01 (g2 inchesP

AGO here AS - deviation of the beat focus surface in object space

from a plane surface

X - fraction of distance from center to edge of field in

direction of film length

1.82

Frota Plane in
Object Space • 0.1

(inches) 0.5

0.27T

Mn 0.5

1/4 1/2 3/4 1.0
9x
P

Norualized Distance from Center of Field
in Object Space A-long Film Length

Curvature of Best-Focus Object

Space Surface
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TABLE I (cont.)

XI Thi n Lens Formulas
A. + I It,

t r t t-f

where t - distance between lnos and object

t- distance between lens and linage

lOf

to 5f

0 '

0 5f lOf

t

Figure 2. Oraph of' 6 , - f

t to f

B. tin f ..+

C. t' -r(.+i)

D. .- * t
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TABLE II

IEFINITIONS OF SWBOLS USED

C a tolerable blur circle diameter

d - droplet diameter

I.'1 - diameter of droplet image

f - focal length of camera lens

k a ' - ratio of tolerable blurspot diameter to droplet diameter
d

k, - l/d - ratio of tolerable blarspot length to droplet diameter

L - distance between film and object

1 - maximum tolerable blur length

I - magnification

Nin Minimum magnification to resolve a droplet on 5498 RAR filwi

- N - Number of frames per droplet

4a maximum tolerable number of frames per droplet

P - linear field of view in object space parallel to file len;th

S 1 film speed

Sin' 4asx " minimum and maximum tolerable film speeds

-S - deviation of best-focus object surface from a plane wsrf'ace ro.sultIniz.

from film curvature

- distance between lens and ob1ect

to - distance betten lens and image

T a linear field tf vIev in Irb'ec" s-a"e transverse to ftlm ler.nh

V , velc-itv if ýrvplet

"" meximu• !, f ir .ýk- '' .- fraze g.itin

P -8 37c1,-ty Cf dr.•v t s.
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TABLE II (cont.)

y' displacement of droilet image between film frames

i Z - depth of field

f i/no. of lens

width of 1"lash lamp pulse
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APPENDIX III

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF THE STEADY-STATE FORWULATION

This appendix describes the procedure currently being used to solve the sys-

tem of equations which describe one-dimensional steady-state combustion inside

rocket engines. The equations are identical to those presented in the

Analytical Program Section of this report and will not be repeated here.

The only exception is that the viscous stress termTxx was dropped from the

gas phase momentum and energy equations. It was found to be of negligible

influence.

METHOD OF SOLUTION

A_ Finite difference methods are used to solve the differential equations. In

particular, the trapezoidal integration foruiula is used. That is,

yi - i (y + i'-1)

where i refers to the X position.

For exuu..;, 'ne droplet mass continuity equation becomes

'h = 'i""" -•- + a .,

The system of equations produced is solved iteratively for the unknown at the

new space level. In each equation, only one of the dependent variables

N o. T-. C. e., L 4, - I

is assumed unknown. All the others are set equal to the best current value,

either an old level value or a predicted value. The following table lists

the correspondence made between variables and equations.
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TABLE I

Nj concentration number continuity

•l. drop continuity or experimental data and relationship between

nMi and

drop momentum or experimental data

T. drop energy

C.. mixture ratio

UL gas continuity

P gas momentum

H gas energy

gas heat transfer

e equation of state

T
M Tables

Cp

F Subroutines or experimental data replacing and mj

4 Tables
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One clarification required is th, procedure employed to calculate the inte-

grals in the gas phase equations. The parobolic rule is used where possible;

otherwise the trapezoidal rule is used. There was found to be no discernable

difference in the computed results.

The parabolic rule takes the form

fa J0 dt + J- " -

+ I L (AAp.1P
fa~ 

3 (A46

This is used for corrector cycles and only then if A Ai.2 and i t 3.

Otherwise, the trapezoidal rule is used. This takes the form:

jo* A ,1 Ap4 . =

+ I,,(A, A,, + PZ ( Ac- A,-,)] /2,
The integrals are broken into two parts to avoid recomputing known results.

Furthermore, the Pi appearing in the expressions are treated as unknowns and

solved for explicitly.

The same method is currently being employed to compute

Program Flowcharts

The following section presents flowcharts of the basic iterative procedures

used for computation of the steady-state formulation. Two flowcharts are

presented, the first represents the procedure used when the model employs a

prior specification of the coupling terms. The second flowchart represents

the procedure used when the model employs direct utilization of experimental
data for D u. (L. L , 0 L)
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EVALUATION OF THE 9OLL2'ION E'IHOD

There are a number of important criteria to consider concerning the evaluation

of a numerical scheme. Among these are convergence, order of accuracy, stability

and feasibility of the technique. Most of these terms are self-explanatory,

but they are defined in detail in the next appendix pertaining to the transient

formulation.

All of the criteria are dependent, for the steady-state formulation, on the

spray phase equations. This is so because the gas phase equations are entire-

ly algebraic and can be solved in closed form. The spray phase equations are

differential, highly interrelated and considerably more complex to solve.

The methods used to solve the giwvn steady-state formulation are standard tech-

tiqes. The Alfference operators are eentered in space and hence the error of

the program is to (AX) 3 . The "order of accuracy" is said to be, thus of second

order. The derivatbn of the order of accuracy is not presented here, because it

is well known for this technique. The method of derivaticavould follow similarly

to that presented later for the transient solution.

Likevise the solution procedure is stable for small enough values of A X. Obviously the

form of the coupling terms, number of iterations, etc. location in chamber, etc.,

affect this required value. A proof for the stability of the model is not

included.
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In practice by running the progrm at different & X values, a fairly accurate

error bound on each equation at particular locations can be determined. By re-

ducing the step size r & X can be determined which results in virtually no dif-

ference in resultant predictions. This, at least physically, confirms convergence

of the finite difference scheme to the solution of the ordinary differential

equations.

The last criteria to consider in the feasibility of the solution. The finite

difference equations, themselves, muse be solvable and yield "physically real

values." Nov although the general method given to solve the ordinary differ-

ential equations is the standard trapezoidal rule (& X3 errors and stable for

small & X), this may not always be entirely sufficient in the practical sense.

Program computation time at very small A X levels may become unreasonable.

Obviously the coupling term expressions control the gradients (derivatives) of

some of the parameters. This is particularly true of the droplet mass continuity

equation,( m and ij), and the droplet heating equation, (Tj and ). The

on 1n
coupling terms are obtained from separate subroutines; when mi and Qj are closed

form expressions their effect on the finite difference tecinique usGJ in their

respective spray equations is usually (though nit always) minimal. Often, howver, the

expressions for the coupling terms are either very complex, involvi, . a number

of iterative equations themselves, or are sensitive to certain gas phase para-

meters, etc. Then of course these expressions mav require more sophisticated

solution techniques for the finite difference equations in which they appear in

order to reduce running time and still retain accuracy. Hence the previous

statement that the coupling terms &!fect stability, etc.
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It wo!uld be ina~propriate to place in this appendix all of the possible expres-

sions used for computing or evaluating the coupling terms. The expressions are

all lengthy and the subroutines for each are unique for the particular coupling

term expression specified. As a consequence it is also inappropriate to specify

exactly how the spray mass continuity or heating rate finite difference equa-

tions are effected or altered.

In Practice, for both the steady-state and non-steady analysis it is necessary

" : 'b,4ect thie procedures for calculating both the chosen coupling term expres-

ý*_':". ,•u,-,.-,th ine and the finite difference equation (of whatever form) in which

it appears to stringent analysis separate from their use in the total program.

If two of the coupling terms and their respective equations in which they appear

are highly interrelated then both sets must be subjected together to this separ-

ate analysts. This usually involves calculating the subroutines and equations used

under arbitrary specified extremes of engine operating conditions. In this separ-

ate "mini-model" the feasibility, accuracy and stability of the set of equations

can be determined. Not until this criteria is achieved is the set then utilized

in the full program.

It is most often extremely difficult to determine the resultant stability of the

entire combined program when a variance of finite difference techniques are used

for the equations. However, the method described above for determining separate

stabilitY of sensitive equations L at present the most reasonable method for pro-

ducing overall stability. In prartice the program can be employed, as previously

mentloned, nt d-Ifferent A X values to obtain approximete error bounds on varintuu

equations and at reduced A X values to check corverr:ence.
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An exampl? of the techniques described above were used for the dronlet burninp

and heating model employed in the Results Section. The finite difference equa-

tions containing the burning and heatit.g rate terms utilized a bisection tech-

nique that resulted in quite accurate solutions.
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APPENDIX I!

NtMERICAL ANALYSIS OF THE TRANSIENT FORMULATION

This appendix is intended to describe the technique currently employed in the

transient program which solves the system of non-linear partial differential

equations that describe the spray-gas field for a one-dimensional transient flow

inside a rocket engine thrust chamber. The equations are identical t' those

presented in the Analytical Program Sr '.ion of this report and will not be re-

peated here. Is is also the ¶,.;ent~on of this appendix to briefly introduce

some of the techniques utilized if finite differencing methods and to define

rertinent terms related to the analysis.

PRELMhINARY DISCJS7SION

7ie general mode :f attack leading to the current algorithm being employed has

been based on finitt, differencing schemes. Although there are other numerical

techniques available for solving systems of non-linear partial differential

equations, the finite difference technique offers a straightforward, easy to

implement approach. In a finite difference scheme the continuous independent

variables x and t are replaced by discrete variables i and k. This corresponds

to defining a net on x, t space say 1,. X L•\ . I( "'

and making the natural 1-1 correspondence betweeni(x1 , tkgand (bk). For a

given system of partial differential equations, say

The solution function 4.)t)is approximated by the function wi, where w,

Gatisfies the same initial conditions asW on (xio), similar boundary condit-/nns,

tobpether with the following system of difference equations:
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Here, DT represents a finite difference operator approximating t

at (xit,) and does the same for - For the case under discussion,

the mesh is assumed uniform (i e.,: thx con2trnt) ad at D fl= ik and

Dx" = DIx except possibly at the boundaries. We therefore have the following

system of difference equations:

Va'ious Difference Operators

Some examples of difference operators for the space dimension are:

(a) Forward difference operator

(b) Backward aifference operator
-.. - VI•- 44. .74

(c) Central difference oporato:.

k3
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Consider the difference equations approximating system (1) given by:

____ 6__ ~ (W - FIW \ f') (3)

"b L

"(5)

SI-- .(,,:.,> (:-()edW+

One says (3) and (4) utilize forward and backward time differences respec-

tively (meaning relative to the time t at which the space differen'!es are

exuLressed). Equation (5) reduces to (3) fo e = 0 and to (4) for 6 1.

k k-k-
If e = 0, the wj can be defined explicitly in terms of w- and w

such a system is termed explicit, If 0 ý 0, then in general w. is defined

imnlicitly in terms of the old time-level values and new time-level values

for other i' such a system is called implicit.

Important Criteria

There are several important criteria that come into play when chosing a finite

difierence scheme. Among them are convergence, order ot' accurac-y, fitabl :11 ty
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and feasibility of the scheme.

k

Convergence. Let W(i&x, kAt) be the true solution to (W). Let wi

be a finite difference approximation. A convergent scheme is simply one
S~k

in which the approximation wk converges to W(i&x, k&t) as &t,Ax . 0

i, k - a (for all x, t in the range of interest) such that ihx =x,

kAt t remain fixed.

k
Order o' Accuracy. In general, Wi = W(iAx, kAt) will satisfy the dif-

k
ference equations used to define w to within some power ofax and&t (or

alternatively to within some power of t if we let x = 8(A t)). Thus if

one writes
k k-ik (w= k(w i ,At, .&x)

where t represents the process of solving the difference equations, then if

The scheme is said to be of k order accuracy.

Stability. Stability on the other hand has to do with the nature in which

the errors are propagated in the difference equations. Emperically, if the

error grows exponentially with the number of time steps, the scheme is said

to be unstable. Specifically, the behavior of W\ I I as At ---- 0

(k . m such that kAt = t fixed) is considered. This answer depends

upun the relative rates at whIchAt and Ax go to zero. In general, however,

one can see it will take an increasing number of cycles to approximate

k
W(xt) with wi . A method is stable if

1 w'~rl emains bounded as k ----* o At 4 0 k It t fixed

and&X - g(& t) prescribed.
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k-I
Mbre precisely, if wý . C(At) w , where C(&t) is an operator, then vk

[C(At)] k wv. (By setting Ax = g(At), c is considered as a function of

Lit only). The method is stable if for someTiO, the infinite set of

operators

0 !S k~tt T

remains unifonaly bounded.

Feasibility. Also to be considered in a difference scheme is its feasi-

bility of operation. Of foremost concern here is whether or not the non-

linear system of algebraic equations defined by the difference scheme are

computationally solvable. When the scheme is implicit, this can often be

a very significant problem. Stability and accuracy are defined in terms of

the exact solution to the difference equations. These become irrelevant

if the difference equations cannot be solved or take too long to solve

or if the solution process is too sensitive to perturbations.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE CURRENT ALGORITHM

It was felt that, due to the extremely complex nature of the specific

system of trausient equations, the following scheme would be fruitful:

WK k-1

Here, both the derivatives are replaced by backward difference operators

and the right-hand side is totally implicit. The arrows above the variftbe

indicate that these are the unknowns in the equation. With system (6)

k
one marches forward in time sad space; i.e., in computing wi , one has

available the values at V and w-'l. From the initial and boundary
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k 0
conditions, one can determine wo and w for all i, k. (This statement

is modified later.)

F 0 0 * 0 *

K
X

t tt tt
t t, •

In the above picture, the arrows indicate the procedure employed. From
1 o 1 0 0

w and w ,w can be determined from aystem (6). Then from w! and w0 ,

1.
w can be likewise determined, etc. This differencirgprocedure is well

known to be unconditionally stable, for functions without exponential growth,

when applied to a hyperbolic partial-differential equation with constant

coefficients. This fact, along with its simplicity, was one of the primary

motives in chosing it. Actually, in attempting to implement (6), the boundary

conditio. at the throat is employed for one component of w. At first thiR

was done iteratively. That is, the velocity is predicted at the injector

face based on old time level data for which the velocity at the throat was

sonic. Then the new time level data was computed keeping the throat velocity

at sonic. However, due to the sen-itive nature of the algebraic system of

difference equations, this method proved to be relatively unsatisfactory.

Alternatively, it was decided to solve the momentum and continuity equations

simultaneously with the boundary conditions (eLL)i - 0 and L a sonic.0 throat

Moreover, due to the natural evolution of practical numerical analysis, the

followinF difference scheme was substituted for (6):

K KK1
-W '..- : (,C -I 4 '•,.
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K ~ ~~~e(wh) + (L2()

This system of equations is now centered in space (about i- i/2), hence

itb accuracy should be better than (6), although not by an order of mac-

nitude).

Stability of Scheme

Also, it is possible to demonstrate that this scheme unconditionally satisfies

Von Newman's necessary condition for stability. In other worts, if a solution

:s expressed in its fourier series, the coefficients of the n comronent of

this series V at time kAt, satisfy
tKl k k 0

V -G V G V

where G is the (amplification) matrix determined by the difference scheme.

Von Newman requires that the eigenvalues of G(a measure of the amplifying

effect of G) be less than one in absolute value. (See the derivation given

later for details). As a comparison, the Von Newman stability condition for

the Lax-Wendroff two-step scheme is (ItL4+ a) t < 1. However, it should

be remembered that the result that (7) is unconditionally stable holds only

if it is solved exactly (and if one assumes constant coefficients). Thus,

in practice, the number of iterations performed in trying to solve the non-

linear algebraic system of difference equations will have a definite effect

on the stability.

METHOD OF SOLUTION

The equations to be solved are identically those presented earlier in this report.

The chamber is partitioned from xI (injector face) to x (throat) by ax,
L
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(xi - (i-I)Ax). For brevity, the entire Pystem of algebralp equations resulting

from dIfferencing schme (7) will not be written down here. Typically however,

they take the following form as exemplified by the drop momentum equations.

Note that in this section both time, k, andapace, I, denoters now appear as

subscripts to avoid confusion with the drop group size.

-.

t ,l u U it ) s (8)

k_ iL tF j I."_ _ k F v

tfor - n2, L M

Ideally, one would want to solve the system ot algebraic equations simultane-

ously for all unknowns. This process, however, tis mpracticsl d1 e to the non-

linearity of the system. Instead, wie identify particular inknowns with par-

tictilar equations and solve the system iteratively. "Por example, in (8) we

assume mjn i'k and F ,n i,k are known (either from previous iterstions or from the

old time level). ?)L',ther, me have that u3j. 3 111- and U3 un ere known from

previous space and time calculations. The equation can thien be written explic-

ity for Jn,, and is thu5. used to got a better estimate of u p . The

following is a ttstlc of each unknown versus its defiring equation:



TABLE I

ifS.. Couted Frau

Drop Data

Concentration number N nConcentration number equation

Spray density A N n m r. Spray continuity equaticn

Dr-op temperature T n Drop energy equation

Drop velocity indrop momentum equation.

Surface enthalpy HnTables: function Ti n

Drop enthalpy Xn aea

Drop dliamater D n Fro N in

Film temperature T fFrom T3 *, nPT

Evaporization, breakup rate miSubroutine

Drag force Fan Subroutine

Drop heating IinSubroutine

Various drop, film (Tables (.r~d subroutines as

and vapor prprte a functic'n of T isn Tf~

.4) Tp pj, C

Gas Data

Pressure p Squation of state

Mixture Ratio C Mixture ratio equation

Flay vector -11'Simultaneously from

Dersity c-ontinuity and amwintum

Velocity 'Funwction of v and f

x -irector Gat. energy equation

Enthes'py H Function of , u, M, T

Various gas PvVe~'rties T, M,AM, X Tables as function of C, Hp
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Essentially, the program steps through each equation and gets an updated esti-

mate of the variable associated vith that equation. A complete cycle consists

of passing through all difference equations, functional relations (i.e., state,

vaporization rate, etc.), and the property tables. Since the differencing

procedure employs only tvo time levels, the progrma requires only tvo arrays

for each variable that appearb in a time derivative. Since the procedure is

t:tally implicit, that is all variables not In a time derivatiware taken at

the new time level, only one array is needed for those variables that never

appear in a time derivative, ( vaporization rate, gas temperature, all pro-

perties, et,.).

The program has been arranged as follows. At the end of each time step,

say t = to, the arrays of the new-time variables at ýo are vritten over the

arrays of the old time variable at to -1At. Then for the next tiMe step at

to +*At the program initially has the variables at to in the new-level array

as well as the old level array. This is tantamount to saying the first guess

for the variable at to + At is its value at to . Not only does this procedure

save a vast amount of core storage, but i t also saves vriting a separate set

of equations for the predictor cycle as distinguished from the corrector

cycle.

Eom Flwch&A

The follovtng section presents a flovchart of the basic iterative proctdurea

used for computation of the transient formulation. Several elarifyinp state-

menits can be mede relative t.o the flowchart at this point. First. **e.

,,,:pl,1tr torms" refers to the finite tltferen'.e esprTx tUrlm& ieltnp (7) of

the following equations:
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The gas pressure, which used to be a v-¢ry troublesome term, is calculated

from the equation of etate using the most currentc, M, T.

Further Notes on the Solution of the Gas Phaie Continuity and Momentum

Eauations

The most involved portion of the program is the calculation of e and v.

All other parameters are either computed directly from known functions or

tables, or "marched off" from the finite ,.fference equations. The density

and flow vector on the other hand are solved for simultsneously from the

I ab-1 finite difference equations and the boundary conditions on v at the in-

jector face and nozzle throat. In the finite difference equation for the gas

mcmentiv'L the pressure term is replaced by the equation of state so that the

density appears explicity. This system of 2L linear equations in the 2LInknowns , , . •L Vl' v2 ' " " "' vL can be advantageously organized.

Define e new vector P with 2L components such that

2!

e12 even
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and identify equation 1 as v1 - w, equation 2 as continuity for i - 2,

A
equation 3 as momentum for i z 2, equation 4 as continuity for i = 3, etc.,

and the last equation at 2L or Vi - ae L; then, this system, written in the

matrix representation Mp - f has the following form

p1i
P2 lei

v 2
p - C2

P 2L

[P~LJen

x

mxx

X)Cx

X).

xx
L

That is, there are at most four unknowns to each equation and they are center-

ed about the diagonal ".. indicated. Since M is banded,, Mp w f is relatively

easy to solve. The program does this using a modified version of Gaussian

elimination which takes advantage of the particular pattern of zero entries in

M.

PhyMical Structure of program - Running Time

To conclude, a word may also be appropriate concerning the physical structure

of the program and its running time. The structure of the program is quite

modular. This allows for ready modification. There is a specific subroutine
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to calculate each of the drop properties. There is one routine that handles

the film property equations, one to handle the gas properties, one for the

vaporization rate, one for drag force, etc. The heart of the program is sub-

routine ALL. All the finite difference equations appear in this routine. For

each corrector cycle, ALL is called once. During each pass, ALL calls the

various other subroutines as required.

As to running time, with "physically real" coupling terms, unfortunately it

is rather lengthy. If the c6 ber is broken up into approximately 150 mesh

rzints, the program will take approximately ten minutes to step 200 timesteps

vith four iterations per time step. This rather lengthy running time is due

to the fact that the program considers actual gas composition and must search

combustion properties tables during the iterations.

EVALUATION OF SOLUTION METHOD

Again the important criteria to consider are convergence, order of accuracy,

stability and feasbility of the technique. These terms have now all been de-

fined and in some cases related to the chosen method.

All of the criteria are dependent -on the entire set of equations because each

is partial differential in form, no closed form equations are present. The

methods used to solve the transient formulation, as discussed, are far from

"standar'd". The difference operators are centered in space while backward in

time. Hence the accuracy of the model is firstorder in time as derived in

a subsequent section.
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A highly complex stability analysis was performed for a simplified set of

the conservation equations (primarily removal of the mixture ratio equation

and combustion properties tables) and non-responsive (to pressure or velocity

waves) coupling terms. Complete details regarding the simplifications and

their consequences are given in the derivation presented later. What is sig-

nificant however is the results of the stability analysis. For the set of

equations used the results indicate that the method unconditionally satisfies

Von Newman's necessary criteria for stability. Further the stability results

is shown to be independent of the value of At step size ratio as long as
Ax

is sufficiently small that a vector term containing the coupling expressions

may be neglected. The actual size of At depends of course on the form of

the coupling terms, number of iterations, location in the chamber, time, etc.,

and though possible in principle to compute, would entail a horrendous task,

The point is that, as for the Ax in the steady state model, a At can be found,

regardless of the form of physically real coupling termsl that allow the finite

difference method for the simplified set of equations to satisfy the

necessary condition3 for stability. This is not to say that the stabil-

itv condition is as strong as that for the steady state case; it may not be

possible to determine both necessary and sufficient stability rconditions for

any formulation as complex as this transient model.

To relate the simplified set of conservation equations to the complete conser-

vation equations and combustion property tables, actual computer model (still,

however, retaining the non-responsive coupling terms) computations were

performed and are reported in the Results Section. Selecting reasonable

values of AT andAx the model received initial inputs from the steady-state

program; these inputs were calculated
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,ising the same coupling terms as in the transient model. The transient model

was then allowed to run for a considerable number of time steps under a "no

perturbed" condition. It is during this time that if numerical instability is

present, errors will begin to propagate. However, after the specified time

level, the transient model predictions were identical to those of the steady-

state input. At this point a more severe test was performed. A large pertur-

bation was introduced at the throat. Now with non-responsive coupling terms

(•e -rt ,)r the velocity effects which were retained in the drag force) the

wave must ohysically die due to expansion from the throat, gas viscosity and

drag; this is precisely what occurred. The transient model predicted wave

damping and a return to steady-state conditions.

.in tractice, combined with the stability analysis for the simplified conser-

vation equations, these results were sufficient to allow the predlcition that

a & t could be found, regardless of the coupling term expressions, that would

result in numerical stability. Additionally by running the program at differ-

ent At and &x values a fairly accurate error bound on each equation at par-

ticular locations and time can be determined. By reducing the step sizes a

P.t, A x can be determined which results in virtually no difference in resulted

predictions. This, at least physically, confirms convergence.

However, just as in the steady-state model, feasibility of the solution must be

considered. The same problems exist; "real" coupling terms may require At

values that result in unreasonable running time. To alleviate this probelu more

sophisticated solution techniques for the spray finite difference equations in

which the coupling terms appear may be necessary. In such cases the same tech-
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nique is used for the required transient spray equations as was outlined in

Appendix III for the steady-state spray equations. The method applies to both

subroutines for coupling terms, and their respective spray equations. Accuracy

and stability are determined under arbritrary conditions; thIs is often quite

complex as the spray equations are variable in x and t.

The same limitation on determining the resultart stability of the combiz:ed

set of varying finite difference technique exists here as in the steady-state

case. However, the method utilized is the best found to date and can be checked

by computer computations, as described previously, at various At, Ax valuas.

Derivation of Stability

As mentioned earlier it was possible to show that the selected numerical method

as applied to the transient formulations satisfied Von Newman's necessa_-y

criteria for stability. This section presents the derivation of

this result.

It must be pointed out that the results pertain to a simplified set of the con-

servation equations. That is, it was not analytically possible to apply the

stability criteria to the full set of equations including the combustion proper-

ty tables. Thus the following simplifications were made: l) the mixture ratio

equation was eliminated, thus also eliminating the combustion properties tables,

2) the gas composition was assumed to be frozen, 3) gas visecoity and heat con-

duction were neglected, and, 4) simplified forms of the coupling terms were

used.
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Assumptions 1) and 2) imply that the enthalpy H'.CpT (assuming a reference of

zero temperature) and that the chemical energy is carried in the spray. Since

Cp is cosatit is equal to Yk and hence Hf a /C(through the equa-
Y4 -1 T4 -I

tion of state) Although useful here for this analysis these are physically

poor approximations for combustion under conditions of changing mixtures ratio.

Assumption 3) is inconsequential to the analysis.

Assumoption 4) utilized simplified coupling term expressions. In particular,

the burning rate model was specified as a function of x and diameter only,

i.e. - (x) D. In this sense it is similar to any of the quasi-steady

models upon reaching wet bulb. The drop temperature was kept constant for

the analysis thus eliminating the spray energy equation. The drag coefficient

was also assumed to be a constant, but velocity variation was retained in the

drag force equation.

in essence two of these coupling terms are non-responsive in that the gas

n
phase flow field fluctuations cannot effect m or the drop temperature, (Q

assumed zero). Though Cd is assumed constant, the drag force can fluctuate

because the velocity terms were retained.

Mhe results of assuming m and Q n to be non-responsive are shown to be incon-

sequential to the analysis as the stability results were achieved by assuming

a At sufficiently small that the term,'A\t B 1 Q),in which B is of order I

and Q contains all of the coupling terms can be neglected.
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The realism of this assumption on At, the meaning of the final stability re-

sults, and the relation of the simplified set of equations to the cm~plte

model has been discussed in the previous section.

It is interesting to note, however, that the very simplified conservation

equationz remaining are still somewhat more complex (except for the Coupling

teras) than those used by most authors in past transient formulations.

In any event considering the system of equations given by assuming

1. Td a const, Hd - const

2. -=b(x)D - bi D

3- = -w P4Je H -a

14. F d2/3 tu-ud uu)

Then the equations to solve are nearly:

t al

a £ a•

gL ~ ~ ~~ L% __L__ UL- ,4 u-

~~AeL

S-1 L1- ----T-4 ' Q -a

Ae3 +v AV A+• A ce.

AV ~V
--- R A e
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at-

where here s W"- 0

consider this system in the form:

at£ -.-- = w
where a's

Let ( ANA ) mat ,L,4 Ael Av) AJ•)
Let

fo with similar expressionls
f'or

Then, using differencing scheme (T), we have

If we assume F r is locally constant, and if e let D -DP and

h a _ ,then m have:
Ax

- W.

- 2•t Ck

This of course is the finite difference approximation to

The vector Q and the matrices B and D are given belov.

0 0 0 0 0

0 I C) % 0 0

0 0 I 000

:•.,A • C)B3/-
w~(L~*~ 00 (



S0 o a 0 .

0 0 0 oi 0

0 0 0

WowI 3

where

tAt w 1s - %.
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C)

0

ts. W5 S

0

k -k k

If we assume that in (9) • and Dk are nearly constant and thatL e4rl 6osatadta

where Q isxa constant matrix, then (9) can be rewritten as:

K -S

Let the fourier series for v (iAx, kAt) be given by

or WOtt u n.t Vet.t, ke,

Substituting this expression into (10) and equating like terms in , we

P e t 1,, , & I_& S

or
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The amplification matrix G(& tAl is defined as that matrix such that
K G, &,,,t

Clearly, -(I& * 4 t q

or

let a.

Then

+ S~% , bi

The Von Newman necessary condition for stability is that the eigewalwues of G
be less than or equal to one In absolute v"ae. 2e elgenvaluss of G

__ are the reciprocals of the elgenvalues of 0 A. Further, since the agenvote lis

of B are all one, then the eigevalue of B-1 D and B-1 are the sea as the

eigenvalues of D and Q respectively. That this is so follows from:

let k be eigenvalue of D corresponding to eigenvector v. Lot w,

be six independent eigenvector of B-1 . Then v W Z

%mce to. isigenvau1~a of B½.D

lote: I bare is thu sutita idex, not space id*ex
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Let us assume that & t is so small so that A t B'IQw• 0.

Then if ), is an eigenvalue of D, an eigenvalue of G is given by

+j~
I t

Since ), is real by hyperbolicty of the system, tg4 1 1 for all h.

Thierefore, the method unconditionally satisfies Von Newman necessary criteria

for numerical stability.

Derivation of the Order of Accuracy

We consider The finite difference scheme

K IKg' F(pW(W
-~ ~~~ *W 1)j ~F ~

which apmroximates:

If V.isthe true solution at x z i&x t k 4t. ThenL

iiI (V

4t'

V/. K

Vt 4-

V., V + ,r -0
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Vt: -VC F 4
.. ,C,•

iZ L

Substractifng, we get

&F('5&,,FVL,

or~ ~ -- v -r ye. (• + , -Cv .i
or

(VK) r- vlF(V 1 >) + 4 Fv~

* V satisfies (7) to within O(&t) + O( x 2) i.e.,

VC -,, 1 K,•. _v,. r ,, K),,, _ ,,,
+

- - C, ) 4- o(t4%,2
this can be interpreted as

Since

Therefore scheme is rirat order In, time.
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"1 i APPENDIX V

COMPUTER FACILITIES

The digital computer facilities located at Rocketdyne consist of several

IBM System/360 computers coupled with considerable peripheral equipment.

Scientific type programs are processed on a Model 40/651 computer in which

a Model 40 computer is coupled with a Model 65 computer as an au iliary sup-

port processor (ASP). The ASP system provides very efficient processing

by utilizing the Model 40 for handling the input/output functions, i.e.,

from punched card to direct access storage and out from direct access

storage to printer, and for scheduling the work for the Model 65 computer

(which eliminates delay time between batch jobs). The model 40/65 not only

executes faster than its IBM 7094 predecessor, but its cost per hour at

Rocketdyne is less than half that of the 7094. Rocketdyne's Model 65 computer

has a large-size, 524, 288 bite-size cure, which is equivalent to 131,072

(32-bit) words.
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